NewsFlash
Posted on: May 23, 2018
CFPUA Presents at EPA Summit on PFAS Compounds & Latest Sweeney GenX Results
CFPUA Presents at EPA Summit on PFAS Compounds
On Tuesday, May 22, CFPUA Director of Engineering, Carel Vandermeyden, presented at the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in Washington, D.C. on the challenges associated with
monitoring, and treating for, per-fluorinated compounds found in the Cape Fear River—a major source
of our community’s drinking water.
May 22 - 23, EPA hosted a National Leadership Summit “to discuss and build on the steps the agency has
already taken to address per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS).” Attendees of the summit included
representatives from state and federal government, the non-profit sector, and industry groups. CFPUA
was the only water utility given an opportunity to present on our experiences with per-fluorinated
compounds.
According to Carel Vandermeyden, engineering director, “This was a great opportunity for CFPUA to
present our local experiences at a national discussion on PFAS management. The fact that CFPUA was
the only invited water utility in the country to present at this summit is indicative of the important work
we and our partners have been doing over the last year. Our local experiences can provide valuable
input into the development of federal standards, protocols, and best practices related to PFAS
management.”
In his keynote address, EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt announced that the agency would begin to
consider the need for enforceable regulatory standards for PFOA and PFOS, legacy compounds used in
manufacturing processes prior to GenX. Additionally, he announced that the agency was working with
federal and state partners to develop a toxicity value for GenX.
New GenX Results from the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received results for April 25 and April 30
from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain
below the DHHS health goal of 140 parts per trillion
(ppt).

NewsFlash
Posted on: May 16, 2018
CFPUA to Attend EPA PFAS Summit & CFPUA Opposes Chemours' IMAC Petition
CFPUA TO ATTEND PFAS SUMMIT NEXT WEEK AT EPA HEADQUARTERS
CFPUA has been selected to present next week, on Tuesday, May 22, at the PFAS National Leadership
Summit and Engagement at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in Washington, D.C. Carel
Vandermeyden, Director of Engineering, will speak about the challenges of monitoring, and treating for,
per-fluorinated compounds in drinking water.
While the event is by invitation only, the public can live stream portions of the summit, including the
keynote address by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, on the EPA website beginning at 8:30 am on May 22.
The website, www.epa.gov/live will be available only during the conference hours. Other notable
speakers include representatives from: Department of Defense, state Departments of Public Health,
EPA’s National Exposure Research Laboratory, Natural Resources Defense Council and the Agency for
Toxic Substances and Disease Registry.
CFPUA will be releasing our presentation to the public through our weekly update next week.
CFPUA Opposes Chemours’ Petition for an IMAC of 70,000 Parts Per Trillion
CFPUA has learned that The Chemours Company has submitted a formal request for an Interim
Maximum Allowable Concentration (IMAC) of 70,000 parts per trillion (ppt) for GenX in groundwater.
The State has not established an allowable concentration of GenX in groundwater. GenX and other
perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) have been detected in groundwater around the area of the
Fayetteville Works facility. The groundwater contamination is due at least in part to historic air
emissions of PFCs from Fayetteville Works, resulting in deposition of the compounds on soil that
eventually infiltrates the groundwater.
In June 2017, CFPUA conducted testing for GenX in our two drinking water systems fed by groundwater
sources and the compound was not detected. However, it is likely that groundwater in the Fayetteville
Works area makes its way to the Cape Fear River—potentially affecting the Sweeney Water Treatment
Plant source water. Given the possibility for contamination into the future, we oppose the request for
an IMAC of 70,000 ppt and we will be filing a formal opposition to the petition to the North Carolina
Department of Environmental Quality.
In July 2017, NCDHHS lowered its preliminary health advisory level of GenX from 71,000 ppt to 140 ppt
after consultation with the Environmental Protection Agency. In November 2016, EPA lowered its health
advisory level for two related PFCs also detected in the groundwater—PFOA and PFOS—to 70 ppt
combined. Preliminary health advisories have not been issued for the other PFCs that have been found
in the Cape Fear River, and there is no information on the combined health effects of all PFCs in the
Cape Fear River. Proper consideration of PFC-related health studies should include information about
the effects of these compounds both individually and together.
In August 2017, Governor Roy Cooper expanded the scope of the Secretaries’ Science Advisory Board to
include an evaluation of the human health impacts from emerging contaminants. Until NCDHHS can
provide information on the combined health effects of PFCs, and until NCDEQ sets enforceable
regulatory standards for these compounds based on that information, CFPUA believes they should not
be in the source waters for downstream communities such as ours.
Additionally, last summer, CFPUA discovered GenX in our Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) well—a
project that was designed to store finished water from the Sweeney Plant underground and distribute it
to our surface water system during periods of high demand. This project was a multi-million-dollar

investment made by our ratepayers to protect the community from the consequences of drought or an
emergency loss of water, such as a main break or a supply interruption.
Due to upstream discharge from Chemours, water containing PFCs was unknowingly injected into the
ASR and was detected in the groundwater surrounding the well. We were required to take action by
permit, and NCDEQ approved the proposal we submitted. CFPUA pumped 50 million gallons of water
from the well to our wastewater treatment plant to reduce the levels of GenX in the aquifer. Results
from the most recent round of testing in the ASR well show GenX levels of 84 ppt, which is well below
the 140 ppt health advisory level issued by NCDHHS.
CFPUA has been working with North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality (NCDEQ) to
remediate the contamination and find a solution to allow for its use in the future. On August 4, 2017,
CFPUA petitioned NCDEQ for an IMAC to help us find the best path forward to protect the investment
made in the ASR project. CFPUA believes a groundwater standard for the compound must be based on
rigorous scientific research and must be protective of public health. North Carolina Department of
Health and Human Services (NCDHHS) currently has a preliminary health advisory level for the
compound of 140 ppt.
On Wednesday, May 9, the CFPUA Board authorized staff to move forward in negotiating a design
contract for the implementation of Granular Activated Carbon at the Sweeney Plant. Granular Activated
Carbon has been proven to be effective in reducing the levels of GenX, and other per-fluorinated
compounds (PFCs), in the water. As our pilot study made clear, however, if levels of GenX and other
PFCs return to levels seen in the past, this new technology possibly would not be effective.

NewsFlash
Posted on: May 11, 2018
Special Update: More on CFPUA Board Action on Emerging Contaminants
This week, the CFPUA Board of Directors authorized the utility to move forward with the next steps
needed to upgrade the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant to remove per-fluorinated compounds from the
finished water.
In a presentation given to the Board on Wednesday, Executive Director Jim Flechtner summarized the
work CFPUA has done to monitor levels of the compounds and shared the final results of the pilot study
at the Sweeney Plant.
Since Wednesday, CFPUA has received feedback from the community, and we would like to take the
opportunity to respond to three questions we have received often.
Is there ongoing litigation against Chemours and Dupont?
In October 2017, CFPUA filed a lawsuit against Chemours and Dupont in federal district court for the
Eastern District of North Carolina. Litigation is ongoing, and the purpose of this legal action is to recover
related damages and costs, such as an upgrade to the Sweeney Plant. In the meantime, CFPUA is taking
quick action to improve water quality.
If CFPUA upgrades the plant, would there be a rate increase?
If CFPUA upgrades the Sweeney Plant with Granular Activated Carbon technology, it will cost about $46
million for the initial design and construction, in addition to annual operating costs of approximately $2
million per year. If CFPUA does not receive funds from an alternate source, ratepayers will see an
expected increase to their water & sewer bill of $5 per month, or $60 per year.
When would customers first see the increase on their bill?
If a rate increase is necessary to pay for the costs of upgrading the Plant, customers would begin to see
that increase in July 2020.

NewsFlash
Posted on: May 9, 2018
CFPUA Board Takes Action on Emerging Contaminants & Most Recent GenX Sweeney Results
CFPUA Board Takes Action on Emerging Contaminants
This morning, the CFPUA Board of Directors voted to authorize CFPUA to negotiate a design contract for
treatment enhancements at the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant to reduce per-fluorinated compounds
(PFCs) in the finished water.
Executive Director, Jim Flechtner, presented on the issue of emerging contaminants and the results of
our pilot study—which showed Granular Activated Carbon to be the most effective option for reducing
PFCs the Sweeney Plant.
View Presentation
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received results for April 11 and April 17 from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 parts per trillion
(ppt).

NewsFlash
Posted on: May 2, 2018
Black & Veatch Submits Final Report, Ogden Water Station Update, & Latest GenX Results from
Sweeney
Black & Veatch Submits Final Report on Pilot Study Findings
Since August 2017, CFPUA has been conducting a pilot study at the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant to
investigate the potential to remove per-fluorinated compounds from the treated water.
During this study, we collected data on the number and levels of per-fluorinated compounds in the plant
and compared it to levels measured after filtration through different treatment technologies. In turn, we
used that data to evaluate the effectiveness of various kinds of granular activated carbon and ion
exchange media to remove the contaminants.
Black & Veatch, the engineering firm contracted to assist us with this effort, has submitted a final report
dated April 30, 2018, on their findings.
Staff is currently working to analyze these findings and will use the data to present a recommendation
for future action to the CFPUA Board of Directors.
CFPUA Moves Water Station in Ogden Park
In July 2017, CFPUA installed a water station in Ogden Park to provide water free of per-fluorinated
compounds such as GenX to residential customers. The water station is open every day, from 8 am to 8
pm, and is free of charge.
To allow for better access to the station, CFPUA has moved it to a new location across the street from its
previous position. The station is marked by a CFPUA banner and can be found near the tennis courts
parking lot.
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received results for April 11
and April 17 from our on-going GenX
testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX
continue to remain below the DHHS
health goal of 140 parts per trillion
(ppt).

NewsFlash
Posted on: April 27, 2018
CFPUA Presents Final Report to House Select Committee on North Carolina River Quality
CFPUA Presents Final Report to House Select Committee on North Carolina River Quality
Yesterday afternoon, CFPUA Executive Director Jim Flechtner presented our final report on CFPUA
actions to address GenX to the House Select Committee on North Carolina River Quality.
The report, as required by HB 56, provides a summary of our efforts to address emerging contaminants
in the Cape Fear River to date, including: the pilot study at the Sweeney Plant, the results of our ongoing
sampling regime, the findings of research conducted by UNCW and the locations of two water stations
available to the public.
Read the report submitted to the Committee
New GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received results for April 11 and April
17 from our on-going GenX testing at the
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of
GenX continue to remain below the DHHS
health goal of 140 parts per trillion (ppt).

NewsFlash
Posted on: April 18, 2018
CFPUA Launches New GenX Timeline & Latest GenX Results from Sweeney
CFPUA Launches New GenX Timeline to Website
Since June 2017, CFPUA has been providing regular updates to the community on the issue of emerging
contaminants. These updates have remained on our website, and they give a detailed history of the
issue and CFPUA action to address water quality concerns.
To provide a summary of these updates for visitors to our site, we have created a new timeline. Visitors
to the page may scroll through and watch news clips, read documents and learn more about the issue of
emerging contaminants in the Cape Fear River.
Staff will continue to update the timeline as our work on this issue progresses.
New GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received results for April 3
from our on-going GenX testing at the
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels
of GenX continue to remain below the
DHHS health goal of 140 parts per
trillion (ppt).

NewsFlash
Posted on: April 12, 2018
Water Quality Update to Board, Once a Week Updates, & Most Recent GenX Results
CFPUA Staff Present Water Quality Update to Board
Yesterday morning, Executive Director Jim Flechtner presented a water quality update to the CFPUA
Board of Directors at its monthly meeting. The update presents a summary to date of our actions to
address the issue of emerging contaminants.
Once Weekly Updates Will Begin Next Week
Starting next week, CFPUA will begin sending updates on water quality once per week on Wednesdays.
In the event we receive information that needs an immediate release, we will share it in a Special
Update through our NewsFlash system.
Most recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received results for March 26
from our on-going GenX testing at the
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of
GenX continue to remain below the DHHS
health goal of 140 parts per trillion (ppt).

NewsFlash
Posted on: April 9, 2018
MOST RECENT GENX RESULTS FROM THE SWEENEY WATER TREATMENT PLANT
MOST RECENT GENX RESULTS FROM THE SWEENEY WATER TREATMENT PLANT
We have received results for March 26
from our on-going GenX testing at the
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of
GenX continue to remain below the DHHS
health goal of 140 parts per trillion (ppt).

NewsFlash
Posted on: April 5, 2018
Visit CFPUA at Lakefest this Weekend & Latest GenX Sweeney Plant Results
Visit CFPUA at Lakefest this Weekend
CFPUA will have a display this weekend at Cape Fear River Watch’s annual Lakefest event. The outdoor
environmental education event is located at Greenfield Lake and will run from 10 am to 2 pm.
For attendees interested in learning more about our efforts to protect the area’s natural resources, staff
will be present to give information on CFPUA initiatives such as our Fats, Oils and Grease program,
Backflow Prevention, and sanitary sewer overflow reduction.
New GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received results for March 26 from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 parts per trillion
(ppt).

NewsFlash
Posted on: April 2, 2018
Black & Veatch Submits March Progress Report on Pilot Study & Most Recent Sweeney Results
Black & Veatch Submits March Progress Report on Pilot Study
Black & Veatch, the engineering firm contracted with CFPUA to administer the ongoing pilot study at
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant, has submitted a report for the month of March.
The report contains the March 13 sampling results for the water running through both Granular
Activated Carbon and Ion Exchange technologies. Testing is expected to continue through the first
quarter of 2018 to ensure staff has comprehensive data on both technologies.
Read the report.
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received results for March 13 and 20 from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 parts per trillion
(ppt).

NewsFlash
Posted on: March 26, 2018
CFPUA Submits Final Report to Environmental Review Commission & Latest Sweeney Results
CFPUA SUBMITS FINAL REPORT TO ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW COMMISSION
On Friday, Cape Fear Public Utility Authority submitted its final report to the Environmental Review
Commission, per the requirements of House Bill 56. The report summarized the action we have taken on
water quality in our service area to date and included progress updates on our pilot study and our work
with the University of North Carolina Wilmington.
View the Report
New GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received results for March 5 from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water Treatment
Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 parts per trillion (ppt).

NewsFlash
Posted on: March 22, 2018
Changes Coming to the CFPUA Website & Most Recent Sweeney GenX Results
Changes Coming to the CFPUA Website
On March 26, CFPUA’s website navigation will change. Navigation will be based on three primary
headers. The three primary headers will now be: My Business, My Home, and I Want To.
•

•
•

Businesses will now be able to quickly find information based on information type such as
“backflow” or “pretreatment.” They will also be able to find information based on their business
such as “breweries & restaurants” or “property managers.”
Customers will be able to better access customer support pages.
The “how do I?” navigation feature allows customers to quickly learn how to “apply,”
“build/develop,” “learn about,” and more!

This update better reflects how customers navigate our site. Please let us know if you have any
questions or feedback using our updated online form.
MOST RECENT GENX RESULTS FROM THE SWEENEY WATER TREATMENT PLANT
We have received results for February 28 from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 parts per trillion
(ppt).

NewsFlash
Posted on: March 19, 2018
Veterans Park Water Station Open to Public
As announced on March 5, CFPUA now has a second water station open to the public at Veterans Park.
As with the station in Ogden park, this station takes water from a groundwater source that does not
contain GenX. The station is open every day from 8:00am to 8:00pm, and is located near the eastern
entrance to the soccer fields.
See the most recent meter readings below:

Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received results for February 28 from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 parts per trillion
(ppt).

NewsFlash
Posted on: March 15, 2018
CFPUA Reaches out to State Agencies for Guidance on Treatment Goals
CFPUA Reaches out to State Agencies for Guidance on Treatment Goals
Yesterday, CFPUA reached out to Secretary Michael Regan of the North Carolina Department of
Environmental Quality (NCDEQ), Secretary Mandy Cohen of North Carolina Department of Health and
Human Services (NCDHHS) and Governor Roy Cooper, asking for guidance from the State as we move
forward with our pilot study at the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant.
As the pilot study of Granular Activated Carbon and Ion Exchange technologies reaches its final stage,
CFPUA will begin to consider potential upgrades to the Sweeney Plant. Typically, plant expansions and
upgrades are designed to achieve certain “treatment goals”—levels of compounds in drinking water that
have been deemed safe and protective of public health. For regulated compounds, treatment goals are
the compliance standards set by the State and EPA. For unregulated compounds such as GenX, however,
regulatory standards do not exist and health data may be limited or non-existent.
As CFPUA moves forward to address the issue of emerging contaminants, we asked for guidance from
the State in determining treatment goals for per-fluorinated compounds.
NCDHHS responded quickly and, this afternoon, CFPUA staff participated in a call with Deputy Secretary
for Health Services Mark Benton, State Health Director Betsy Tilson and Chief of Epidemiology Zack
Moore. NCDHHS staff updated CFPUA on their ongoing discussions with their partners at the
Environmental Protection Agency, and gave assurance that they will continue to provide CFPUA and the
public with new information as this process evolves and progresses.
CFPUA expects the pilot study to conclude this spring. We will continue to work with our partners at the
State, and locally, to ensure that future recommendations are based on the best available science and
public health expertise.
New GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received new results for February 28 from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 parts per trillion
(ppt).

NewsFlash
Posted on: March 12, 2018
CFPUA Recognizes NGWA’s National Groundwater Awareness Week
This week, CFPUA recognizes National Groundwater Awareness Week (#GWAW2018), an annual
observance established by the National Ground Water Association to highlight the responsible
development, management, and use of water. Established in 1999, National Groundwater Awareness
Week provides an opportunity for people to learn about the importance of groundwater and how the
resource impacts lives.
During the week of March 11-17, 2018, CFPUA celebrates the Michael Richardson Nanofiltration Plant in
northern New Hanover County. The plant treats groundwater using nanofiltration (membrane)
technology for softening, total organic carbon removal, and esthetics.
The facility provides potable water to the Cape Fear Public Utility Authority water distribution system
and serves roughly 29,000 residents. The plant’s raw water source is a 24 well system that withdraws
approximately 70 percent of water from the PeeDee Aquifer and 30 percent from the Castle Hayne
Aquifer, balancing CFPUA’s water supply.
“Approximately 132 million people rely on groundwater for drinking water, so, simply put, the resource
makes life possible,” said Aaron Martin, public relations and awareness manager of NGWA.
“Additionally, groundwater is used for irrigation, livestock, manufacturing, mining, thermoelectric
power, and several additional purposes, making it one of the most widely used and valuable natural
resources we have.”
Consider the following:
•

Americans use 79.6 billion gallons of groundwater each day.
• 44 percent of the U.S. population depends on groundwater for its drinking water supply.
• Groundwater accounts for 33 percent of all the water used by U.S. municipalities.
CFPUA and NGWA encourage every person to be a “groundwater advocate” both during National
Groundwater Awareness Week and beyond by protecting and conserving groundwater

NewsFlash
Posted on: March 8, 2018
CFPUA Staff Attends National Conference on Emerging Contaminants & Most Recent GenX Sweeney
Results
CFPUA Staff Attends National Conference on Emerging Contaminants
This week Executive Director Jim Flechtner attended the Emerging Contaminants Summit in
Westminster, Colorado. Dedicated to the issue of emerging contaminants in drinking water, wastewater,
soils and sediment, the two-day conference focused on the latest developments in the detection,
treatment, and regulation of emerging contaminants such as GenX, Nafion Byproducts and 1,4-Dioxane.
Researchers, water treatment professionals and policy specialists from around the world presented to
nearly 500 attendees. The conference provided CFPUA with an opportunity to learn more about actions
other utilities and local government agencies are taking to address the issue of unregulated compounds.
Learn more about the topics addressed at the conference, or watch and download select sessions here.
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received results for February 12 and February 20 from our on-going GenX testing at the
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140
parts per trillion (ppt).

NewsFlash
Posted on: February 14, 2018
CFPUA Board Passes Resolution Asking NCDEQ for a Cease in Fluorochemical Compounds Production
CFPUA Board Passes Resolution Asking NCDEQ for a Cease in Fluorochemical Compounds Production
This morning, the Cape Fear Public Utility Authority Board unanimously passes a resolution calling on
the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality (NCDEQ) to require all tenants of the
Fayetteville Works site to cease operations resulting in the production of fluorochemical compounds.
In September 2017, NCDEQ issued a partial consent order to Chemours requiring the company to stop
all discharge of process wastewater containing GenX to the Cape Fear River. Despite this order, we
continue to detect levels of GenX in finished water at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant.
Yesterday, NCDEQ issued a second Notice of Violation (NOV) to the Chemours company directing the
company “to terminate or control sources of contamination and mitigate onside hazards.” While CFPUA
recognizes NCDEQ’s decisive actions, the NOV directives take time to design and implement. As a result,
CFPUA believes all production of these compounds must be stopped until NCDEQ can confirm that
discharges of the compound through stormwater run-off, air releases, byproducts or other sources have
been terminated or properly controlled.
According to CFPUA’s Jim Flechtner, executive director, “It is unfortunate this definitive action is needed
to help ensure unregulated compounds don’t reach the source water for hundreds of thousands of
people in this region.”
CFPUA continues to sample water weekly for levels of GenX, and we will release those results, in
addition to results from our ongoing pilot test, as we receive them.

NewsFlash
Posted on: March 5, 2018
CFPUA Opens New Water Station at Veteran's Park & Latest GenX Result from Sweeney
CFPUA OPENS NEW WATER STATION AT VETERANS PARK
Starting today, CFPUA will have a second water station available to residents of Wilmington and New
Hanover County located in Veterans Park. The station provides water from our groundwater system
located in the southern part of New Hanover County to interested customers at no cost. The
groundwater system has been tested for GenX, and the compound was not detected.
As the most recent results show below, levels of the compound GenX are decreasing. The compound,
however, is still present in the treated water from Sweeney Water Treatment Plant.
Residential customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Veterans Park,
near the eastern entrance to the soccer fields. The water station is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00
p.m. The water station at Ogden Park will remain open every day from 8 am to 8 pm as well.
MOST RECENT GENX RESULTS FROM THE SWEENEY WATER TREATMENT PLANT
We have received results for February 12 and February 20 from our on-going GenX testing at the
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140
parts per trillion (ppt).

CFPUA Receives New GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
CFPUA Receives New GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received results for February 12 and February 20 from our on-going GenX testing at the
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140
parts per trillion (ppt).

NewsFlash
Posted on: February 26, 2018
Monthly Black and Veatch Report & Most Recent GenX Results
Black and Veatch Submits Monthly Update on Sweeney Pilot Test
Black and Veatch, the engineering firm contracted to assist CFPUA with its ongoing pilot test at Sweeney
Water Treatment Plant, has submitted its monthly update on our progress.
The study has now entered the second phase of testing for both Granular Activated Carbon and Ion
Exchange technologies. The goal of this final phase is to investigate the effectiveness of different filter
media and longer contact times in removing per-fluorinated compounds and other emerging
contaminants. The data from the second phase will be compared with data from the first phase—
comparisons that will help staff understand how new technologies may improve water quality.
The report also illustrates the difficulty in testing treatment methods for new and unregulated
compounds. Several compounds, including Nafion byproducts, do not have known authentic testing
standards—leading to inconsistent results between analytical labs. Staff is working to review those
differences and to clarify results.
CFPUA is one of the first utilities in the country to pursue treatment to remove compounds like GenX.
The Sweeney pilot test continues to provide valuable information for our partners and us across the
region. As we receive new updates, we will continue to share them with the public and with our
neighbors in Brunswick and Pender Counties.
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
Below are the most recent results for from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water Treatment
Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 parts per trillion (ppt).

NewsFlash
Posted on: February 22, 2018
CFPUA Gives Presentation to House Select Committee & Latest GenX Results
CFPUA Gives Presentation to House Select Committee On North Carolina River Quality
Yesterday morning, CFPUA Executive Director Jim Flechtner and Chief Operations Officer Frank Styers
traveled to Raleigh to give a presentation to the House Select Committee on North Carolina River
Quality. The presentation outlined CFPUA’s progress regarding emerging compounds.
The presentation summarized our recent action regarding sampling; investigating new treatment
technologies; partnering with local researchers; and legal action. Also, the presentation provided
legislators with information on the next steps forward, including potentially upgrading the Sweeney
Water Treatment Plant.
Under House Bill 56, CFPUA is required to provide the Environmental Review Commission with interim
and final reports. This presentation summarized our interim findings, and staff will provide the
Commission with a final report by April 1, 2018.
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
Below are the most recent results for from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water Treatment
Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 parts per trillion (ppt).

NewsFlash
Posted on: February 8, 2018
Update on CFPUA’s Efforts to Address the Issue of Emerging Contaminants
An Update on CFPUA’s Efforts to Address the Issue of Emerging Contaminants
CFPUA is committed to addressing the challenge presented by emerging contaminants. To do so, action
must be taken on several fronts: treatment technology, testing methods, chemical research and legal
action. CFPUA has ongoing efforts and partnerships in all of these areas and, today, we would like to
provide a summary of the progress we have made thus far and an idea of where we will go in the future.
1. The pilot study at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant continues in its second phase of testing. The
pilot study has investigated the potential of multiple types of Granular Activated Carbon and Ion
Exchange media to remove emerging contaminants such as GenX. Black & Veatch, the firm
contracted to assist CFPUA with the study, expects testing to be completed this Spring. Black &
Veatch provides monthly updates on the study’s findings and, once the study is complete, this
data will be used to form a recommendation on technological updates to Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant’s filtration systems.
2. CFPUA samples the treated water from Sweeney Water Treatment Plant on a weekly basis for
GenX. Despite increased levels of GenX measured at the Chemours Outfall 002 in December, we
have seen the levels in our treated water consistently stay below the NCDHHS health goal of 140
parts per trillion.
3. Our partnership with the University of North Carolina Wilmington continues. Staff maintains an
active dialogue with the team at the University working to identify other emerging contaminants
in the river. We receive monthly updates on their progress and incorporate their findings into our
work at the Sweeney Plant.
4. CFPUA continues to meet its obligations under House Bill 56. We share findings from our pilot
study with Brunswick and Pender Counties on a monthly basis, and we will provide a final report
to the Environmental Review Commission by April 1, 2018.
5. We continue to be involved in on-going litigation with Chemours and Dupont, and we will update
the public on the progress of our legal action as it moves forward.

NewsFlash
Posted on: February 5, 2018
CFPUA Integrates Nafion Byproducts 1 and 2 into Pilot Test
CFPUA Integrates Nafion Byproducts 1 and 2 into Pilot Test
As part of our efforts to monitor unregulated compounds in the Cape Fear River, we have asked the
commercial labs testing samples for the pilot test to screen for a range of other per-fluorinated
compounds in addition to GenX.
Recently, the labs notified us of their ability to estimate levels of Nafion Byproducts 1 and 2 using the
test results of GenX. Levels of the compound must be estimated due to the lack of testing standards.
The preliminary reports from this month show the compounds can be detected in the partially treated
water entering the pilot test at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. The data from those reports can be
seen below.
Researchers from the Environmental Protection Agency notified CFPUA of the existence of the
byproducts in August 2017. In response, the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality
(NCDEQ) asked Chemours to stop all discharge of the compounds to the Cape Fear River. The North
Carolina Department of Health and Human Services has not set a health advisory level for the
compounds due to the lack of available health data on them.
We have integrated the compounds into our pilot test, and preliminary results show that the
compounds were not detected post-treatment. We will continue to release the results of the pilot test
as we receive them.

Most Recent GenX Results from the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
Below are the latest results from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant.
Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 parts per trillion (ppt).

The original item was published from 2/1/2018 4:36:06 PM to 4/17/2018 8:18:00 AM.

NewsFlash
Posted on: February 1, 2018
New GenX Results & CFPUA Continues to Monitor Drinking Water in Light of Recent DEQ Data
New GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received the latest results from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water Treatment
Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 parts per trillion (ppt).

CFPUA Continues to Monitor Drinking Water in Light of Recent DEQ Data
As reported in a special update yesterday, CFPUA has received new data from DEQ indicating a spike in
the levels of the compound GenX discharged from Chemours’ Outfall 002. On December 11, GenX was
measured at a level of 2,300 parts per trillion (ppt)—significantly above the health goal of 140 ppt set by
the Department of Health and Human Services.
As can be seen above, CFPUA sampling results from that period indicate the concentration of the
compound decreased to well below the health goal by the time it reached the Sweeney plant. The
Chemours site is nearly 50 miles upstream of the CFPUA intake—causing a natural dilution process as
the compound mixes with the water in the Cape Fear River and travels downstream.
CFPUA continues to monitor the treated water from Sweeney Water Treatment Plant on a weekly basis,
and we will continue to release these results as we receive them.

NewsFlash
Posted on: January 31, 2018
CFPUA Receives Data Showing High Levels of GenX at the Chemours Outfall 002
CFPUA Receives Data Showing High Levels of GenX at the Chemours Outfall 002
This afternoon, CFPUA received an email from the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality
(NCDEQ) containing data from recent samples for GenX from Chemours Outfall 002. The data shows
that, on December 11, 2017, levels of GenX were measured at 2,300 parts per trillion (ppt)—significantly
above the health goal of 140 ppt set by the Department of Health and Human Services. On December
21, levels were measured at 740 ppt.
In November, NCDEQ required Chemours to stop discharging wastewater containing GenX into the Cape
Fear River. However, a number of spills have been detected through consistent sampling by NCDEQ,
EPA, CFPUA, and UNCW. CFPUA is currently operating a pilot test to investigate the potential to remove
compounds such as GenX from the water.
These recent results suggest we cannot rely on Chemours to control discharges from its site. Sweeney
Water Treatment Plant is currently unable to filter the compounds from the drinking water—
underscoring the importance of strict regulatory action and discharge control at the state level.
CFPUA will continue its weekly sampling of the finished water at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant and
will make those results available to the public as they come in.

NewsFlash
Posted on: January 31, 2018
CFPUA FORMS NEW DEPARTMENT DEDICATED TO THE ISSUE OF EMERGING CONTAMINANTS AND
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
As a local drinking water provider, Cape Fear Public Utility Authority considers the long-term
sustainability of our community, and of our watershed, to be top priorities. Every day, CFPUA treats
millions of gallons of water from the Cape Fear River and local aquifers, and distributes it to homes and
businesses throughout New Hanover County. Our organization is dedicated to ensuring that the
decisions we make today help to protect our natural resources in the future.
In light of the discovery of emerging contaminants in the Cape Fear River, it has become clear that the
organization needs a group that will manage policy issues related to source water protection and
environmental stewardship. CFPUA is pleased to announce the new Public and Environmental Policy
Department.
The new department will support existing environmental programs within the organization, while also
working with local government, environmental groups and members of the community to create new
programs. Its primary focus will be to monitor the issue of emerging contaminants, and to ensure that
CFPUA is contributing to the long-term health of our community and its natural environment.
“This department will allow CFPUA to incorporate internal and external expertise into the organization’s
policy-making process,” said Jim Flechtner, Executive Director. “Creating meaningful partnerships with
local stakeholders will be the most effective way to address the environmental challenges facing our
area.”
Lindsey Hallock has been selected to be the director of the department. Lindsey has a Master’s degree in
Agrarian and Environmental Studies from the Institute of Social Studies in the Netherlands. She has five
years of experience researching and developing public policy in the governmental, academic and nonprofit sectors. Prior to being selected for this position, Ms. Hallock worked in Administration where she
has been involved with programs related to water quality and unregulated contaminants.

GenX Information
Posted on: January 25, 2018
CFPUA Update: January 25, 2018 | UNCW's January Report
UNCW Provides Monthly Update on Research
UNCW, in partnership with CFPUA, began work in August to identify unregulated compounds in the
river. UNCW releases monthly updates on their progress.
CFPUA continues to work closely with the faculty at UNCW to understand more about these
compounds. As testing capabilities are developed, we will integrate these compounds into the ongoing
pilot test at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant to evaluate our potential to remove them from the
drinking water.
Read the latest report for January.
New GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received the latest results from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water Treatment
Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 parts per trillion (ppt).

GenX Information
Posted on: January 11, 2018
CFPUA Update: January 11, 2018 | BLACK & VEATCH SUBMITS MONTHLY UPDATE ON SWEENEY PILOT
TEST
Black & Veatch Submits Monthly Update on Sweeney Pilot Test
Black & Veatch, the firm CFPUA has contracted to design and manage the ongoing pilot test at Sweeney
Water Treatment Plant, has provided its project update for the month of December 2017. The update
details the most recent results from the Granular Activated Carbon (GAC) and Ion Exchange (IX)
technologies, in addition to outlining the plan for integrating new types of media into the project in midJanuary 2018.
As can be seen in the report, both of the established GAC and IX test columns have seen total
breakthrough of GenX and other short-chain per-fluorinated compounds. New types of GAC and IX
media will now be installed to measure and compare their effectiveness in removing those compounds.
Aside from measuring the breakthrough rates of compounds, the pilot test also collects data on the
adsorption properties of the media. As has been reported previously, both GAC and IX media undergo a
process known as chromatographic peaking—the preferential adsorption of one molecule over another.
As the media fill with compounds they have treated out of the water, they can begin to release older
compounds back into the water. Monitoring this process during the pilot test will allow CFPUA staff to
feed those factors into the decision process when selecting potential treatment technologies.
CFPUA will continue to share monthly updates on the pilot test with the public as the project progresses.
For the most recent results of the pilot test sampling, see our Special Compound Testing webpage.

GenX Information
Posted on: January 8, 2018
CFPUA Update: January 8, 2018 | CFPUA Receives New GenX Results from Sweeney Water Treatment
Plant
CFPUA Receives New GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received the results for December 28 from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140. ppt

Ogden Park Water Station To Remain Open
CFPUA staff continue to monitor the water station at Ogden Park to ensure it remains accessible to the
community through the cold weather. A new generator and heat tape have been put in place to ensure
that access to the station remains open to the public.
If members of the public have questions about the station or find it not to be working, please call
Customer Service at 910-332-6550.

GenX Information
Posted on: January 5, 2018
CFPUA Update: January 5, 2018 | CFPUA Staff take Additional Measures to Winterize Water Station
CFPUA Staff Take Additional Measures to Winterize Water Station
The inclement weather affecting Wilmington and New Hanover County has impacted CFPUA’s water
station at Ogden Park. After receiving notice that customers were unable to take water from the station,
CFPUA staff took additional measures to protect the station from freezing temperatures.
A new generator and heat tape have been put in place to ensure that access to the station remains open
to the public. If members of the public have questions about the station or find it not to be working,
please call Customer Service at 910-332-6550.
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received the results for December 22 from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 ppt.

GenX Information
Posted on: December 29, 2017
CFPUA Update: December 29, 2017 | Federal Organizations Directed to Conduct Study on PFAS
Federal Organizations Directed to Conduct Study on PFAS
As part of the 2018 National Defense Authorization Act, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
and the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) were directed to conduct a study on
human health impacts from per- polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) contamination in drinking water and
groundwater. The study is to be completed by December 2023.
Federal attention to the issue of drinking water quality is welcome. Federal agencies set the regulatory
standards that local water suppliers, such as CFPUA, follow. The more information available on the
public health implications of unregulated compounds, the more information agencies such as the U.S
Environmental Protection Agency have to make informed decisions on the best course forward.
Studies such as these take time, but the study timeline (five years) underscores the need for local water
providers to investigate possible treatment options until discharge control can be put into place.
In 2018, CFPUA will remain committed to pursuing the most effective treatment technologies for our
service area. The pilot test at Sweeney continues to produce valuable information on our options, and
we will continue to provide that data with our partners at the local, state and federal levels.
CFPUA Holiday Schedule
CFPUA offices will be closed January 1, 2018 in observance of New Year’s Day.
New GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received the latest results for
November and December from our ongoing GenX testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue
to remain below the DHHS health goal of
140 ppt.

GenX Information
Posted on: December 22, 2017
CFPUA Update: December 20, 2017 | A Note to Our Community
A Note to Our Community
As 2017 wraps up, CFPUA would like to take the opportunity to thank our customers, and members of
the community, who rallied around the issue of water quality in the Cape Fear Region this year. The hard
work of local officials, environmental groups, researchers and concerned citizens spurred statewide
action on unregulated contaminants in the Cape Fear River, and has led to the creation of new
partnerships and avenues of communication. Our combined work has already resulted in tangible
benefits for our community, and has laid the foundation for decisive action against emerging
compounds into the future.
Efforts this year to improve water quality include, but are not limited to:
•

A host of academic studies into the environmental and public health impacts of PFAS.
• The ongoing pilot test at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant to investigate the potential to treat for
unregulated compounds.
• The creation of two new webpages on CFPUA’s website designed to give the public access to all
drinking water test results.
• The establishment of a new Science Advisory Panel that will bring together experts in the fields of
water quality and public health to provide long-term scientific guidance on the issue of emerging
chemical compounds.
• Enforcement action against Chemours for the discharge of unregulated contaminants to the Cape
Fear River.
CFPUA remains dedicated to the resolution of water quality concerns in our region, and will continue to
prioritize transparency and action in 2018.
CFPUA Holiday Schedule
CFPUA offices will be closed Monday, December 25 through Wednesday, December 27 in observance of
the holidays. We will resume updates on Friday, December 29.
Beginning January 1, 2018, CFPUA will begin sending out twice weekly updates on Mondays and
Thursdays.
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received the latest results for November and December from our on-going GenX testing at the
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140
ppt.

GenX Information
Posted on: December 20, 2017
December 20, 2017 | Ogden Park Water Station Update & Latest Results
Ogden Park Water Station Update
The Ogden Park water station remains open and accessible to residents even during cooler months. The
water station is open every day from 8 am to 8 pm in Ogden Park, across from the tennis courts parking
lot. The Ogden Park water station is supplied by the Michael Richardson Nanofiltration Plant. Test
results from that plant confirm no detection of GenX.
Every Monday and Friday, CFPUA staff read the meter at the free water station in Ogden Park to
monitor how much water is being withdrawn from the station. Monday’s reading showed that a total of
31,519 gallons have been withdrawn since July 18, the day CFPUA installed the meter. The running
average of water taken from the station is 207 gallons per day.
Read the most recent test results.

Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received the latest results for November and December from our on-going GenX testing at the
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140
ppt.

GenX Information
Posted on: December 18, 2017
CFPUA Update: December 18, 2017
CFPUA TO EXPAND ONGOING PILOT TEST AT SWEENEY WATER TREATMENT PLANT
This week, CFPUA will be integrating new types of Granular Activated Carbon and Ion Exchange media
into the pilot test to measure their potential in removing PFAS. Additionally, testing will be conducted
with longer periods of contact time to measure the effectiveness of various bed depths in removing
these compounds from the water.
As reported earlier this month, the ongoing pilot test at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant has recorded
breakthrough of GenX and other PFAS in the Granular Activated Carbon and Ion Exchange media.
Compound breakthrough is inevitable in all media, and no media will be able to filter 100 percent of the
compounds out of the water. The goal of the pilot test is to measure and compare breakthrough rates
between different media brands and technologies—a strategy that will allow CFPUA to find the most
effective design at the best cost for ratepayers.
CFPUA will continue to publish monthly updates on the pilot test at Sweeney as the program progresses.
For data from the pilot test, see our Special Compound Testing page.
CFPUA Safety Reminder
CFPUA employees often travel throughout Wilmington and New Hanover County to conduct water
sampling, infrastructure improvements and other routine maintenance work on the system.
However, CFPUA employees would not need to enter a home to test water unless it is scheduled in
advance with the customer. Furthermore, all CFPUA staff carry company-issued photo identification
cards that can confirm their employment with the organization.
If you have questions about whether a person represents CFPUA, call 332-6625 during business hours to
verify their status and to confirm if CFPUA is working in your area.
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received the results for November 21 from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 ppt.

GenX Information
CFPUA Update: December 15, 2017 | UNCW Provides Monthly Update on Research
UNCW Provides Monthly Update on Research
UNCW, in partnership with CFPUA, began work in August to identify unregulated compounds in the
river. UNCW has released a monthly update on their progress. The project update reveals that two
compounds have been tentatively identified and detected in the raw and finished water.
CFPUA continues to work closely with the faculty at UNCW to understand more about these
compounds. As testing capabilities are developed, we will integrate these compounds into the ongoing
pilot test at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant to evaluate our potential to remove them from the
drinking water.
Read the project update for November.
CFPUA Updates to Begin on Monday and Thursdays
CFPUA is committed to being open and transparent about issues concerning water quality and source
water protection. Several months ago, we began regular updates to inform our customers and
community. We also created the “Drinking Water Quality” page on the CFPUA website that allows the
public to find the results of drinking water tests required by the State of North Carolina, and we also
built the “Special Compound Testing” page to give access to testing results not required by the State.
CFPUA will continue to keep the public informed through regular updates, which are sent to local and
state-wide media outlets and are posted on our website and social media accounts. Starting January 1,
2018, CFPUA will issue regular updates two times a week – on Mondays and Thursdays. We will continue
to issue “special updates” when the need arises.
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received the results for November 21 from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 ppt.

GenX Information
CFPUA Update: December 13, 2017 | Understanding Costs Associated with GenX
Understanding Costs Associated with GenX
CFPUA continues taking extra steps to ensure our customers receive the highest quality drinking water
possible. As our response to unregulated compounds increases, so do our costs. The lack of information
surrounding unregulated compounds makes water treatment more complex and associated research
costly.
Expenditures related to GenX include:
•
•

•
•
•

Fees to private labs for testing of GenX and other compounds.
Our contract with Black & Veatch – this contract allows CFPUA to work with a global leader in water
infrastructure design to conduct a pilot test. The pilot test program provides useful data on the potential
of Granular Activated Carbon and Ion Exchange treatments to remove emerging and unregulated
contaminates.
CFPUA’s partnership and contract with UNCW to identify other unregulated contaminates and to include
them in the pilot study.
Environmental engineering services related to pumping water out of the Aquifer Storage and Recovery
(ASR) well to remove nearly 50 million gallons of water that contained GenX.
Legal action against Chemours.
To date, the contract value of services related to GenX is $ 1,773,816.04. Let’s break this down:

•
•

•

As of December 13, 2017, CFPUA has spent $ 843,115.30 related to these contracts.
Additional costs were incurred associated with the water in the ASR well. These costs include the initial
cost to treat that water ($ 147,500) and then treatment costs related to running the water through our
wastewater process to discharge it out to the river ($ 166,000).
This brings the total costs that CFPUA has incurred related to GenX to $1,156,615.30.
Please note, these costs do not include staff time spent on GenX related activities.
CFPUA is thankful for the $185,000 from House Bill 56 to offset costs related to our UNCW partnership
and pilot testing. To counterbalance costs, CFPUA continues legal action against Chemours.
CFPUA remains committed to identifying and quantifying unregulated contaminants in our source water
and providing the highest quality drinking water possible. We share our customers’ concerns about
water quality and will continue to make results available as we receive them.

GenX Information
CFPUA Update: December 11, 2017
CFPUA Attends Forum on Emerging Contaminants in the Cape Fear Region
Today, the University of North Carolina Wilmington hosted a workshop on Water Quality Research. The
workshop was attended by representatives of CFPUA, the North Carolina Department of Environmental
Quality, North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services, US Environmental Protection Agency
and by faculty from Duke University, North Carolina State University and others. The goal of the
workshop was to provide a platform for experts in water quality to share information on emerging
contaminants, and to begin building relationships amongst various sectors that work on issues affected
by them.
CFPUA Executive Director, Jim Flechtner, gave a presentation on CFPUA’s response to PFAS in the
drinking water, while others presented on topics ranging from public health research to environmental
monitoring capabilities.
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received the results for November 21 from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 ppt.

GenX Information
CFPUA Update: December 8, 2017
Black & Veatch Releases Update on CFPUA Pilot Test
Black & Veatch, the engineering firm contracted to administer the ongoing pilot test at Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant, has released its monthly update on the pilot test results.
The monthly update shows that breakthrough has now occurred in the Ion Exchange test. As reported
previously, breakthrough occurs when filter media fill with compounds and begin to allow those
compounds through the filtration process into the drinking water. All filter media will eventually
experience breakthrough, and the purpose of the pilot test is to measure how quickly that occurs after
regeneration.
Black & Veatch suggests that the next step is to test additional media and longer contact times to ensure
that the pilot test is pursuing and evaluating all possible designs.
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received the results for November 21 from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 ppt.

GenX Information
CFPUA Update: December 6, 2017
EPA Announces New Effort to Address PFAS
On Monday, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced a new cross-agency
program to address polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) such as GenX. EPA’s new efforts will:
•
•
•
•

Identify a set of near-term actions to support local communities;
Enhance coordination at all levels of government to provide communities with critical information;
Increase ongoing research efforts;
Expand proactive communication efforts with states, tribes, partners and the American public about
PFAS and their health effects.
This announcement follows an on-site visit from EPA staff to Sweeney Water Treatment Plant last week.
CFPUA staff briefed EPA representatives on our ongoing efforts to monitor source water and to
investigate potential technologies capable of removing PFAS from the water. Resolving the issue of
emerging contaminants will require coordination between all levels of government and with our
partners in non-governmental sectors. CFPUA looks forward to working with EPA on this issue.
Read the announcement in full
New GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received the results for November 21 from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 ppt.

GenX Information
CFPUA Update: December 4, 2017
CFPUA Sends Second Request to NCDEQ for Information
This morning, CFPUA sent a letter to Secretary Michael Regan of the North Carolina Department of
Environmental Quality requesting more information on the number and identities of unregulated
contaminants in the Cape Fear River.
As CFPUA continues its work with the faculty at UNCW to identify other compounds in the River, any
data that NCDEQ could share on known unregulated contaminants would be helpful. CFPUA is asking the
agency to share any existing information they have on these compounds. The letter reads in part:
"Due to the intensive nature of this work, any information on the number and identities of unregulated
compounds in the Cape Fear River that NCDEQ currently has would be of extreme value to our efforts.
Awareness of compounds already known to NCDEQ would allow UNCW faculty members to focus on
compounds unknown to all—saving valuable time and ratepayer resources."
Read the letter in full
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received the results for November 8 to November 13 from our on-going GenX testing at the
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140
ppt.

GenX Information
CFPUA Update: November 29, 2017
CFPUA Completes Removal of 50 Million Gallons of Water from Aquifer
In early August, after testing showed the presence of GenX in the Aquifer Storage and Recovery well,
CFPUA decided to remove 50 million gallons of water containing the chemical from the aquifer. Staff
pumped water out of the well at a rate of 500 gallons per minute, and the project took just over two
months to complete.
The goal of the project was to remove water from the aquifer containing GenX, and to investigate how
its removal would impact both the aquifer itself and levels of detectable GenX. Staff, along with officials
from NCDEQ, will now investigate the aquifer’s reaction to the pumping and decide the best course
forward.
We will continue to update the public as this project progresses.
CFPUA Staff Invited to Serve on Group Dedicated to Researching PFAS in Water
CFPUA Director of Engineering, Carel Vandermeyden, has been asked to serve as a member of the
Technical Advisory Committee for the Water Research Foundation’s new focus area: Management,
analysis, removal, fate and transport of poly- and perfluoroalkyl substances in water.
Water Research Foundation is an internationally recognized non-profit research cooperation that works
to advance knowledge in the all areas of the water and wastewater industries, including: asset
management, treatment, utility finance and more. This new focus area will work to fund research in the
study of PFASs, including their behavior before and after treatment and the identification of sources and
hotspots.
CFPUA remains committed to the issue of unregulated contaminants. Committees such as this one work
to create new networks of information that will add to CFPUA’s understanding of these compounds,
while also allowing us to share our experience and knowledge with others.
Most Recent GenX Results From the
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received the results for
November 8 to November 13 from our
on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney
Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX
continue to remain below the DHHS
health goal of 140 ppt.

GenX Information
CFPUA Update: November 27, 2017
CFPUA Water Station at Ogden Park to Continue Service
As temperatures drop, CFPUA staff is taking measures to ensure the water station remains open and
accessible to residents. CFPUA advises that these measures may affect the appearance of the water
station. Please note that the water station remains open every day from 8 am to 8pm in Ogden Park,
across from the tennis courts parking lot.
The running average of water taken from the station is 207 gallons per day.
CFPUA Not Affiliated with Mailed Water Sample Requests
CFPUA customers may receive a request in the mail from DVR Labs c/o Carolina Fresh Water in
Greensboro, NC for tap water samples from their home. CFPUA is not affiliated with DVR labs, nor are
we familiar with their qualifications to test drinking water.
Proper water sampling requires testers to follow strict protocols to avoid sample contamination, and not
all labs have the expertise to test for all compounds—especially unregulated compounds.
In addition to the daily testing for regulated compounds, CFPUA continues to sample weekly for levels of
GenX in the treated water in Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. We continue to work with our partners at
UNCW to determine if other, unknown compounds are present in the water.
For more information on CFPUA’s water sampling program, please see our website.
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received the results for November 8 to November 13 from our on-going GenX testing at the
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140
ppt.
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CFPUA Update: November 20, 2017
CFPUA Receives First Results of Biosolids Testing
As reported in October, researchers at UNCW have developed a method to test biosolids for the
presence of per-fluorinated compounds. Biosolids are highly treated by-products of the wastewater
treatment process that must be treated, and disposed of, according to rules set by the Environmental
Protection Agency.
After discovering that GenX was present in at least one sample of biosolids, CFPUA began searching for a
private lab that could quantify the concentrations of perfluorinated compounds in samples from our
treatment plants. In October, CFPUA sent samples to GEL laboratory and, last week, we received our
first set of results.
Biosolids are dry, nutrient-rich materials produced by wastewater treatment facilities. Therefore, the
unit of measurement used to quantify levels of GenX and other perfluorinated compounds in biosolids
(nanograms per gram) differs from the unit used to measure those compounds in water (nanograms per
liter).
The average concentration of GenX in all our samples was 0.1 nanograms per gram. This would
approximately be equal to one grain of table salt into 30 bags of top soil purchased from a home
improvement store.

Biosolids may be disposed of in three different ways: incineration, surface disposal (in a landfill for
example) or through land application. CFPUA employs the land application method—applying biosolids
to land in order to condition soils or fertilize crops. This standard method is used by a majority of utilities
in the State of North Carolina.
CFPUA works with the company Synagro to transport biosolids produced at the wastewater treatment
plants, in addition to waste produced from river sediment at the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant, to
permitted sites in surrounding counties. The mixture is then applied to land for crops not produced for
human consumption.
On September 15, CFPUA contacted staff at the Residuals Management division of the North Carolina
Department of Environmental Quality (NCDEQ)—the organization that approves our permit to land
apply biosolids. DEQ informed CFPUA staff that we are approved to continue with our current method of
disposal. We will continue to communicate and work with our regulatory agencies as new results come
in.

GenX Information
CFPUA Update: November 17, 2017
CFPUA Statement on NCDEQ Enforcement Action
Yesterday, CFPUA learned that the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality (NCDEQ) is
moving to revoke Chemours’ wastewater permit and suspending its permit to discharge process
wastewater from manufacturing areas. The revocation of Chemours’ permit to discharge process
wastewater from its manufacturing areas will take effect after the required 60-day notice to Chemours.
The public is able to comment and participate in the permitting process.
CFPUA is pleased to see NCDEQ take decisive action to protect the source water of communities
downstream from the Fayetteville Works site. We will maintain weekly sampling of treated water from
the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant to ensure levels of GenX continue to decrease. We will continue to
release the results of sampling to the public as we receive them.
CFPUA Sends Interim Report to Senate Select Committee on River Quality
In accordance with House Bill 56, CFPUA has compiled an interim report for members of the North
Carolina State Senate. The report summarizes our coordination actions on GenX with Brunswick and
Pender counties to date.
The report, addressed to Senator Trudy Wade, includes reports from Black & Veatch and UNCW and a
cover letter summarizing actions funded by HB 56.
View the report in full
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received the results for October 31 from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 ppt.
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CFPUA Update: November 15, 2017
New GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
We have received the results for October 31 from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 ppt.

Statement on NCDEQ’s Violation Notice to Chemours
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality (NCDEQ)'s latest press release outlines a violation
notice issued to Chemours. NCDEQ cites Chemours with violating conditions of its wastewater discharge
permit due to an unreported chemical spill on October 6. The spill resulted in elevated levels of GenX in
the Cape Fear River.
Any chemical spill along the Cape Fear River that threatens our source water is a great concern to CFPUA
and our community. This highlights the importance of strong community partnerships, such as CFPUA's
contract with the University of North Carolina, Wilmington. University researchers are establishing
methods for analyzing unregulated compounds such as GenX in our drinking water. Their work is vital to
our understanding of unregulated contaminants in our source water, as well as to evaluating whether
Sweeney processes can be modified to filter these compounds.
CFPUA remains committed to identifying and quantifying unregulated contaminants in our source water
and providing the highest quality drinking water possible. We share our customers’ concerns about
water quality and will continue to make results available as we receive them.
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CFPUA Special Update: November 14, 2017
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality (NCDEQ)'s latest press release outlines a violation
notice issued to Chemours. NCDEQ cites Chemours with violating conditions of its wastewater discharge
permit due to an unreported chemical spill on October 6. The spill resulted in elevated levels of GenX in
the Cape Fear River.
Any chemical spill along the Cape Fear River that threatens our source water is a great concern to CFPUA
and our community. This highlights the importance of strong community partnerships, such as CFPUA's
contract with the University of North Carolina, Wilmington. University researchers are establishing
methods for analyzing unregulated compounds such as GenX in our drinking water. Their work is vital to
our understanding of unregulated contaminants in our source water, as well as to evaluating whether
Sweeney processes can be modified to filter these compounds.
CFPUA remains committed to identifying and quantifying unregulated contaminants in our source water
and providing the highest quality drinking water possible. We share our customers’ concerns about
water quality and will continue to make results available as we receive them.
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CFPUA Special Update: November 9, 2017
This afternoon, CFPUA learned that the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality is taking
enforcement action against Chemours. The action is in response to an increased concentration of GenX
in its wastewater discharge, detected in early October.
CFPUA continues to monitor the treated water from Sweeney Water Treatment Plant weekly. Our
results show that, although a slight increase in the level of GenX was detected on October 18 and
October 23, levels remained below the Department of Health and Human Service’s health goal of 140
parts per trillion.
CFPUA remains committed to identifying and quantifying the levels of unregulated contaminants in our
source water. We will continue to share results with the public as we receive them.
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CFPUA Update: November 8, 2017
CFPUA Releases Annual Report
This morning, Executive Director Jim Flechtner presented CFPUA’s 2017 Annual Report to the Board. The
Annual Report highlights important projects and events from the year, in addition to providing financial
information and an update on water quality issues.
View the 2017 Annual Report
Water Station Usage
Every Monday and Friday, CFPUA staff read the meter at the free water station in Ogden Park to
monitor how much water is being withdrawn from the station. Monday’s reading showed that a total of
23,118 gallons have been withdrawn since July 18, the day CFPUA installed the meter. The running
average is 208 gallons per day.
CFPUA Closed for Veterans Day
This Friday, CFPUA will be closed in honor of Veteran’s Day. Our next CFPUA Update will be sent out on
Monday, November 13.
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CFPUA Update: November 6, 2017
Aquifer Storage and Recovery Shows Decreasing Levels of GenX
On September 20, 2017, CFPUA began pumping water out of the Aquifer Storage and Recovery well to
remove nearly 50 million gallons of water that contains GenX. We are 70 percent of the way to our goal.
As water is taken out, we are also seeing the levels of GenX continue to decrease. The chart below
shows our sampling results since withdrawal began.

Black & Veatch Provides Monthly Progress Report on Sweeney Pilot Test
Beginning this month, Black & Veatch will provide monthly progress reports
on the ongoing pilot test at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. This month’s
report summarizes the goal of the test and its components, while also
providing preliminary data on their effectiveness in removing: perfluorinated compounds, endocrine disrupting compounds and
pharmaceuticals and personal care products.
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
CFPUA has received results for October 18-23 from our on-going GenX
testing at the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to
remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 ppt.
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CFPUA Update: November 3, 2017
CFPUA Sends Letter to Secretary Regan Asking for Data on Unregulated Compounds in Cape Fear River
Yesterday afternoon, CFPUA Executive Director Jim Flechtner sent a letter to North Carolina Department
of Environmental Quality (NCDEQ) Secretary Michael Regan. In the letter, Mr. Flechtner asks for all of
the data in NCDEQ’s possession on unregulated contaminants being discharged from the Chemours’ site
in Bladen County.
CFPUA has reason to believe this data exists due to an October 24 press release by NCDEQ, which stated
that a response from Chemours had given the regulatory agency assurance that the company had
stopped releasing fluorinating compounds to the Cape Fear River.
Information from Chemours with the identities and quantities of chemicals it discharges to the river
would help the ongoing efforts of UNCW to identify and quantify compounds in the river as well as the
ongoing pilot test at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant.
CFPUA has yet to receive a response from DEQ to the public records request made on Monday, October
30.
CFPUA Informed of Possible New Unregulated Compound
This week, CFPUA was informed by Dr. Larry Cahoon of UNCW that another fluorinated compound,
identified as mono-fluoro-malonate, may be present in the Cape Fear River. The compound is possibly
another by-product of the fluorocarbon synthesis process. At this time, we cannot confirm if the
compound is in the river or the drinking water.
This afternoon, Executive Director Jim Flechtner sent an email to NCDEQ and NCDHHS asking that they
provide guidance on any action CFPUA must take as a provider of treated water.
Black & Veatch Provides Monthly Progress Report on Sweeney Pilot Test
Beginning this month, Black & Veatch will provide monthly progress reports on the ongoing pilot test at
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. This month’s report summarizes the goal of the test and its
components, while also providing preliminary data on their effectiveness in removing: perfluorinated
compounds, endocrine disrupting compounds and pharmaceuticals and personal care products.
View the Report in PDF
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
CFPUA has received new results for October 18-23 from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney
Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 ppt.
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CFPUA Update: November 1, 2017
CFPUA Board Hears Recommendations For Upgrades to Sweeney Plant
In late August, CFPUA installed a pilot test at our Sweeney Water Treatment Plant to investigate the
potential to remove unregulated compounds from the drinking water.
The plant, which takes water solely from the Cape Fear river, is our largest water treatment facility and
has the capacity to treat up to 35 million gallons of water per day. The plant employs a wide array of
state-of-the-art treatment technology, including the use of ozone and UV for disinfection. As innovative
as the plant is, however, it is currently unable to treat for GenX and other perfluorinated compounds.
Due to concerns over these compounds, the Authority is considering the feasibility and effectiveness of
additional treatment processes at the Plant.
Recognizing that the design and construction of treatment enhancements would take several years to
complete, the CFPUA Board began discussing options at its annual Board Retreat on Tuesday, October
31.
As can be seen in the agenda for the meeting, the Board reviewed a preliminary schedule for the design
and construction of additional facilities at Sweeney. They were also presented with the estimated costs
of such changes, and their corresponding impact on rates, should funding not arrive from another
source.
CFPUA staff recommended including treatment enhancements in the Authority’s Capital Improvement
Plant for fiscal years 2019 through 2028, and the Board supported that assessment. Our ongoing efforts
with UNCW to determine whether other compounds are in the river will help us understand whether
improvements to the plant will be needed. The updated CIP will be
presented to the Board in January 2018.
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
CFPUA has received new results for October 18-23 from our on-going
GenX testing at the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX
continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 ppt.
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CFPUA Update: October 30, 2017
CFPUA Submits Public Records Request to DEQ
This morning, CFPUA sent a Public Records Request to the Department of Environmental Quality, while
also asking the agency to completely satisfy our original June 19, 2017 request.
The Urgent Public Records Request asks DEQ to provide CFPUA with the following documents by
November 6, 2017:
Every public record that identifies or discusses any perfluorinated or polyfluorinated substance (including
any substance later identified as a perfluorinated or polyfluorinated substance) that might have entered
the environment at any time and by any means whatsoever by or at the Fayetteville Works facility in
Bladen County, regardless of the date on which the record was created or received by DEQ, whether on,
before, or after June 19, 2017 (“Urgent Public Records”).
CFPUA has asked for these documents to ensure that our ongoing pilot test at Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant takes into account all known per- and polyfluorinated substances in the Cape Fear
River.
Additionally, CFPUA notes that one particular record is of interest: the public records provided by
Chemours to DEQ to avoid suspension of its NPDES permit. The letter notes that “The identities of
perfluorinated and polyfluorinated substances that pollute a river that is a public water supply source
are not confidential business information and should not be withheld.”
Progress On The ASR Project
On September
20, 2017,
CFPUA began
pumping water
out of the
Aquifer Storage
and Recovery
well to remove
nearly 50
million gallons
of water that
contains GenX.
We are 59
percent of the
way to our goal.
We will continue to update the public as the project moves forward.
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CFPUA Update: October 27, 2017
New Tool To Help Residents Learn More About Drinking Water Regulations
HDR, an international firm that plans and designs water treatment and delivery systems, has released its
15th edition of the Safe Drinking Water Act wall chart. The wall chart, available for download on their
website, lists all of the existing U.S. primary drinking water regulations in an organized and easy to
understand format.
Using the wall chart, residents may search for specific chemicals and will find health effects, maximum
contaminant levels (the allowable level of contaminants in public drinking water systems) and
associated monitoring requirements and comments. HDR’s website also links to a host of other
materials for readers interested in learning more about water treatment and drinking water regulation.
Additionally, customers may see how CFPUA’s water compares to the allowable limits. Through our
website, users are able to view all CFPUA testing data and can compare our results to the corresponding
standards on the chart.
CFPUA Staff Presented to House Select Committee on River Quality
Yesterday afternoon, Executive Director Jim Flechtner and Chief Operating Officer Frank Styers provided
the House Select Committee on North Carolina River Quality with an interim report on CFPUA’s action
plan to implement HB 56.
Mr. Flechtner and Mr. Styers summarized our responsibilities under HB 56, and provided an update on
CFPUA projects that are using funds appropriated by the bill: the pilot test at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant and the routine testing of drinking water for levels of GenX. Additionally, they updated
the committee on our plans to communicate results with utilities in surrounding counties.
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment
Plant
CFPUA has received new results for October 10 from our on-going
GenX testing at the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of
GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 ppt.
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CFPUA Update: October 25, 2017
CFPUA Staff to Present to House Select Committee on River Quality
Tomorrow afternoon, Executive Director Jim Flechtner and Chief Operating Officer Frank Styers will
present to the House Select Committee on North Carolina River Quality. They will provide the
committee with an interim report on CFPUA’s action plan to implement HB 56.
Other presenters will represent North Carolina State University, Department of Environmental Quality,
Department of Health and Human Services and Cape Fear River Watch.
The meeting will take place at 9am in room 643 of the Legislative Office Building in Raleigh.
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
CFPUA has received new results for October 10 from our on-going GenX testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 ppt.
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CFPUA Update: October 23, 2017
Water Quality Appropriations in HB 56 Have Benefits for Region
In early October, the North Carolina General Assembly passed House Bill 56—legislation that
appropriated funds to CFPUA and UNCW to conduct studies on water quality in the Cape Fear River
Basin. The work being done with this money is already advancing the science on unregulated
compounds, and will provide tangible benefits to the region in water treatment progress.
The study that discovered GenX in the Cape Fear River prompted the development of several new
testing methods that had previously not existed. Several labs are now able to test water samples for the
compound. In addition, researchers at UNCW, and in other organizations, are working to develop
reliable testing methods for sediment and biosolids contamination. UNCW’s work in identifying new
compounds in the river will lead to the development of new tests for other unregulated compounds—
allowing labs to test for these compounds in other parts of the state as well.
At Sweeney Water Treatment Plant, CFPUA staff are conducting pioneering work on the effectiveness of
treatment technologies to remove short chain per-fluorinated compounds. While other water utilities
across the country use Granular Activated Carbon or Ion Exchange, those technologies have not been
tested in their potential to remove compounds like GenX. The final results of the pilot study will provide
useful data not just to CFPUA, but to other utilities that may be dealing with similar water quality
concerns.
There is no replacement for strong regulation and enforcement. However, water testing methods and
treatment technology are tools available at the local level to fight against unregulated contaminants in
the water supply, and the studies funded under HB 56 will make those tools even stronger.
Date

20Sep

Gallons
Pumped to
Date
(in thousand
gallons)
10

4-Oct 10,321
18Oct

20,808

23Oct

23,746

GOAL 50,000

Aquifer Storage and Recovery Progress
On September 20, 2017, CFPUA began pumping water out of the Aquifer Storage and
Recovery well to remove nearly 50 million gallons of water that contains GenX. We are
47 percent of the way to our goal. We will continue to update the public as the project
moves forward.
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CFPUA Update: October 20, 2017
CFPUA Receives Preliminary Data from Sweeney Pilot Test
CFPUA has received data from the on-going pilot test at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. The pilot test,
consisting of Granular Activated Carbon and Ion Exchange technologies, is measuring the effectiveness
of new treatment technologies in removing per-fluorinated compounds from the water.
Preliminary data shows that, after one month, small traces of GenX could be detected beyond the
Granular Activated Carbon filtration unit. GenX has not yet been detected in water samples treated by
the Ion Exchange units.
CFPUA staff are working with our consultants at Black & Veatch to understand the potential causes of
this new data from the GAC test, and to determine the next steps forward in the testing process.
However, more data is certainly needed before final conclusions can be made.
The time frame for breakthrough is important to the testing process because it gives staff an idea of how
often filter materials would need to be replaced if the technology were to be permanently installed at
the plant. The replacement rate has an impact on project design and cost. Once the testing process is
complete, CFPUA staff will work with Black & Veatch to analyze all of the pilot test data and make a
recommendation for the best path forward.
Find data from the Sweeney Pilot Test
Most Recent GenX Results From the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
Below are the results for September 1-October 2 from our on-going
GenX testing at the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX
continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 ppt.
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CFPUA Update: October 18, 2017
Panel to Discuss Water Quality Issues at UNCW Tomorrow Evening
Tomorrow evening, several researchers working with CFPUA on water quality concerns will be
participating in a panel at the Warwick Center on the campus of UNCW. The panel, sponsored by the
Eastern North Carolina American Chemical Society, is titled “GenX and the water we drink” and will be of
particular interest to those following the science of GenX. It will feature a range of speakers, including
faculty members from the Departments of Chemistry, Biology and Biochemistry working with CFPUA to
identify unregulated compounds in the Cape Fear River.
The panel will begin at 6:30 pm on October 19.
Aquifer Storage and Recovery Progress
On September 20, 2017, CFPUA began pumping water out of the Aquifer Storage and Recovery well to
remove nearly 50 million gallons of water that contain GenX. As seen below, we are 42 percent of the
way to our goal.
We will continue to update the public as the project moves forward.
Date Gallons Pumped to Date
(in thousand gallons)
20- 10
Sep
4-Oct 10,321
18- 20,808
Oct
GOAL 50,000
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CFPUA Update: October 17, 2017
CFPUA FILES Motion to Intervene In the Action Against Chemours
This afternoon, CFPUA filed a motion to intervene in the action in Bladen County Superior Court brought
against Chemours by North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ). CFPUA’s motion to
intervene and proposed declaratory judgment action expressly seek the right to receive notice and
comment on any settlement of the DEQ action, as North Carolina is obligated to provide, so that CFPUA
will be assured the opportunity to participate in DEQ’s enforcement.
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CFPUA Update: October 16, 2017
CFPUA Takes Legal Action Against Chemours and Dupont
This afternoon, CFPUA is filing a complaint in federal district court, Eastern District of North Carolina,
against Chemours and Dupont.
The federal complaint asserts CFPUA’s common law causes of action, including: nuisance, negligence,
trespass, harm to riparian rights, failure to warn and negligent manufacture. It alleges that the conduct
of Chemours and Dupont was “willful and wanton”, meaning that it was done with a reckless regard for
the rights and safety of others, which provides a basis for punitive damages.
CFPUA Tests for Levels of GenX in Biosolids From Wastewater Treatment
Upon the discovery of GenX in the treated water from Sweeney Water Treatment Plant, CFPUA began
searching for a method to test for the presence of GenX in biosolids. Biosolids are highly treated byproducts of the wastewater treatment process that must be disposed of according to rules set by the
Environmental Protection Agency.
Biosolids may be disposed of in three different ways: incineration, surface disposal (in a landfill for
example) or through land application. CFPUA employs the land application method—applying biosolids
to land in order to condition soils or fertilize crops. This standard method is used by a majority of utilities
in the State of North Carolina. CFPUA works with the company Synagro to transport biosolids produced
at the plant to permitted sites in surrounding counties, where it is applied to land for crops not
produced for human consumption.
In mid-September, researchers at UNCW informed CFPUA staff that they had designed a method to test
for GenX in biosolids, and CFPUA sent samples to them on September 19. Late last week, CFPUA learned
that GenX was present in at least one of the samples we sent to UNCW. Due to these preliminary
results, CFPUA will now send additional samples to a private lab that will quantify those levels.
On September 15, CFPUA contacted staff at the Residuals Management division of the North Carolina
Department of Environmental Quality (NCDEQ)—the organization that approves our permit to land
apply biosolids. DEQ informed CFPUA staff that we are approved to continue with our current method of
disposal. We will continue to communicate and work with our regulatory agencies as new results come
in.
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CFPUA Update: October 13, 2017
CFPUA Following Up on Recent Data from Dr. Knappe
Two weeks ago, Dr. Detlef Knappe shared his most recent data on unregulated compounds in the
treated water from Sweeney Water Treatment Plant with CFPUA staff. The data, from samples taken in
June and July, showed that levels of several unregulated compounds had decreased in both the raw and
treated water after Chemours stopped discharging GenX to the Cape Fear River. However, the data also
showed levels of two compounds (PFO2HxA and PFO3OA) were higher in the treated water than in the
raw water. In the time since Dr. Knappe shared this data, CFPUA staff has been working with our
partners at Black & Veatch to understand the potential causes for the increase in levels in the treated
water.
One possibility is that compounds could be desorbing from existing carbon filters in the water treatment
process. Sweeney Water Treatment Plant employs state of the art treatment technology, divided into
several different phases of the treatment process. One phase is known as biofiltration—a process that
uses carbon filters to adsorb organic material from the water. This process is one of the most important
of the treatment processes. It is highly successful in removing the precursors to disinfection
byproducts—substances that form when organic material reacts with disinfection chemicals. It is
possible that these filters, while installed to fulfill a biofiltration purpose, have also been incidentally
adsorbing per-fluorinated compounds over time. If the filters have become full, they could begin to
desorb the compounds and release them into the water being treated through the plant.
CFPUA staff is working with Dr. Knappe, and with the experts at Black & Veatch, to learn more about this
issue. Dr. Knappe is currently working with the only laboratory we know of that is able to estimate
quantities for these unregulated compounds. Early next week, we will send a second round of water
samples to Dr. Knappe for analysis, and we will continue to update the public as those results come in.
CFPUA Receives Most Recent GenX
Results
Earlier this week, CFPUA received
results for September 29-October 2
from our on-going GenX testing at the
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels
of GenX continue to remain below the
DHHS health goal of 140 ppt.
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CFPUA Update: October 11, 2017
CFPUA Receives Update on UNCW Study Progress
On Monday, CFPUA staff met with faculty members from UNCW to learn about their progress in
identifying and quantifying compounds in the Cape Fear River. Researchers from the University are
currently in the beginning phases of the study, which includes preliminary data gathering and a worldwide search for testing standards that would allow them to quantify levels of various compounds.
Faculty informed CFPUA that they have taken samples from the river at a location downtown and from
treated water from a tap on campus. They are currently testing to confirm the absence or presence of
various compounds, and will begin work to determine if, and how, they can quantify their levels in the
future.
The next step of the study will be to identify the compounds in order to better understand where they
come from and how they behave once they are in the river. As results are verified, we will continue to
update the public on their findings.
CFPUA Continues to Pump Water from the Aquifer Storage and Recovery Well
On September 20, CFPUA began pumping water from our Aquifer Storage and Recovery well to remove
water that contains the compound GenX. Pumping at 500 gallons per minute, the project is 30 percent
completed and has taken out nearly 15 million gallons of water to date.
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CFPUA Update: October 9, 2017
A Look At CFPUA Water Quality Testing
In late June, Chemours announced that it would voluntarily stop discharging GenX into the Cape Fear
River. While this was welcome news, CFPUA felt it was important for us to begin monitoring the levels
ourselves, to ensure that the discharge had stopped and to begin documenting the length of the time
the compound stayed in the water after discharge. After searching for a lab capable of testing for the
compound, CFPUA contracted with Eurofins to analyze and test samples from Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant.
Once a week, CFPUA staff take samples from the plant and send them to Eurofins to be analyzed. Those
samples are then tested and results are sent back to CFPUA. Readers may download GenX lab reports
here.
While CFPUA uses a third-party laboratory for GenX testing, our on-site laboratory conducts tests daily
to monitor water quality in our service areas. Some tests, such as the total coliform test (which
measures bacteria), are run every day. Other tests are run annually. Some tests are required by the
State of North Carolina. Other tests, which are not required, are used by CFPUA to monitor the water for
new compounds and to measure the performance of our treatment technology.
To see the results of the required tests we run, see our Drinking Water Quality webpage. To see results
for the voluntary tests we run, including those for unregulated compounds, see our Special Compound
Testing page.
Most Recent Meter Readings from Ogden Park
Every Friday and Monday,
CFPUA staff read the meter at
the free water station at Ogden
Park to help us monitor its
usage. As Monday morning, a
total of 17, 958 gallons had
been withdrawn since the
station was installed in July. The
running average is 219 gallons
per day.
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CFPUA Update: October 6, 2017
CFPUA To Use $185,000 from HB 56 to Address Water Quality Concerns
On Wednesday, the North Carolina General Assembly passed HB 56—a bill that gives CFPUA $185,000
for the further study of GenX.
According to the bill, $100,000 of that money must be used, in coordination with surrounding public
utilities, for the study of potential treatment technologies that may be successful in removing GenX from
the water. CFPUA intends to use these funds for the on-going pilot test at Sweeney Water Treatment
Plant that is studying the effectiveness of Granular Activated Carbon and Ion Exchange in removing
GenX and other compounds from the water.
$85,000 of the allocated funds must be used to continue monitoring water supplies taken from the Cape
Fear River. As has been reported, CFPUA samples treated water from Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
to test for the levels of GenX. These funds will be used to continue that program.
CFPUA will continue to make results of all of these efforts available to the public. Additionally, the bill
requires that we produce an interim progress report by December 1 and a final report by April 1, 2018.
Most recent GenX Results
On Wednesday, CFPUA
received results for September
22-27 from our on-going GenX
testing at the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant. Levels of
GenX continue to remain
below the DHHS health goal of
140 ppt.
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CFPUA Update: October 4, 2017
CFPUA Representatives Presented Actions on GenX to Senate Select Committee Yesterday
Yesterday afternoon, representatives from CFPUA spoke at the meeting of the Senate Select Committee
on North Carolina River Water Quality. Staff presented on the research being done with UNCW to
identify other compounds in the river; the filter test at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant and the Aquifer
Storage and Recovery project, and answered questions from members of the committee.Learn more
about the meeting in the coverage by WWAY and StarNews.
CFPUA Moves to One Day a Week Sampling for GenX
On June 26, CFPUA staff began sampling water from Sweeney Water Treatment Plant to test for GenX.
After Chemours voluntarily stopped the compound’s discharge, we have seen levels decrease. Levels
have consistently been below the DHHS health goal of 140 ppt since July 21, 2017.
CFPUA feels confident that levels will remain low as long as Chemours continues not to discharge. For
this reason, we will continue sampling the treated water at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant one day a
week. We will continue to share those results with the public as we receive them.
Aquifer Storage and Recovery Progress
On September 20, 2017, CFPUA began pumping water out of the Aquifer Storage and Recovery well to
remove nearly 50 million gallons of water that contains GenX. As seen below, we are a little over 20
percent of the way to our goal.
We will continue to update the public as the project moves forward.
Date

Gallons Pumped to Date (in
thousand gallons)

20-Sep

10

4-Oct

10,321

GOAL

50,000

Most recent GenX Results
This afternoon, CFPUA received results for September 22-27 from our on-going GenX testing at the
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140
ppt.
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CFPUA Update: October 2, 2017
CFPUA Representatives to Present to Senate Select Committee Tomorrow
Representatives from CFPUA have been asked to speak tomorrow at the meeting of the Senate Select
Committee on North Carolina River Water Quality. The meeting will be held at 2:00pm in Raleigh at the
Legislative Building. CFPUA staff will present on the work being done with UNCW to identify other
compounds in the river; the pilot test at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant and the Aquifer Storage and
Recovery project.
Most recent GenX Results
Last week, CFPUA received results for September 20 from our on-going GenX testing at Sweeney. Levels
of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140 ppt.
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CFPUA Update: September 29, 2017
Dr. Knappe Shares Latest Results with CFPUA
Late yesterday, CFPUA received an email from Dr. Detlef Knappe regarding on-going testing of
unregulated compounds at the EPA lab in Research Triangle Park. The new results from June and July
show estimated levels of two compounds that Dr. Knappe had found in his original November 2016
report.
According to the email, the data shows that estimated levels of PFO2HxA and PFO3OA in the Cape Fear
River have dramatically dropped since late June 2017. This is good news. However, the data also shows
levels of the compounds, while still trending downward, have not dropped as much in the treated water
from Sweeney Water Treatment Plant.
This information has been distributed to NCDEQ, NCDHHS, our partners at UNCW, and our consultants
at Black & Veatch. We have asked these experts to weigh in on the results and prioritize trying to
determine the cause. We would like to be careful to note that this test data appears to be from earlier
this summer, and though definitely of interest, may or may not represent current conditions (with
respect to quantities in today’s water). That too is something we are trying to determine.
As has been widely reported over the past several months, CFPUA, and other groups such as DEQ and
EPA, are testing water from the Cape Fear River, as well as treated water, to confirm whether Chemours
has stopped or reduced discharges of unregulated chemicals to the river.
Since early June, our community has been working to understand the wide-ranging issues associated
with unregulated compounds in the Cape Fear River. Local governments, utilities, community activists,
media and business leaders have come together to document water quality and ensure our water
source is reliable and clean. As a water provider, CFPUA has taken deliberate steps to address two
critical issues: unregulated chemicals in the river and our plant’s ability to treat for them.
First, we are working with researchers at UNCW to identify and quantify compounds in the river that
could affect drinking water. They are paying special attention to compounds that Dr. Knappe detected in
his original 2016 study. This work is underway and is expected to be complete in mid-2018.
Second, we are contracting with the nationally recognized engineering firm Black & Veatch, which also
designed Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. They are known for finding innovative solutions to protect
water at its source, treating it to the highest standards and delivering it to homes and businesses.
Third, we are working with Black & Veatch to test different materials to find out whether our filter
system at the Sweeney plant could be upgraded to remove various compounds. Granular activated
carbon has proven effective at other plants in the nation in filtering compounds such as those detected
in the river. This work is also underway and we should have preliminary results within six months.

CFPUA is evaluating all aspects of the sampling, analysis and treatment processes to fully understand the
data and the potential implications for our water quality. This is one of the key questions Black & Veatch
and the researchers at UNCW will help us answer.
This information highlights the importance of CFPUA’s pilot testing programs within the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant as well as our partnership with the scientific community at UNCW and other state
universities. That work is already underway, which allows us to quickly integrate new findings into the
on-going testing of new treatment technologies.
CFPUA is dedicated to providing the highest quality of drinking water to our customers. We feel
confident that the on-going work with our partners will help us to better understand and address future
findings. We will keep you up to date as we learn more.
CFPUA Receives New GenX Results
Earlier this week, CFPUA received results for September 20 from our on-going GenX testing at the
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of 140
ppt.
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CFPUA Update: September 27, 2017
Representatives from CFPUA To Speak to House Committee Tomorrow
Tomorrow morning, Mike Brown, Chairman of the Board, and Frank Styers, Chief Operating Officer, will
give a presentation to the House Select Committee on North Carolina River Quality in Raleigh. They will
speak about CFPUA’s on-going pilot test for the treatment of per-fluorinated compounds at Sweeney
Water Treatment Plant; our partnership with the University of North Carolina Wilmington to begin
identifying other compounds in the river; and our project to remove 50 million gallons of water from the
Aquifer Storage and Recovery well.
Most Recent Meter Readings from Ogden Park
Every Monday and Friday, CFPUA staff read the meter at the free water station in Ogden Park to
monitor how much water is being withdrawn from the station. Monday’s reading showed that a total of
14,958 gallons have been withdrawn since July 18, the day CFPUA installed the meter. The running
average is 217 gallons per day.
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CFPUA Update: September 25, 2017
Accelerated Column Test for GenX Filtering May Provide Valuable Data More Quickly

In addition to the on-going pilot tests at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant, CFPUA is also utilizing a test
method called an Accelerated Column Test (ACT) to measure the potential of new technologies to treat
for compounds such as GenX. The ACT, operated by Calgon Carbon Corporation in Pittsburgh, allows
CFPUA to test treatment technologies in shorter periods of time—thereby increasing the potential of
receiving actionable data more quickly.
The test, seen in the image on the left, runs water through a type of Granular Activated Carbon to
measure its ability to adsorb per-fluorinated compounds. When the carbon becomes full and loses its
ability to attract these compounds, GenX will “breakthrough” and be present in test samples. The
timeline of “breakthrough” will allow CFPUA to measure how effective this technology may be at
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant.
CFPUA Receives New GenX Results for September 13-18
This afternoon, CFPUA received results for the period September 13-18 from our on-going GenX testing
at the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal
of 140 ppt.
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CFPUA Update: September 22, 2017
CFPUA to Present to House Select Committee on North Carolina River Quality
On Thursday, September 28, CFPUA is scheduled to send representatives to speak before the House
Select Committee on North Carolina River Quality regarding actions it is taking related to water quality
concerns.
Mike Brown, Chairman of the Board, and Frank Styers, Chief Operations Officer, will present a summary
of CFPUA’s on-going actions regarding GenX, including: the pilot test at Sweeney Water Treatment
Plant; the Aquifer Storage and Recovery project; and our collaboration with the University of North
Carolina Wilmington on water quality in the Cape Fear River.
An Inside look at CFPUA’s Aquifer Storage and Recovery Project
Below New Hanover County, three aquifers are located at various depths known as the Surficial, Castle
Hayne and Peedee aquifers. Aquifers act as groundwater sources for Cape Fear Public Utility Authority
and owners of private wells in the region. In addition to acting as a source for drinking water, however,
aquifers are increasingly being used across the country to store drinking water as well.
Following this trend, CFPUA began an aquifer storage and recovery project to help us manage water
distribution during periods of high demand. Water that was treated at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
was injected into the Upper Peedee Aquifer (see chart below) and was to be pulled back out during
periods of high demand, such as during the raw water main break in October of 2016.
Testing has since confirmed that the water held in the Aquifer Storage and Recovery site does contain
GenX. To avoid distributing water with levels of GenX that are higher than what we are currently serving
customers, and to remain in compliance with state regulations, CFPUA has begun pumping the injected
water out of its holding area in the aquifer.
As the image below shows, the Upper Peedee Aquifer is below several layers of water, silt, limestone
and clay. The long rectangular bars represent monitoring wells in the area that will help CFPUA staff
measure the drawdown of water during the pumping phase. CFPUA began pumping water on
Wednesday.

CFPUA Receives New GenX Results

Earlier this week, CFPUA received results for the period September 8-11 from our on-going GenX testing
at the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal
of 140 ppt.
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CFPUA Update: September 20, 2017
CFPUA Pumping Water from its Aquifer Storage and Recovery Well
Cape Fear Public Utility Authority began pumping water with levels of
GenX from its Aquifer Storage and Recovery site today. The goal of the
project is to pump out nearly 50 million gallons of water that had been
treated at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant and injected into the aquifer
before the utility knew about the presence of GenX. Water is being
pumped at 500 gallons per minute and engineers will be measuring its
progress through a series of monitoring wells constructed in the vicinity.
After the water is pumped from the well, it travels through a temporary
wastewater pipe until it reaches the nearest wastewater force main,
where it will eventually be treated at one of CFPUA's wastewater
treatment plants.

Most Recent Meter Readings
from Ogden Park
Every Monday and Friday, CFPUA
staff read the meter at the free
water station in Ogden Park to
monitor how much water is being
withdrawn from the station.
Monday’s reading showed that a
total of 13,504 gallons have been
withdrawn since July 18, the day
CFPUA installed the meter. The
running average is 218 gallons per
day.
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CFPUA Update: September 18, 2017
CFPUA Board Votes to Continue Contract with Brooks Pierce For Environmental Law Services
On Wednesday morning, the CFPUA Board met to discuss the utility’s legal position in regard to the
compound GenX. The Board voted to continue our contract with the Brooks Pierce law firm. Brooks
Pierce has provided a critical service to CFPUA, helping us to build a legal strategy that will work to
protect the drinking water source for our over 200,000 customers. With the help of the firm, CFPUA will
continue to assess all legal options on the table and will continue to push for action from the state and
federal agencies responsible for monitoring the quality of the Cape Fear River.
CFPUA Receives New GenX Results
Earlier this week, CFPUA received results for the period August 25-28 from our on-going GenX testing at
the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of
140 ppt.
Date
Raw
Finished*
8/6/2017
35.4
38.7
8/7/2017
33.3
39.2
8/8/2017
41.2
43
8/9/2017
40.7
45.6
8/10/2017 48
44.1
8/11/2017 41.2
52.1
8/12/2017 38.8
46.5
8/13/2017 40.2
44.8
8/14/2017 41.5
41.4
8/15/2017 40.9
46.5
8/16/2017 54
45
8/17/2017 40
52
8/18/2017 39
48
8/19/2017 51
49
8/21/2017 N/A**
49
8/22/2017 N/A**
32
8/25/2017 N/A**
29
8/28/2017 N/A**
33
8/30/2017 N/A**
30
9/1/2017
N/A**
33
9/4/2017
N/A**
37
9/6/2017
N/A**
40
* Treated water at Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant
**No raw water samples taken
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CFPUA Update: September 15, 2018
Update on CFPUA’s Letter to Customers
It has been one month since CFPUA began sending letters on water quality concerns to our customers in
their bills. CFPUA bills customers on a bi-monthly basis, with bills going out as meter reading routes are
completed.
As a result, customers will receive their letters on a rolling basis from mid-August to mid-October. If you
have not received a letter with information on GenX by mid-October, please call 910-332-6625 or email
communications@cfpua.org.
Read the letter on-line in both English and Spanish
CFPUA Receives New GenX Results
Earlier this week, CFPUA received results for the period August 25-28 from our on-going GenX testing at
the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of
140 ppt.
Date

Raw

Finished*

8/7/2017

33.3

39.2

8/8/2017

41.2

43

8/9/2017

40.7

45.6

8/10/2017

48

44.1

8/11/2017

41.2

52.1

8/12/2017

38.8

46.5

8/13/2017

40.2

44.8

8/14/2017

41.5

41.4

8/15/2017

40.9

46.5

8/16/2017

54

45

8/17/2017

40

52

8/18/2017

39

48

8/19/2017

51

49

8/21/2017

N/A**

49

8/22/2017

N/A**

32

8/25/2017

N/A**

29

8/28/2017

N/A**

33

*Water treated at Sweeney
Water Treatment Plant
**Raw water samples not taken
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CFPUA Update: September 13, 2017
CFPUA Board Receives Monthly Update on Water Quality Concerns
This morning, the Cape Fear Public Utility Authority Board held its monthly meeting at 230 Government
Center Drive. The Board heard two presentations regarding water quality.
The first presentation was an update on CFPUA actions by Executive Director Jim Flechtner. Mr.
Flechtner discussed actions taken in the communications, sampling, operations and legal fields.
The second presentation was an update on our Aquifer Storage and Recovery project given by Rick
Catlin of Catlin Engineers and Scientists, the third-party firm managing the project that will remove
nearly 50 million gallons of water containing GenX from the aquifer.
View the documents presented by Mr. Catlin during the meeting
CFPUA Receives New GenX Results
Earlier this week, CFPUA received results for the period August 25-28 from our on-going GenX testing at
the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of
140 ppt.
Date

Raw Finished*

8/7/2017

33.3

39.2

8/8/2017

41.2

43

8/9/2017

40.7

45.6

48

44.1

8/11/2017 41.2

52.1

8/12/2017 38.8

46.5

8/13/2017 40.2

44.8

8/14/2017 41.5

41.4

8/15/2017 40.9

46.5

8/10/2017

8/16/2017

54

45

8/17/2017

40

52

8/18/2017

39

48

8/19/2017

51

49

8/21/2017N/A**

49

8/22/2017N/A**

32

8/25/2017N/A**

29

8/28/2017N/A**

33

*Water treated at
Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant
**Raw water samples not
taken
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CFPUA Update: September 11, 2017
CFPUA Responds to The Partial Consent Order Between DEQ and Chemours
CFPUA and its counsel were not consulted prior to the filing of the Complaint or the Motion for the TRO.
We and our counsel were not aware of or asked to participate in the Hearing that was scheduled on
September 7 to occur on September 8. Having now read the Complaint and the Motion, we believe they
accurately state the law in North Carolina. We applaud the DEQ for taking this action and believe that
the Court would have granted a TRO with or without Chemours consent. As noted, we did not
participate in the discussion between DEQ and Chemours which resulted in the Consent Order. After we
have a chance to discuss the Consent Order with DEQ, we may have additional comments.
Most Recent Meter Readings from Ogden Park
Every Monday and Friday, CFPUA staff read the
meter at the free water station in Ogden Park to
monitor how much water is being withdrawn
from the station. Monday’s reading showed
that a total of 12,365 gallons have been
withdrawn since July 18, the day CFPUA
installed the meter. The running average is 225
gallons per day.
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CFPUA Update: September 8, 2017
CFPUA Prepares to Drain Aquifer Storage and Recovery
CFPUA staff continued to prepare for the start of the Aquifer
Storage and Recovery draining project this week. As mentioned
in previous updates, the temporary pipeline that will carry
water to the nearest wastewater force main has been
completed. Once draining begins, the water will then go
through the CFPUA wastewater treatment process and will be
discharged to the Cape Fear River.
This week, staff continued to construct monitoring wells in the
areas surrounding the Westbrook water tank that will help staff
manage the project and allow for regular testing of the water
leaving the aquifer. Once all monitoring wells have been
constructed, staff will begin draining areas of the aquifer
containing levels of GenX higher than the levels in the water
currently in the distribution system. CFPUA expects that
draining will begin late next week.

CFPUA Receives New Genx Results
Earlier this week, CFPUA received results for the period August 16-23 from our on-going GenX testing at
the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS health goal of
140 ppt.
Date
Raw
Finished*
8/16/2017
54
45
8/17/2017
40
52
8/18/2017
39
48
8/19/2017
51
49
8/21/2017
**
49
8/23/2017
**
32
*Taken at Sweeney Water Treatment
Plant** Samples taken from finished
water only
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CFPUA Update: September 6, 2017
CFPUA Receives New GenX Results
Yesterday afternoon, CFPUA received new results for the period August 16-23 from our on-going GenX
testing at the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. Levels of GenX continue to remain below the DHHS
health goal of 140 ppt.
Date
Raw
Finished*
8/16/2017
54
45
8/17/2017
40
52
8/18/2017
39
48
8/19/2017
51
49
8/21/2017
N/A
49
8/23/2017
N/A
32
*Taken at Sweeney Water Treatment
Plant

CFPUA Responds to Recent DEQ Action Against Chemours
Cape Fear Public Utility Authority is encouraged to see continued progress in DEQ’s efforts to ensure the
Cape Fear River is properly protected as a water source. CFPUA and its attorneys have long called for
regulatory action against Chemours. Today’s announcement by NCDEQ that it has ordered the company
to stop the release of all fluorinated compounds into the Cape Fear River is a positive step.
It is unfortunate that it takes legal action for Chemours to fully disclose what, and how much, it
discharges to the Cape Fear River. It is vital that water providers and their customers have access to
information about the quality of their source waters. CFPUA is pleased that that NCDEQ has taken this
affirmative action.

CFPUA Responds to DEQ’s Announcement Regarding Chemours
Cape Fear Public Utility Authority is encouraged to see continued progress in DEQ’s efforts to ensure the
Cape Fear River is properly protected as a water source. CFPUA and its attorneys have long called for
regulatory action against Chemours. Today’s announcement by NCDEQ that it has ordered the company
to stop the release of all fluorinated compounds into the Cape Fear River is a positive step.
It is unfortunate that it takes legal action for Chemours to fully disclose what, and how much, it
discharges to the Cape Fear River. It is vital that water providers and their customers have access to
information about the quality of their source waters. CFPUA is pleased that that NCDEQ has taken this
affirmative action.
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CFPUA Update: September 1, 2017
CFPUA Taking Comprehensive Action on Water Quality Concerns
Yesterday morning, CFPUA was informed by the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality (NCDEQ) and
the N.C. Department of Health and Human Services (NCDHHS) that several unregulated compounds
were identified in the Cape Fear River. A preliminary report, released by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, indicates that the treatment technology at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant is unable
to remove these compounds from the water.
CFPUA takes its responsibility to provide clean drinking water to residents of New Hanover County
seriously, which is why we have begun a multi-pronged campaign to attack the issue head-on. We are
employing a mix of short and long-term strategies, in the legal, technological and research arenas, to
ensure that the community can remain confident in the public water supply.
On the legal front, CFPUA has taken several actions. Yesterday, CFPUA sent a letter to DEQ, the
regulatory agency for Chemours, asking that they revoke Chemours’ discharge permit until more data
can be gathered regarding the health effects of compounds such as GenX and Nafion byproducts. This
morning, in conversations with DEQ and DHHS again, CFPUA repeated those demands. Until we are able
to gather sufficient health data on these emerging contaminants, CFPUA believes the responsible action
is to stop them at the source.
In addition to those immediate requests, CFPUA is now 29 days into the 60-day waiting period after it
informed Chemours and Dupont of its intent to bring a citizens law suit against them to enforce
requirement of the Clean Water Act. Once 60 days has passed, CFPUA will be able to begin formal
proceedings.
The goal of the legal proceedings will be to address the root cause of the issue—the release of
unregulated contaminants into a major source of drinking water. A strong regulatory process, based on
scientific data, is critical in ensuring that local water utilities, such as CFPUA, are able to treat raw water
with all of the necessary information in hand.
CFPUA also recognizes, however, that new chemicals are created quickly, and that a second line of
protection is required beyond the permitting process. For this reason, CFPUA has begun pilot testing
two new technologies that may give Sweeney Water Treatment Plant the ability to treat per- and
polyfluorinated compounds.
Granular Activated Carbon and Ion Exchange technologies have shown some success in removing
compounds like GenX, and the pilot test will give us an idea of how to best fit these new technologies
into our existing treatment processes. CFPUA staff is continuously monitoring the treated water from
these tests so that we know the timeline for when “breakthrough” occurs—the point at which the filters
allow the compound through and they need to be replaced. Once a timeline is established, CFPUA will
have a better idea of how, and if, we can integrate the technology into the plant and the costs of doing
so.

Finally, CFPUA wants to invest in long-term strategies that may help us understand the effects of these
compounds on the river and water systems. For this reason, we have partnered with the University of
North Carolina Wilmington, experts in the chemistry of the Cape Fear River Basin with state of the art
technology in their laboratories, to help us identify new chemicals in the river and investigate their
impacts on water treatment and distribution. As stated in the contract, all of these results will be made
available to the public.
In all of these actions, legal, technological and academic, CFPUA has enlisted the help of experts in their
fields. Our partnerships with the local and state health departments, local representatives of the
regulatory agencies, and with researchers from universities have been invaluable in the creation of a
campaign CFPUA feels confident will produce real and meaningful results in the local water quality.
CFPUA will continue to keep the public informed through these updates, which are sent to local and
state-wide media outlets and are posted on our website and social media accounts. We are also
available by phone to answer any questions at: 910-332-6625, or by email at
communications@cfpua.org.
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Cape Fear Public Utility Authority Responds to Report Released by EPA
Wilmington, NC—Today, Cape Fear Public Utility Authority was informed by the Department of
Environmental Quality (DEQ) and the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) that scientists
from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) have been working to identify other per-fluorinated
compounds in the Cape Fear River discovered in a November 2016 report by North Carolina State
University. DEQ announced today that the scientists have been able to identify and test for five of these
compounds.
The preliminary report provides the results for samples taken from Chemours’ Outfall 002 and finished
water from Sweeney Water Treatment Plant over a six-week time period. The results show that the
levels of three of these compounds decreased as levels of GenX decreased. Levels of two other
compounds, known as Nafion byproducts 1 and 2, did not decrease. A chart of the results from the
finished water at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant for these two compounds is below:
Date Nafion
Byproduct 1
(ppt)

Nafion
Byproduct 2
(ppt)

Week 53
1

1640

Week 143
2

4320

Week N/A
3

N/A

Week 120
4

2360

Week 158
5

7860

Week 72
6

4670

DHHS informed CFPUA that, after consulting with EPA and the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, they are unable to establish a health goal for Nafion at this time, due to the fact that no
health studies on the effects of Nafion could be identified. However, after reviewing the results, DHHS
reiterated their guidance that the public can continue to drink the water.

Given that, based upon the available data, Sweeney Water Treatment Plant is unable to effectively
remove these compounds from the water, CFPUA believes Chemours needs to immediately stop all
Nafion discharge to the river until sufficient data can be collected to set a health goal. DEQ has the
authority to prohibit further discharge of Nafion and Nafion byproducts, and we have asked DEQ to
exercise that authority immediately and without delay.
NCDEQ is the regulatory authority tasked with protecting state and federal waters and they are also
responsible for preserving the health and safety of public drinking water sources, like the Cape Fear
River.
In response to the presence of the compound GenX (to include the related family of “Gen X”
Compounds), CFPUA has already begun several processes that we believe will apply to these new
compounds as well.
Staff at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant has been conducting a pilot test of Granular Activated Carbon
(GAC) and Ion Exchange (IX) technologies that have the potential to be effective in removing perfluorinated compounds such as GenX and Nafion. As soon as the pilot test begins to produce results,
CFPUA will make that information public.
Earlier this week, CFPUA entered into a contract with University of North Carolina Wilmington to
continue investigating other compounds in the Cape Fear River. Today’s findings highlight the
importance of this effort. We believe this study will produce results valuable to regulatory agencies at
the state and federal levels as they continue to investigate whether additional regulatory action is
required in the Cape Fear River Basin.
Finally, CFPUA is considering all legal actions. On August 3, CFPUA’s environmental counsel filed a Notice
of Intent informing Chemours and Dupont of a citizens’ suit CFPUA intends to bring against them for
violation of the Clean Water Act.
CFPUA believes NCDEQ’s duty to take decisive action. View the letter sent from CFPUA environmental
counsel to DEQ, asking that DEQ revoke or modify Chemours’ NPDES permit.
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CFPUA Update: August 30, 2017
CFPUA Moves Forward with Aquifer Pumping Plan
As reported previously, CFPUA will begin draining nearly 50 million gallons of water from the Aquifer
Storage and Recovery (ASR) well in early September.
In the past, water from Sweeney Water Treatment Plant was injected into the upper Peedee aquifer. It
is withdrawn later to help address periods of peak demand. Tests show, however, that the water at the
ASR well contains levels of GenX above the average levels we are currently supplying to our customers.
As a result, CFPUA has decided to remove the water from the aquifer and discharge it to the wastewater
system.
The first step of the process was to design temporary piping that would connect the well to the
collection system and ultimately the Northside Wastewater Treatment Plant, and to obtain a permit to
discharge from the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ). CFPUA received the permit in midAugust, and construction of the temporary line has been completed (see picture above).
The next step will be to construct new wells in the area that will help staff monitor and sample the
water leaving the aquifer. Once these monitoring wells have been installed, CFPUA will begin pumping
the water at a flow of 500 gallons per minute.
Most Recent GenX Results

Date
Raw
8/9/2017
8/10/2017
8/11/2017
8/12/2017
8/13/2017
8/14/2017
8/15/2017
*Taken at Sweeney
Water Treatment Plant

Finished*
40.7
45.6
48
44.1
41.2
52.1
38.8
46.5
40.2
44.8
41.5
41.4
40.9
46.5

CFPUA Enters Into Contract with UNCW
Cape Fear Public Utility Authority has signed a contract with the University of North Carolina Wilmington
to begin identifying the other per- and polyfluoroalkyl (PFAS) substances in the Cape Fear River, and to
test the efficiency of the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant in removing them from the water.
The project is expected to last 12 months, and all subsequent findings will be made available to the
general public and agencies such as NCDEQ, NCDHHS and USEPA.
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CFPUA Update: August 28, 2017
Ion Exchange Pilot Test Constructed at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
For several weeks, CFPUA has
been pilot testing the
effectiveness of Granular
Activated Carbon (GAC)
technology in removing
compounds such as GenX from
the water. Beginning this week,
CFPUA will begin testing an
additional technology known as
Ion Exchange (IX).
IX is a water treatment process
that applies the use of spherical
particles, known as ion exchange
resin. As water flows through the
tank containing the resin,
chemical compounds are
attracted to the resin and are
removed from the water.
As is the case with GAC technology, the IX resin would work until “breakthrough” is reached, at which
point the old materials must be disposed of and new materials must be brought in.
CFPUA Signs Contract with UNCW
Cape Fear Public Utility Authority has signed a contract with the University of North Carolina Wilmington
to begin identifying the other per- and polyfluoroalkyl (PFAS) substances in the Cape Fear River, and to
test the efficiency of the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant in removing them from the water.
The project is expected to last 12 months, and all subsequent findings will be made available to the
general public and agencies such as NCDEQ, NCDHHS and NCEPA.
Read the contract in full
Most Recent Meter Readings From Ogden Park
Date

Total Gallons Withdrawn

Friday

8/4/2017

3711

Monday

8/7/2017

4111

Day

Friday

8/11/2017

5050

Monday

8/14/2017

5486

Friday

8/18/2017

6522

Monday

8/21/2017

7003

Friday

8/22/2017

8107

Monday

8/23/2017

8505

CFPUA Signs Contract with UNCW
View Contract
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CFPUA Chairman’s Update: August 25, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide an update three days per week with information on
activity surrounding GenX. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s update on the Environmental
Review Commission’s visit to Wilmington and the most recent results from CFPUA’s independent testing
for GenX.
1. Wednesday morning, members of the joint legislative Environmental Review Commission, a
committee made of state Representatives and Senators, toured CFPUA’s Sweeney Water Treatment
Plant. The Commission members saw firsthand how well the plant treats water using numerous filtering
and other methods. They also saw CFPUA’s program to test whether various filter media could reduce
levels of compounds such as GenX in the treated water.
Wednesday afternoon, the Commission met at 1:30pm to discuss the presence of GenX in the Cape Fear
River. The meeting included input from local leaders, as well as public comment.
2. Monday afternoon, CFPUA received new results from the raw and finished water samples at Sweeney
Water Treatment Plant taken during the period August 8-August 15. The results show that
concentrations of GenX continue to be below the 140 parts per trillion health goal set by NCDHHS.
See the new data in the table below:
Date

Raw

Finished

8/8/2017

41.2

43

8/9/2017

40.7

45.6

8/10/2017

48

44.1

8/11/2017

41.2

52.1

8/12/2017

38.8

46.5

8/13/2017

40.2

44.8

8/14/2017

41.5

41.4

8/15/2017

40.9

46.5

3. Every Monday and Friday, CFPUA staff read the meter at the free water station in Ogden Park to
monitor how much water is being withdrawn from the station. Monday’s reading showed that a total of
7,003 gallons have been withdrawn since July 18, the day CFPUA installed the meter. Based on Friday’s
reading, 482 gallons were withdrawn over the weekend. The running average is 206 gallons per day.

4. CFPUA is committed to being open and transparent about issues concerning water quality and source
water protection. Several weeks ago, we announced a new “Drinking Water Quality” page on the CFPUA
website that would allow the public to find the results of drinking water tests required by the State of
North Carolina.
In order to stay ahead of trends and to monitor the performance of our treatment technology, CFPUA
also conducts voluntary tests on a wide array of contaminants known as “Special” tests. These tests help
us monitor for compounds that may be regulated in the future.
Our new “Special Compound Testing” page will make the results of those tests open to the public for
download. The page will be updated monthly by staff, and it will house CFPUA’s GenX results as well.
View the Special Compound Testing page
5. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
CFPUA will continue to offer this service until we confirm a trend line that is at or below the health
advisory goal set by NC DHHS.
For citizens unable to get to the water station at 615 Ogden Park Drive, CFPUA is partnering with the
City of Wilmington and area churches to provide free water from Ogden Park.
Churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be filled with treated
groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back to the designated
churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off between 9:00 am and
11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on the
same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.

•
•
•

Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.
Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.
CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.
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CFPUA Chairman’s Update: August 23, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide an update three days per week with information on
activity surrounding GenX. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s update on the most recent results
from CFPUA’s independent testing for GenX.
1. Monday afternoon, CFPUA received new results from the raw and finished water samples at Sweeney
Water Treatment Plant taken during the period August 8-August 15. The results show that
concentrations of GenX continue to be below the 140 parts per trillion health goal set by NCDHHS.
See the new data in the table below:
Date

Raw

Finished

8/8/2017

41.2

43

8/9/2017

40.7

45.6

8/10/2017

48

44.1

8/11/2017

41.2

52.1

8/12/2017

38.8

46.5

8/13/2017

40.2

44.8

8/14/2017

41.5

41.4

8/15/2017

40.9

46.5

2. This morning, members of the joint legislative Environmental Review Commission, a committee made
of state Representatives and Senators, toured CFPUA’s Sweeney Water Treatment Plant.
This afternoon, the group met at 1:30pm at 230 Government Center Drive to learn more about the
presence of GenX in the Cape Fear River.
3. Every Monday and Friday, CFPUA staff read the meter at the free water station in Ogden Park to
monitor how much water is being withdrawn from the station. Monday’s reading showed that a total of
7,003 gallons have been withdrawn since July 18, the day CFPUA installed the meter. Based on Friday’s
reading, 482 gallons were withdrawn over the weekend. The running average is 206 gallons per day.
4. CFPUA is committed to being open and transparent about issues concerning water quality and source
water protection. Several weeks ago, we announced a new “Drinking Water Quality” page on the CFPUA
website that would allow the public to find the results of drinking water tests required by the State of
North Carolina.

In order to stay ahead of trends and to monitor the performance of our treatment technology, CFPUA
also conducts voluntary tests on a wide array of contaminants known as “Special” tests. These tests help
us monitor for compounds that may be regulated in the future.
Our new “Special Compound Testing” page will make the results of those tests open to the public for
download. The page will be updated monthly by staff, and it will house CFPUA’s GenX results as well.
View the Special Compound Testing page
5. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
CFPUA will continue to offer this service until we confirm a trend line that is at or below the health
advisory goal set by NC DHHS.
For citizens unable to get to the water station at 615 Ogden Park Drive, CFPUA is partnering with the
City of Wilmington and area churches to provide free water from Ogden Park.
Churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be filled with treated
groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back to the designated
churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off between 9:00 am and
11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on the
same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

•
•
•
•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.
Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.
Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.

5. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Update: August 21, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide an update three days per week with information on
activity surrounding GenX. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s update on the Environmental
Review Commission’s tour of Sweeney Water Treatment Plant and the most recent meter reading from
Ogden Park.
1. On Wednesday, August 23, members of the joint legislative Environmental Review Commission, a
committee made of state Representatives and Senators, will take a tour of CFPUA’s Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant.
After the tour, the group will meet at 1:30 at the New Hanover County Government Center to learn
more about the presence of GenX in the Cape Fear River.
2. Every Monday and Friday, CFPUA staff read the meter at the free water station in Ogden Park to
monitor how much water is being withdrawn from the station. Today’s reading showed that a total of
7,003 gallons have been withdrawn since July 18, the day CFPUA installed the meter. Based on Friday’s
reading, 482 gallons were withdrawn over the weekend. The running average is 206 gallons per day.
3. CFPUA is committed to being open and transparent about issues concerning water quality and source
water protection. Several weeks ago, we announced a new “Drinking Water Quality” page on the CFPUA
website that would allow the public to find the results of drinking water tests required by the State of
North Carolina.
In order to stay ahead of trends and to monitor the performance of our treatment technology, CFPUA
also conducts voluntary tests on a wide array of contaminants known as “Special” tests. These tests help
us monitor for compounds that may be regulated in the future.
Our new “Special Compound Testing” page will make the results of those tests open to the public for
download. The page will be updated monthly by staff, and it will house CFPUA’s GenX results as well.
View the Special Compound Testing page
4. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
CFPUA will continue to offer this service until we confirm a trend line that is at or below the health
advisory goal set by NC DHHS.

For citizens unable to get to the water station at 615 Ogden Park Drive, CFPUA is partnering with the
City of Wilmington and area churches to provide free water from Ogden Park.
Churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be filled with treated
groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back to the designated
churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off between 9:00 am and
11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on the
same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

•
•
•
•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.
Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.
Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.
5. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Daily Update: August 18, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide a once daily update with information on activity
surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s
update on CFPUA’s new Special Compound Testing web page and on CFPUA’s Letter to Customers.
1. CFPUA is committed to being open and transparent about issues concerning water quality and source
water protection. Several weeks ago, we announced a new “Drinking Water Quality” page on the CFPUA
website that would allow the public to find the results of drinking water tests required by the State of
North Carolina.
In order to stay ahead of trends and to monitor the performance of our treatment technology, CFPUA
also conducts voluntary tests on a wide array of contaminants known as “Special” tests. These tests help
us monitor for compounds that may be regulated in the future.
Our new “Special Compound Testing” page will make the results of those tests open to the public for
download. The page will be updated monthly by staff, and it will house CFPUA’s GenX results as well.
View the Special Compound Testing page
2. Starting as early as today, customers will find a letter on GenX from CFPUA Chairman Mike Brown and
Executive Director Jim Flechtner in their next bill. The letter provides information on the compound
itself and summary of actions taken related to GenX to this point. It is in both English and Spanish.
A copy of the letter can be found here.
3. CFPUA is currently involved in several actions related to GenX.
Staff at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant are operating and sampling a pilot test designed to investigate
the potential for treating compounds such as GenX at the plant level.
Our lab continues to test for GenX at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant three days a week, and staff will
soon begin work with UNCW to identify and quantify other compounds found in the river mentioned Dr.
Knappe’s report. On the legal front, our environmental counsel continues to pursue all available options.
CFPUA expects these actions to have positive results for the community, providing knowledge about,
and protection for, the area’s source water. However, while they are constantly ongoing in the
background, these actions will not necessarily produce updates daily.
That is why, beginning next week, Chairman Mike Brown will move from issuing updates on GenX daily
to three days a week, on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Should anything arise between updates,
CFPUA will issue Special Updates to keep the public informed.

4. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
CFPUA will continue to offer this service until we confirm a trend line that is at or below the health
advisory goal set by NC DHHS.
For citizens unable to get to the water station at 615 Ogden Park Drive, CFPUA is partnering with the
City of Wilmington and area churches to provide free water from Ogden Park.
Churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be filled with treated
groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back to the designated
churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off between 9:00 am and
11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on the
same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

•
•
•
•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.
Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.
Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.
5. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Daily Update: August 17, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide a once daily update with information on activity
surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s
update on CFPUA’s customer letter and a change in the Chairman’s Update schedule.
1. CFPUA is currently involved in several actions related to GenX
Staff at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant are operating and sampling a pilot test designed to investigate
the potential for treating compounds such as GenX at the plant level. We expect the pilot test to run for
up to one year, to ensure that sufficient data is collected on the effectiveness of Granular Activated
Carbon and Ion Exchange technologies.
Our lab continues to test for GenX at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant three days a week, and staff will
soon begin work with UNCW to identify and quantify other compounds found in the river mentioned Dr.
Knappe’s report. On the legal front, our environmental counsel continues to pursue all available options.
CFPUA expects these actions to have positive results for the community, providing knowledge about,
and protection for, the area’s source water. However, while they are constantly ongoing in the
background, these actions will not necessarily produce updates daily.
That is why, beginning next week, Chairman Mike Brown will move from issuing updates on GenX daily
to three days a week, on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Should anything arise between updates,
CFPUA will issue Special Updates to keep the public informed.
2. Starting as early as today, customers will find a letter on GenX from CFPUA Chairman Mike Brown and
Executive Director Jim Flechtner in their next bill. The letter provides information on the compound
itself and summary of actions taken related to GenX to this point. It is in both English and Spanish.
View Letter.
3. On Monday, CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our Sweeney Water
Plant. The most recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory goal of 140 ppt.
See below for specific sampling data:
Date

Raw

Finished

7/28/2017

48.9

61.1

7/29/2017

42.1

56.2

7/30/2017

37.8

50.8

7/31/2017

41.7

49

8/1/2017

34.5

42.3

8/2/2017

33.7

40.5

8/3/2017

38.8

39.3

8/4/2017

34

39.4

8/5/2017

35.4

40.5

8/6/2017

35.4

38.7

8/7/2017

33.3

39.2

4. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
CFPUA will continue to offer this service until we confirm a trend line that is at or below the health
advisory goal set by NC DHHS.
For citizens unable to get to the water station at 615 Ogden Park Drive, CFPUA is partnering with the
City of Wilmington and area churches to provide free water from Ogden Park.
Churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be filled with treated
groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back to the designated
churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off between 9:00 am and
11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on the
same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

•
•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.
Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.

•
•

Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.
5. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Daily Update: August 17, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide a once daily update with information on activity
surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s
update on CFPUA’s customer letter and a change in the Chairman’s Update
schedule.
1. CFPUA is currently involved in several actions related to GenX.
Staff at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant are operating and sampling a pilot test designed to investigate
the potential for treating compounds such as GenX at the plant level. We expect the pilot test to run for
up to one year, to ensure that sufficient data is collected on the effectiveness of Granular Activated
Carbon and Ion Exchange technologies.
Our lab continues to test for GenX at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant three days a week, and staff will
soon begin work with UNCW to identify and quantify other compounds found in the river mentioned Dr.
Knappe’s report. On the legal front, our environmental counsel continues to pursue all available options.
CFPUA expects these actions to have positive results for the community, providing knowledge about,
and protection for, the area’s source water. However, while they are constantly ongoing in the
background, these actions will not necessarily produce updates daily.
That is why, beginning next week, Chairman Mike Brown will move from issuing updates on GenX daily
to three days a week, on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Should anything arise between updates,
CFPUA will issue Special Updates to keep the public informed.
2. Starting as early as today, customers will find a letter on GenX from CFPUA Chairman Mike Brown and
Executive Director Jim Flechtner in their next bill. The letter provides information on the compound
itself and summary of actions taken related to GenX to this point. It is in both English and Spanish.
A copy of the letter can be found here.
3. On Monday, CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our Sweeney Water
Plant. The most recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory goal of 140 ppt.
See below for specific sampling data:
Date

Raw

Finished

7/28/2017

48.9

61.1

7/29/2017

42.1

56.2

7/30/2017

37.8

50.8

7/31/2017

41.7

49

8/1/2017

34.5

42.3

8/2/2017

33.7

40.5

8/3/2017

38.8

39.3

8/4/2017

34

39.4

8/5/2017

35.4

40.5

8/6/2017

35.4

38.7

8/7/2017

33.3

39.2

4. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
CFPUA will continue to offer this service until we confirm a trend line that is at or below the health
advisory goal set by NC DHHS.
For citizens unable to get to the water station at 615 Ogden Park Drive, CFPUA is partnering with the
City of Wilmington and area churches to provide free water from Ogden Park.
Churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be filled with treated
groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back to the designated
churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off between 9:00 am and
11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on the
same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.

•
•
•

Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.
Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.
5. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
CFPUA Letter to Customers

View PDF of Letter in English and Spanish

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Daily Update: August 16, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide a once daily update with information on activity
surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s
update on CFPUA’s new testing schedule and recent GenX results.
1. For the past four weeks, GenX levels in raw and finished water samples from the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant have remained below the 140 parts per trillion health goal set by NCDHHS, and we
expect levels to stay below that goal. For that reason, beginning next week, CFPUA will move from
testing for GenX daily to testing for the compound three days a week (on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays).
Additionally, staff will begin to test only the finished water at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. CFPUA is
confident that the combined results from the on-going NCDEQ investigation, continued testing of the
finished water, and sampling of the CFPUA pilot test will give us sufficient data to monitor levels of
GenX.
CFPUA will continue to make test results public as we receive them.
2. On Monday, CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our Sweeney Water
Plant. The most recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory goal of 140 ppt.
See below for specific sampling data:
Date

Raw

Finished

7/28/2017

48.9

61.1

7/29/2017

42.1

56.2

7/30/2017

37.8

50.8

7/31/2017

41.7

49

8/1/2017

34.5

42.3

8/2/2017

33.7

40.5

8/3/2017

38.8

39.3

8/4/2017

34

39.4

8/5/2017

35.4

40.5

8/6/2017

35.4

38.7

8/7/2017

33.3

39.2

3. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
CFPUA will continue to offer this service until we confirm a trend line that is at or below the health
advisory goal set by NC DHHS.
For citizens unable to get to the water station at 615 Ogden Park Drive, CFPUA is partnering with the
City of Wilmington and area churches to provide free water from Ogden Park.
Churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be filled with treated
groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back to the designated
churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off between 9:00 am and
11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on the
same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

•
•
•
•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.
Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.
Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.

4. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Daily Update: August 15, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide a once daily update with information on activity
surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s
update on new GenX results and CFPUA’s new testing schedule.
1. Late yesterday afternoon, CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our
Sweeney Water Plant. The most recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory
goal of 140 ppt.
See below for specific sampling data:
Date

Raw

Finished

7/28/2017

48.9

61.1

7/29/2017

42.1

56.2

7/30/2017

37.8

50.8

7/31/2017

41.7

49

8/1/2017

34.5

42.3

8/2/2017

33.7

40.5

8/3/2017

38.8

39.3

8/4/2017

34

39.4

8/5/2017

35.4

40.5

8/6/2017

35.4

38.7

8/7/2017

33.3

39.2

2. For the past four weeks, GenX levels in raw and finished water samples from the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant have remained below the 140 parts per trillion health goal set by NCDHHS, and we
expect levels to stay below that goal. For that reason, beginning next week, CFPUA will move from
testing for GenX daily to testing for the compound three days a week (on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays).
Additionally, staff will begin to test only the finished water at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. CFPUA is
confident that the combined results from the on-going NCDEQ investigation, continued testing of the
finished water, and sampling of the CFPUA pilot test will give us sufficient data to monitor levels of
GenX.

CFPUA will continue to make test results public as we receive them.
3. Every Monday and Friday, CFPUA staff read the meter at the free water station in Ogden Park to
monitor how much water is being withdrawn from the station. Monday’s reading showed that a total of
5,486 gallons have been withdrawn since July 18, the day CFPUA installed the meter. Based on Friday’s
reading, 436 gallons were withdrawn over the weekend. The running average is 203 gallons per day.
This water at the station is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water at
this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX and
it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
CFPUA will continue to offer this service until we confirm a trend line that is at or below the health
advisory goal set by NC DHHS.
4. For citizens unable to get to the water station at 615 Ogden Park Drive, CFPUA is partnering with the
City of Wilmington and area churches to provide free water from Ogden Park.
Churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be filled with treated
groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back to the designated
churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off between 9:00 am and
11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on the
same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

•
•
•
•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.
Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.
Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31
5. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
New GenX Results Now Available for Download
All GenX Results from Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
(measured in parts per trillion)
Date

Raw

Finished

6/26/2017

149

156

6/28/2017

87.5

120

6/30/2017

68.6

89.5

7/3/2017

55.6

55.4

7/5/2017

93.9

87.4

7/7/2017

136

132

7/10/2017

102

145

7/12/2017

93

122

7/14/2017

114

113

7/15/2017

194

127

7/16/2017

336

250

7/17/2017

166

286

7/18/2017

128

185

7/19/2017

112

137

7/20/2017

84.9

115

7/21/2017

62.8

88.8

7/22/2017

53.1

67.6

7/23/2017

58.2

62.1

7/24/2017

136

67.7

7/25/2017

97.3

134

7/26/2017

52.2

94

7/27/2017

55.5

67

7/28/2017

48.9

61.1

7/29/2017

42.1

56.2

7/30/2017

37.8

50.8

7/31/2017

41.7

49

8/1/2017

34.5

42.3

8/2/2017

33.7

40.5

8/3/2017

38.8

39.3

8/4/2017

34

39.4

8/5/2017

35.4

40.5

8/6/2017

35.4

38.7

8/7/2017

33.3

39.2

View Lab Report for July 28 to July 31
View Lab Report for August 2
View Lab Report for August 3
View Lab Report for August 4 to August 7

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Daily Update: August 14, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide a once daily update with information on activity
surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s
update on the new GenX testing schedule and recent meter readings from the water station at Ogden
Park.
1. For the past four weeks, GenX levels in raw and finished water samples from the Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant have remained below the 140 parts per trillion health goal set by NCDHHS, and we
expect levels to stay below that goal. For that reason, beginning next week, CFPUA will move from
testing for GenX daily to testing for the compound three days a week (on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays).
Additionally, staff will begin to test only the finished water at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. CFPUA is
confident that the combined results from the on-going NCDEQ investigation, continued testing of the
finished water, and sampling of the CFPUA pilot test will give us sufficient data to monitor levels of
GenX.
CFPUA will continue to make test results public as we receive them.
See the most recent GenX results in the table below:
Date

Raw Finished

7/20/2017

84.9

115

7/21/2017

62.8

88.8

7/22/2017

53.1

67.6

7/23/2017

58.2

62.1

7/24/2017

136

67.7

7/25/2017

97.3

134

7/26/2017

52.2

94

7/27/2017

55.5

67

8/1/2017

34.5

42.3

2. Every Monday and Friday, CFPUA staff read the meter at the free water station in Ogden Park to
monitor how much water is being withdrawn from the station. Today’s reading showed that a total of

5,486 gallons have been withdrawn since July 18, the day CFPUA installed the meter. Based on Friday’s
reading, 436 gallons were withdrawn over the weekend. The running average is 203 gallons per day.
This water at the station is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water at
this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX and
it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
CFPUA will continue to offer this service until we confirm a trend line that is at or below the health
advisory goal set by NC DHHS.
3. For citizens unable to get to the water station at 615 Ogden Park Drive, CFPUA is partnering with the
City of Wilmington and area churches to provide free water from Ogden Park.
Churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be filled with treated
groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back to the designated
churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off between 9:00 am and
11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on the
same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

•
•
•
•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.
Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.
Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.
4. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Daily Update: August 11, 2017
Wilmington, NC - August 11, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide a once daily update with information on activity
surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s
daily update on the most recent GenX results and new actions related to GenX.
1. Yesterday, CFPUA received new results from the raw and finished water at Sweeney Water Treatment
Plant taken on August 1. The results show that concentrations of GenX continue to be below the 140
parts per trillion health goal set by NCDHHS.
See the new data in the table below:

2. According to an August 10 news release, staff in the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality are
gathering documents for the federal government’s investigation related to Chemours, the company that
manufactures the unregulated compound GenX at its Fayetteville facility.
The U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of North Carolina issued a subpoena to the N.C.
Department of Environmental Quality on July 28. The subpoena requests that by Aug. 22 DEQ provide to
a grand jury in Wilmington records and documents, including permits, environmental compliance
information, reports, emails, research and notes, related to the Chemours Company’s Fayetteville Works
facility, GenX and other fluorinated chemicals.
View Subpoena
3. On Wednesday, the CFPUA Board authorized an additional $83,000 in funds for continued GenX
sampling and testing. These new funds will pay for the daily sampling of raw and finished water at
Sweeney Water Treatment plant and for the sampling of our on-going pilot test at Sweeney Water
Treatment Plant.

CFPUA is currently operating a pilot test, consisting of four columns that contain two different kinds of
carbon media, to evaluate the potential for removing GenX and other per-fluorinated compounds from
the water. We expect the test to take up to one year to provide the data necessary to evaluate its
effectiveness.
CFPUA staff will continuously sample water that has been filtered through the carbon until
“breakthrough” status is achieved—the point at which Genx molecules are able to make it through the
filter and be detected in the finished water.
The amount of time it takes to reach breakthrough status will give staff an idea of how often the media
will need to be replaced and the viability of integrating the new media into our current processes.
CFPUA will continue to update the public and make the results of these tests available for download on
the “Information on GenX” page of our website.
4. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s
Ogden Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to
8:00 p.m. CFPUA will continue to offer this service until we confirm a trend line that is at or below
the health advisory goal set by NC DHHS.
For citizens unable to get to the water station at 615 Ogden Park Drive, CFPUA is partnering with the
City of Wilmington and area churches to provide free water from Ogden Park.
Churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be filled with treated
groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back to the
designated churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off
between 9:00 am and 11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00
pm and 3:00 p.m. on the same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

1. Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.
2. Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.

3. Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
4. Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.
5. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Daily Update: August 9, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide a once daily update with information on activity
surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s
daily update on this morning’s Board Meeting, new actions related to GenX and updated NC DEQ GenX
test results.
1. CFPUA held its monthly Board Meeting in the Lucie Harrell Conference Room at 230 Government
Center Drive this morning, and the Board authorized two new actions related to GenX:
2. The first action taken by the Board is an authorization for the Executive Director to execute contracts
of up to $500,000 to remove approximately 48 million gallons of treated drinking water stored in the
Peedee aquifer.
Tests show that the water at the Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) well on Westbrook Avenue is
below the GenX health goal of 140 parts per trillion (ppt) set by the NCDHHS, but above the average
levels in the water that we are currently supplying our customers. Because the water was treated and
stored while Chemours was still discharging GenX into the Cape Fear River, CFPUA has decided it is in
the best interest of our customers to withdraw that water from the aquifer.
CFPUA plans to start withdrawing the water in early September. It will be discharged to the wastewater
system, and returned to the river downstream of all drinking water intakes.
The $500,000 will cover an array of potential costs, including: construction of a temporary connection
pipe, materials, temporary easement and environmental testing.
3. The second action taken by the Board is an authorization for the Executive Director to enter into a
Service Agreement of up to $100,000 with the University of North Carolina Wilmington.
The agreement will cover a study to be conducted by UNCW faculty, with the goal of identifying and
quantifying other compounds found in a study published in November 2016 by North Carolina State
University researchers.
Water and sediment samples will be taken near the CFPUA intake, and an evaluation of the
effectiveness of our treatment processes will be conducted.
CFPUA is proud to participate in studies that advance the water industry. Associated findings will help
the EPA and NC DEQ regulate contaminants and ensure source waters are protected. We are
participating in this study, and will continue to participate in additional studies, as we prioritize safe,
clean drinking water for our customers and for the Wilmington region.

4. This afternoon, the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality released the most recent
GenX results from their sampling for the period July 24-27. The results show that concentrations of GenX
continue to be below the 140 ppt health goal set by NCDHHS.
5. Last week, CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our Sweeney Water Plant.
The most recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory goal of 140 ppt. See
below for specific sampling data:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Finished
62.8
88.8
7/21/17
7/22/17

53.1

67.6

7/23/17

58.2

62.1

7/24/17

136

67.7

7/25/17

97.3

134

7/26/17

52.2

94

7/27/17

55.5

67

6. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
CFPUA will continue to offer this service until we confirm a trend line that is at or below the health
advisory goal set by NC DHHS.
For citizens unable to get to the water station at 615 Ogden Park Drive, CFPUA is partnering with the
City of Wilmington and area churches to provide free water from Ogden Park.
Churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be filled with treated
groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back to the designated
churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off between 9:00 am and
11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on the
same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755

For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:
•
•
•
•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.
Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.
Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.
7. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Daily Update: August 8, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide a once daily update with information on activity
surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s
daily update on tomorrow’s Board Meeting and recent meter readings from the Ogden Park water
station.
1. CFPUA will hold its monthly Board Meeting tomorrow, August 9, in the Lucie Harrell Conference Room
at 230 Government Center Drive. CFPUA Board Meetings are open to the public.
See more information on tomorrow’s meeting
2. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
station at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This water is treated at CFPUA’s Richardson Nanofiltration plant, and
testing of the finished water from the plant did not detect GenX.
Every Monday and Friday, CFPUA Staff reads the meter at the station to monitor its use. Monday’s
reading showed that a total of 4,111 gallons have been withdrawn since July 18, the day CFPUA installed
the meter. The running average is 196 gallons per day.
CFPUA remains committed to keeping the water station open until levels of GenX remain consistently
below the NCDHHS health goal of 140 parts per trillion (ppt).
Download the laboratory report for the Richardson Plant test results
3. CFPUA will remove approximately 48 million gallons of treated drinking water stored in the Peedee
aquifer while Chemours was discharging GenX into the Cape Fear River.
Tests show that the water at the Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) well on Westbrook Avenue are
below the GenX health goal of 140 ppt set by the NCDHHS, but above the average levels that we are
currently supplying to our customers.
CFPUA plans to start withdrawing the water in early September. It will be discharged to the sewer
system, and returned to the river downstream of all drinking water intakes.
See the most recent GenX results from the ASR well
4. Last week, CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our Sweeney Water Plant.
The most recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory goal of 140 ppt. See
below for specific sampling data:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Finished
62.8
88.8
7/21/17

7/22/17

53.1

67.6

7/23/17

58.2

62.1

7/24/17

136

67.7

7/25/17

97.3

134

7/26/17

52.2

94

7/27/17

55.5

67

5. For citizens unable to get to the free water station, CFPUA is partnering with the City of Wilmington
and area churches to provide free water from Ogden Park.
Churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be filled with treated
groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back to the designated
churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off between 9:00 am and
11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on the
same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

•
•
•
•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.
Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.
Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.

6. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Daily Update: August 8, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide a once daily update with information on activity
surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s
daily update on tomorrow’s Board Meeting and recent meter readings from the Ogden Park water
station.
1. CFPUA will hold its monthly Board Meeting tomorrow, August 9, in the Lucie Harrell Conference Room
at 230 Government Center Drive. CFPUA Board Meetings are open to the public.
See more information on tomorrow’s meeting
2. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
station at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This water is treated at CFPUA’s Richardson Nanofiltration plant, and
testing of the finished water from the plant did not detect GenX.
Every Monday and Friday, CFPUA Staff reads the meter at the station to monitor its use. Monday’s
reading showed that a total of 4,111 gallons have been withdrawn since July 18, the day CFPUA installed
the meter. The running average is 196 gallons per day.
CFPUA remains committed to keeping the water station open until levels of GenX remain consistently
below the NCDHHS health goal of 140 parts per trillion (ppt).
Download the laboratory report for the Richardson Plant test results
3. CFPUA will remove approximately 48 million gallons of treated drinking water stored in the Peedee
aquifer while Chemours was discharging GenX into the Cape Fear River.
Tests show that the water at the Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) well on Westbrook Avenue are
below the GenX health goal of 140 ppt set by the NCDHHS, but above the average levels that we are
currently supplying to our customers.
CFPUA plans to start withdrawing the water in early September. It will be discharged to the sewer
system, and returned to the river downstream of all drinking water intakes.
See the most recent GenX results from the ASR well
4. Last week, CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our Sweeney Water Plant.
The most recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory goal of 140 ppt. See
below for specific sampling data:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Finished
62.8
88.8
7/21/17

7/22/17

53.1

67.6

7/23/17

58.2

62.1

7/24/17

136

67.7

7/25/17

97.3

134

7/26/17

52.2

94

7/27/17

55.5

67

View all GenX results
5. For citizens unable to get to the free water station, CFPUA is partnering with the City of Wilmington
and area churches to provide free water from Ogden Park.
Churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be filled with treated
groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back to the designated
churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off between 9:00 am and
11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on the
same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

•
•
•
•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.
Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.
Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.
6. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Daily Update: August 7, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide a once daily update with information on activity
surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s
daily update on CFPUA’s Aquifer Storage and Recovery well and Wednesday’s Board Meeting.
1. CFPUA will remove approximately 48 million gallons of treated drinking water stored in the Peedee
aquifer while Chemours was discharging GenX into the Cape Fear River.
Tests show that the water at the Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) well on Westbrook Avenue is
below the GenX health goal of 140 parts per trillion (ppt) set by the NCDHHS, but above the average
levels that we are currently supplying to our customers. Because the water was treated and stored while
Chemours was still discharging GenX into the Cape Fear River, CFPUA has decided it is in the best
interest of our customers to withdraw that water from the aquifer.
CFPUA plans to start withdrawing the water in early September. It will be discharged to the sewer
system, and returned to the river downstream of all drinking water intakes.
To see the most recent GenX results from the ASR well, click here.
We will provide additional updates on this process as they are available.
2. CFPUA will hold its monthly Board Meeting this Wednesday, August 9 in the Lucie Harrell Conference
Room at 230 Government Center Drive. CFPUA Board Meetings are open to the public.
See more information on Wednesday’s meeting
3. Last week, CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our Sweeney Water Plant.
The most recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory goal of 140 ppt. See
below for specific sampling data:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Finished
7/21/17
62.8
88.8
7/22/17

53.1

67.6

7/23/17

58.2

62.1

7/24/17

136

67.7

7/25/17

97.3

134

7/26/17

52.2

94

7/27/17

55.5

67

4. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant.
On July 13, CFPUA sampled water at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water
station at Ogden Park—for GenX and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have
not been affected by Chemours’ discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
CFPUA will continue to offer this service until we confirm a trend line that is at or below the health
advisory goal set by NC DHHS.
For citizens unable to get to the free water station, CFPUA is partnering with the City of Wilmington and
area churches to provide free water from Ogden Park.
Churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be filled with treated
groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back to the designated
churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off between 9:00 am and
11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on the
same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

•
•
•
•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.
Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.
Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.
5. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
GenX Results from Sweeney Water Treatment Plant
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date

Raw

Finished

6/26/2017

149

156

6/28/2017

87.5

120

6/30/2017

68.6

89.5

7/3/2017

55.6

55.4

7/5/2017

93.9

87.4

7/7/2017

136

132

7/10/2017

102

145

7/12/2017

93

122

7/14/2017

114

113

7/15/2017

194

127

7/16/2017

336

250

7/17/2017

166

286

7/18/2017

128

185

7/19/2017

112

137

7/20/2017

84.9

115

7/21/2017

62.8

88.8

7/22/2017

53.1

67.6

7/23/2017

58.2

62.1

7/24/2017

136

67.7

7/25/2017

97.3

134

7/26/2017

52.2

94

7/27/2017

55.5

67

See PDF of Results Table

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Daily Update: August 4, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide a once daily update with information on activity
surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s
daily update on CFPUA updated test results and intent to file a lawsuit against Chemours and DuPont.
1. Yesterday, CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our Sweeney Water Plant.
The most recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory goal of 140 ppt. See
below for specific sampling data:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Finished
6/26/17
149
156
6/28/17

87.5

120

6/30/17

68.6

89.5

7/3/17

55.6

55.4

7/5/17

93.9

87.4

7/7/17

136

132

7/10/17

102

145

7/12/17

93.0

122

7/14/17

114

113

7/15/17

194

127

7/16/17

336

250

7/17/17

166

286

7/18/17

128

185

7/19/17

112

137

7/20/17

84.9

115

7/21/17

62.8

88.8

7/22/17

53.1

67.6

7/23/17

58.2

62.1

7/24/17

136

67.7

7/25/17

97.3

134

7/26/17

52.2

94

7/27/17

55.5

67

2. Yesterday, CFPUA environmental counsel Brooks Pierce provided its 60-day notice to Chemours,
DuPont and the State that CFPUA intends to file a lawsuit against Chemours and DuPont in federal court
to enforce the requirements of the Clean Water Act (CWA) and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA). Unauthorized discharges of GenX Pollutants by Chemours and DuPont are causing direct
violations of North Carolina water quality standards adopted and enforced pursuant to the CWA.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Daily Update: August 3, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide a once daily update with information on activity
surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s
daily update on CFPUA updated test results and intent to file a lawsuit against Chemours and DuPont.
1. CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our Sweeney Water Plant. The most
recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory goal of 140 ppt. See below for
specific sampling data:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Finished
149
156
6/26/17
6/28/17

87.5

120

6/30/17

68.6

89.5

7/3/17

55.6

55.4

7/5/17

93.9

87.4

7/7/17

136

132

7/10/17

102

145

7/12/17

93.0

122

7/14/17

114

113

7/15/17

194

127

7/16/17

336

250

7/17/17

166

286

7/18/17

128

185

7/19/17

112

137

7/20/17

84.9

115

7/21/17

62.8

88.8

7/22/17

53.1

67.6

7/23/17

58.2

62.1

7/24/17

136

67.7

7/25/17

97.3

134

7/26/17

52.2

94

7/27/17

55.5

67

2. This afternoon, CFPUA environmental counsel Brooks Pierce provided its 60-day notice to Chemours,
DuPont and the State that CFPUA intends to file a lawsuit against Chemours and DuPont in federal court
to enforce the requirements of the Clean Water Act (CWA) and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA). Unauthorized discharges of GenX Pollutants by Chemours and DuPont are causing direct
violations of North Carolina water quality standards adopted and enforced pursuant to the CWA.
Notice of Intent to Bring a Citizen Suit Against Chemours and Dupont
Read Full
Letter Here

New Results from CFPUA GenX Testing Now Available for Download
Laboratory Report for July 21 to July 24
Laboratory Report for July 25
Laboratory Report for July 26
Laboratory Report for July 27

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Daily Update: August 2, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide a once daily update with information on activity
surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s
daily update on NC DEQ updated test results, Governor Cooper’s announcement of an expanded state
science panel and a partnership with the City of Wilmington and area churches to provide free water to
citizens unable to get to the free water station.
1. NC DEQ released their latest test results for finished drinking water from the Cape Fear River. Results
from conditions July 17–20 show that concentrations of GenX continue to be below the state’s public
health goal of 140 parts per trillion (ppt).
In addition, this week DEQ officials began conducting groundwater sampling to look for any
concentrations of GenX in 16 monitoring wells at the Chemours’ facility in Fayetteville.
Read DEQ’s full release
2. North Carolina Governor Roy Cooper has expanded a state science panel to help guide state officials
on ways to better protect public health and the environment from new or unregulated chemicals,
according to a news release from DEQ yesterday.
“We are taking every necessary step to protect public health and the quality of our water and air by
addressing emerging chemicals of concern such as GenX and hexavalent chromium,” said DEQ Secretary
Michael Regan. “This panel will provide the state with much-needed scientific expertise to confront
these issues.”
The panel’s new charter directs it to assist DEQ and DHHS in achieving clean air, water and land. Among
its new duties, the panel will perform or recommend reviews and evaluations of contaminants released
to the environment; act as consultants on DEQ’s determinations to regulate releases of contaminants;
assist both agencies in identifying contaminants of emerging concern and help determine whether the
contaminants should be studied further; assist the secretaries in providing expertise to evaluate the
human and environmental impacts of exposure to hazardous contaminants; and provide input to DHHS
as the agency establishes health goals for emerging contaminants.
3. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Daily Update: August 1, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide a once daily update with information on activity
surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s
daily update on CFPUA technical issues, a partnership with the City of Wilmington and area churches to
provide free water to citizens unable to get to the free water station, and pilot testing of GAC at the
Sweeney Water Plant.
1. CFPUA is experiencing major technical issues with our network today. If you are trying to call
Customer Service, but are unable to reach someone, please email customer.service@cfpua.org. We
hope to resolve the problem as quickly as possible, and will update the public via our website and social
channels once it has been resolved.
2. Beginning yesterday, CFPUA is partnering with the City of Wilmington and area churches to provide
free water from Ogden Park to citizens unable to get to the free water station.
Churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be filled with treated
groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back to the designated
churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off between 9:00 am and
11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on the
same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

•
•
•
•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.
Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.
Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.
3. Construction of testing equipment for the pilot testing of GAC (granular activated carbon) at the
Sweeney Water Plant has been completed. Staff began testing yesterday. These tests are designed to
give CFPUA an idea of how effective this treatment option is in the removal of GenX and other perfluorinated compounds.
We will continue to provide updates as we learn more about the viability of this testing option.

4. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
CFPUA will continue to offer this service until we confirm a trend line that is at or below the health
advisory goal set by NC DHHS.
5. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Daily Update: July 31, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide a once daily update with information on activity
surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s
daily update on daily updates beginning this week, a partnership with the City of Wilmington and area
churches to provide free water to citizens unable to get to the free water station, and pilot testing of GAC
at the Sweeney Water Plant.
1. Beginning today, CFPUA will begin providing updates once a day. Updates will be sent by 3pm daily,
and additional updates will be provided as necessary.
2. Beginning today, CFPUA is partnering with the City of Wilmington and area churches to provide free
water from Ogden Park to citizens unable to get to the free water station. A CFPUA staff member will be
on site at Ogden Park beginning at 11:00 am today to assist.
Churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be filled with treated
groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back to the designated
churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off between 9:00 am and
11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on the
same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

•
•
•
•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.
Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.
Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.
3. Construction of testing equipment for the pilot testing of GAC (granular activated carbon) at the
Sweeney Water Plant has been completed. Staff will begin testing today. These tests are designed to
give CFPUA an idea of how effective this treatment option is in the removal of GenX and other perfluorinated compounds.
GAC adsorption is a water treatment process that uses a granular media produced from carbon-based
materials such as coal, coconut shells, peat, or wood that have been “activated” by heat and sometimes

other manufacturing steps to yield the desired properties. There are many types of GAC media, and
selection of an effective carbon for a given situation is frequently based on site-specific testing.
GAC is implemented in water treatment in one of two roles: as a filter-absorber, providing both filtration
and adsorption functions or, as a post-filter contactor in which adsorption is the primary treatment
objective. As the adsorptive capacity of the GAC becomes exhausted, microbial growth on the GAC can
be used to convert some of the chemicals in the water to cell mass. This is referred to as biofiltration.
The GAC filters at the Sweeney plant operate as biofilters.
We will continue to provide updates as we learn more about the viability of this testing option.
4. Late Wednesday afternoon, CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our
Sweeney Water Plant. The most recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory
goal of 140 ppt. See below for specific sampling data:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Finished
6/26/17
149
156
6/28/17

87.5

120

6/30/17

68.6

89.5

7/3/17

55.6

55.4

7/5/17

93.9

87.4

7/7/17

136

132

7/10/17

102

145

7/12/17

93.0

122

7/14/17

114

113

7/15/17

194

127

7/16/17

336

250

7/17/17

166

286

7/18/17

128

185

7/19/17

112

137

7/20/17

84.9

115

CFPUA remains committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. We will
continue to prioritize communication and transparency as we seek additional information.

5. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
CFPUA will continue to offer this service until we confirm a trend line that is at or below the health
advisory goal set by NC DHHS.
6. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Daily Update: July 31, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide a once daily update with information on activity
surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s
daily update on daily updates beginning this week, a partnership with the City of Wilmington and area
churches to provide free water to citizens unable to get to the free water station, and pilot testing of GAC
at the Sweeney Water Plant.
1. Beginning today, CFPUA will begin providing updates once a day. Updates will be sent by 3pm daily,
and additional updates will be provided as necessary.
2. Beginning today, CFPUA is partnering with the City of Wilmington and area churches to provide free
water from Ogden Park to citizens unable to get to the free water station. A CFPUA staff member will be
on site at Ogden Park beginning at 11:00 am today to assist.
Churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be filled with treated
groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back to the designated
churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off between 9:00 am and
11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on the
same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

•
•
•
•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.
Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.
Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.
3. Construction of testing equipment for the pilot testing of GAC (granular activated carbon) at the
Sweeney Water Plant has been completed. Staff will begin testing today. These tests are designed to
give CFPUA an idea of how effective this treatment option is in the removal of GenX and other perfluorinated compounds.
GAC adsorption is a water treatment process that uses a granular media produced from carbon-based
materials such as coal, coconut shells, peat, or wood that have been “activated” by heat and sometimes

other manufacturing steps to yield the desired properties. There are many types of GAC media, and
selection of an effective carbon for a given situation is frequently based on site-specific testing.
GAC is implemented in water treatment in one of two roles: as a filter-absorber, providing both filtration
and adsorption functions or, as a post-filter contactor in which adsorption is the primary treatment
objective. As the adsorptive capacity of the GAC becomes exhausted, microbial growth on the GAC can
be used to convert some of the chemicals in the water to cell mass. This is referred to as biofiltration.
The GAC filters at the Sweeney plant operate as biofilters.
We will continue to provide updates as we learn more about the viability of this testing option.
4. Late Wednesday afternoon, CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our
Sweeney Water Plant. The most recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory
goal of 140 ppt. See below for specific sampling data:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Finished
6/26/17
149
156
6/28/17

87.5

120

6/30/17

68.6

89.5

7/3/17

55.6

55.4

7/5/17

93.9

87.4

7/7/17

136

132

7/10/17

102

145

7/12/17

93.0

122

7/14/17

114

113

7/15/17

194

127

7/16/17

336

250

7/17/17

166

286

7/18/17

128

185

7/19/17

112

137

7/20/17

84.9

115

CFPUA remains committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. We will
continue to prioritize communication and transparency as we seek additional information.

5. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
CFPUA will continue to offer this service until we confirm a trend line that is at or below the health
advisory goal set by NC DHHS.
6. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Afternoon Update: July 28, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update on daily updates beginning next week and a partnership
with the City of Wilmington and area churches.
1. Beginning Monday, CFPUA will begin providing updates once a day. Updates will be sent by 3pm daily,
and additional updates will be provided as necessary.
2. CFPUA announced a partnership this morning with the City of Wilmington and area churches to
organize a program that will provide free water from Ogden Park to citizens unable to get to the free
water station.
While the most recent sampling results from CFPUA indicate that levels of GenX are below the North
Carolina Department of Health and Human Services health goal of 140 parts per trillion, citizens who
prefer an alternative water source may take part in this program.
Beginning Monday, July 31, churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be
filled with treated groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back
to the designated churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off
between 9:00 am and 11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00
pm and 3:00 p.m. on the same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

•
•
•
•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.
Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.
Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.

3. Late Wednesday afternoon, CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our
Sweeney Water Plant. The most recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory
goal of 140 ppt. See below for specific sampling data:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Finished
6/26/17
149
156
6/28/17

87.5

120

6/30/17

68.6

89.5

7/3/17

55.6

55.4

7/5/17

93.9

87.4

7/7/17

136

132

7/10/17

102

145

7/12/17

93.0

122

7/14/17

114

113

7/15/17

194

127

7/16/17

336

250

7/17/17

166

286

7/18/17

128

185

7/19/17

112

137

7/20/17

84.9

115

CFPUA remains committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. We will
continue to prioritize communication and transparency as we seek additional information.
4. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman Mike Browns' Morning Update: July 28, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on a partnership with the City of Wilmington and area
churches and daily updates beginning next week.
1. CFPUA announced a partnership this morning with the City of Wilmington and area churches to
organize a program that will provide free water from Ogden Park to citizens unable to get to the free
water station.
While the most recent sampling results from CFPUA indicate that levels of GenX are below the North
Carolina Department of Health and Human Services health goal of 140 parts per trillion, citizens who
prefer an alternative water source may take part in this program.
Beginning Monday, July 31, churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be
filled with treated groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back
to the designated churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off
between 9:00 am and 11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00
pm and 3:00 p.m. on the same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

•
•
•
•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.
Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.
Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.
2. Late Wednesday afternoon, CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our
Sweeney Water Plant. The most recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory
goal of 140 ppt. See below for specific sampling data:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw

Finished

6/26/17

149

156

6/28/17

87.5

120

6/30/17

68.6

89.5

7/3/17

55.6

55.4

7/5/17

93.9

87.4

7/7/17

136

132

7/10/17

102

145

7/12/17

93.0

122

7/14/17

114

113

7/15/17

194

127

7/16/17

336

250

7/17/17

166

286

7/18/17

128

185

7/19/17

112

137

7/20/17

84.9

115

CFPUA remains committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. We will
continue to prioritize communication and transparency as we seek additional information.
3. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.

GenX Information
CFPUA Partners with City, Area Churches to Offer Free Water from Ogden Park
The Cape Fear Public Utility Authority has partnered with area churches and the City of Wilmington to
organize a program that will provide groundwater from CFPUA’s Richardson Nanofiltration plant to
citizens unable to get to the free water station at Ogden Park.
While the most recent sampling results from CFPUA indicate that levels of GenX are below the North
Carolina Department of Health and Human Services health goal of 140 parts per trillion, citizens who
prefer an alternative water source may take part in this program.
Beginning Monday, July 31, churches will transport empty containers to Ogden Park where they will be
filled with treated groundwater at no cost. Church volunteers will then bring the filled containers back
to the designated churches, where customers can pick them up. Churches will be open for drop off
between 9:00 am and 11:00 am every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and for pick up between 1:00
pm and 3:00 p.m. on the same days.
Three churches in the greater downtown area will be offering drop-off and pick-up services:
•
•
•

Warner Temple AME Zion Church, 620 Nixon St., (910) 763-6308
St. Phillip AME Church, 815 N. 8th St., (910) 762-3573
Ephesus SDA Church, 1002 Castle St., (910) 762-7755
For citizens interested in participating, please find instructions below:

•
•
•
•

Drop off empty containers at one of the participating churches between 9:00 am and 11:00 am Monday,
Wednesday and/or Friday beginning Monday, July 31.
Containers should be clean, have caps, be marked with the person’s name and number, and be between
one and five gallons in size.
Containers should not have previously been used for chemicals, such as cleaning fluids or other liquids
not suitable for consumption. They should also be non-breakable.
Pick up filled containers between 1:00 pm and 3:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and/or Friday
beginning Monday, July 31.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman's Afternoon Update: July 27, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update on updated water sample results from NC DEQ and new
testing equipment at the Sweeney Water Plant.
1. NC DEQ today released new data for GenX concentrations in water samples collected on July 12 and
13 in the Cape Fear River. According to their news release, “those test results show that concentrations
of the unregulated chemical GenX in all treated water samples collected by the state during week four
of sampling remained below the 140 parts per trillion health goal.”
“It’s good news that recent test results are showing levels of GenX in treated water trending downward
to below our health goal,” said Mandy Cohen, secretary of the N.C. Department of Health and Human
Services. “We will continue to monitor these results to look for any new, emerging trends, and will alert
the public in timely fashion as we have new results to share.”
Michael Regan, secretary of the Department of Environmental Quality, added that his agency and staff
at DHHS continue to investigate.
“The first four weeks of data gathered as part of our investigation are encouraging, and we’re continuing
our investigation to protect the health and safety of those who depend on the Cape Fear River for
drinking water and other uses,” Regan said.
2. Late yesterday afternoon, CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our
Sweeney Water Plant. The most recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory
goal of 140 ppt. See below for specific sampling data:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Finished
6/26/17
149
156
6/28/17

87.5

120

6/30/17

68.6

89.5

7/3/17

55.6

55.4

7/5/17

93.9

87.4

7/7/17

136

132

7/10/17

102

145

7/12/17

93.0

122

7/14/17

114

113

7/15/17

194

127

7/16/17

336

250

7/17/17

166

286

7/18/17

128

185

7/19/17

112

137

7/20/17

84.9

115

CFPUA remains committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. We will
continue to prioritize communication and transparency as we seek additional information.
3. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Morning Update: July 27, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on updated water sample results and new testing
equipment at the Sweeney Water Plant.
1. Late yesterday afternoon, CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our
Sweeney Water Plant. The most recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory
goal of 140 ppt. See below for specific sampling data:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Finished
6/26/17
149
156
6/28/17

87.5

120

6/30/17

68.6

89.5

7/3/17

55.6

55.4

7/5/17

93.9

87.4

7/7/17

136

132

7/10/17

102

145

7/12/17

93.0

122

7/14/17

114

113

7/15/17

194

127

7/16/17

336

250

7/17/17

166

286

7/18/17

128

185

7/19/17

112

137

7/20/17

84.9

115

CFPUA remains committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. We will
continue to prioritize communication and transparency as we seek additional information.

2. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Morning Update: July 27, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on updated water sample results and new testing
equipment at the Sweeney Water Plant.
1. Late yesterday afternoon, CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our
Sweeney Water Plant. The most recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory
goal of 140 ppt. See below for specific sampling data:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Finished
6/26/17
149
156
6/28/17

87.5

120

6/30/17

68.6

89.5

7/3/17

55.6

55.4

7/5/17

93.9

87.4

7/7/17

136

132

7/10/17

102

145

7/12/17

93.0

122

7/14/17

114

113

7/15/17

194

127

7/16/17

336

250

7/17/17

166

286

7/18/17

128

185

7/19/17

112

137

7/20/17

84.9

115

CFPUA remains committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. We will
continue to prioritize communication and transparency as we seek additional information.

2. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Morning Update: July 27, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on updated water sample results and new testing
equipment at the Sweeney Water Plant.
1. Late yesterday afternoon, CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our
Sweeney Water Plant. The most recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory
goal of 140 ppt. See below for specific sampling data:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Finished
6/26/17
149
156
6/28/17

87.5

120

6/30/17

68.6

89.5

7/3/17

55.6

55.4

7/5/17

93.9

87.4

7/7/17

136

132

7/10/17

102

145

7/12/17

93.0

122

7/14/17

114

113

7/15/17

194

127

7/16/17

336

250

7/17/17

166

286

7/18/17

128

185

7/19/17

112

137

7/20/17

84.9

115

CFPUA remains committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. We will
continue to prioritize communication and transparency as we seek additional information.

2. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.
Most Recent GenX Results Now Available for Download
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant GenX Results- July 19
Sweeney Water Treatment Plant GenX Results- July 20

GenX Information
CFPUA Special Update: July 26, 2017
Late this afternoon, CFPUA received updated water sampling data from Eurofins for our Sweeney Water
Plant. The most recent data shows levels of GenX below the NC DHHS health advisory goal of 140 ppt.
See below for specific sampling data:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Finished
6/26/17
149
156
6/28/17
87.5
120
6/30/17
68.6
89.5
7/3/17
55.6
55.4
7/5/17
93.9
87.4
7/7/17
136
132
7/10/17
102
145
7/12/17
93.0
122
7/14/17
114
113
7/15/17
194
127
7/16/17
336
250
7/17/17
166
286
7/18/17
128
185
7/19/17
112
137
7/20/17
84.9
115
CFPUA remains committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. We will
continue to prioritize communication and transparency as we seek additional information.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman's Afternoon Update: July 26, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update on the Ogden Park free water station and Governor
Cooper’s Water Quality State Action Items.
1. Late Friday afternoon, CFPUA received additional GenX water sample data collected from the
Sweeney Water Plant on July 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18. Some results are above the NCDHHS recommended
health goal of GenX in parts per trillion (ppt). CFPUA immediately contacted NCDHHS and they are
aware of these test results. The most recent data is highlighted below:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Treated
6/26/17
149
156
6/28/17
87.5
120
6/30/17
68.6
89.5
7/3/17
55.6
55.4
7/5/17
93.9
87.4
7/7/17
136
132
7/10/17
102
145
7/12/17
93.0
122
7/14/17
114
113
7/15/17
194
127
7/16/17
336
250
7/17/17
166
286
7/18/17
128
185

In keeping with NCDHHS guidance – which is the only measure CFPUA is able to operate under at this
time—we are reporting that the most recent sample results include levels above the health goal of 140
ppt. We remain committed to being open and transparent to the public on this important matter. We
will continue to share more results with the public on future sample test data as soon as it is available.
CFPUA remains committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. We will
continue to prioritize communication and transparency as we seek additional information.
2. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.

Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
CFPUA will continue to offer this service until we confirm a trend line that is at or below the health
advisory goal set by NC DHHS.
3. North Carolina Governor Cooper shared Water Quality Action Items during his visit to Wilmington on
Monday.
•

View a PDF of that document
4. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Morning Update: July 26, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on the Ogden Park free water station.
1. Late Friday afternoon, CFPUA received additional GenX water sample data collected from the
Sweeney Water Plant on July 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18. Some results are above the NCDHHS recommended
health goal of GenX in parts per trillion (ppt). CFPUA immediately contacted NCDHHS and is seeking
guidance on next steps. The most recent data is highlighted below:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Treated
6/26/17
149
156
6/28/17
87.5
120
6/30/17
68.6
89.5
7/3/17
55.6
55.4
7/5/17
93.9
87.4
7/7/17
136
132
7/10/17
102
145
7/12/17
93.0
122
7/14/17
114
113
7/15/17
194
127
7/16/17
336
250
7/17/17
166
286
7/18/17
128
185

In keeping with NCDHHS guidance – which is the only measure CFPUA is able to operate under at this
time—we are reporting that the most recent sample results include levels above the health goal of 140
ppt. We remain committed to being open and transparent to the public on this important matter. We
will continue to share more results with the public on future sample test data as soon as it is available.
CFPUA remains committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. We will
continue to prioritize communication and transparency as we seek additional information.
2. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Afternoon Update: July 25, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update on CFPUA environmental counsel’s letter to NC DEQ and
the Ogden Park free water station.
1. During yesterday’s meeting with regional leaders, hosted by Governor Cooper and Secretaries Regan
and Cohen, CFPUA’s environmental counsel George House was given the opportunity to elaborate on
CFPUA’s position relative to the Chemours NPDES permit. Mr. House explained that under the State of
North Carolina’s existing regulatory authority, which is supported by Federal case law, Chemours has an
obligation to prove that their discharge into the Cape Fear River (in this case GenX and related
perflorinated compounds) “shall not render the waters injurious to public health” before they can be
legally permitted to put that discharge (i.e. waste) into the river. As such, NCDEQ has a nondiscretionary duty to make sure that Chemours provides sufficient information on the compounds being
discharged into the river before allowing these substances to be put into the river. This information was
provided by Mr. House as a follow up on previous communication sent to NCDEQ and in support of the
Governor and NCDEQ’s commitment to not permit the discharge of GenX into the Cape Fear River. It
was and is CFPUA’s position that the prohibition within the permit should be expanded to include other
related perflorinated compounds, not just GenX. Mr. House agreed to provide a letter to NCDEQ
Secretary Regan further outlining the basis for CFPUA’s position, in the hope that it might prove helpful
in NCDEQ’s permitting efforts.
2. For CFPUA customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a
ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water
at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX
and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’
discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
3. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Morning Update: July 25, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on CFPUA environmental counsel’s letter to NC DEQ and
the Ogden Park free water station.
1. During yesterday’s meeting with regional leaders, hosted by Governor Cooper and Secretaries Regan
and Cohen, CFPUA’s environmental counsel George House was given the opportunity to elaborate on
CFPUA’s position relative to the Chemours NPDES permit. Mr. House explained that under the State of
North Carolina’s existing regulatory authority, which is supported by Federal case law, Chemours has an
obligation to prove that their discharge into the Cape Fear River (in this case GenX and related
perflorinated compounds) “shall not render the waters injurious to public health” before they can be
legally permitted to put that discharge (i.e. waste) into the river. As such, NCDEQ has a nondiscretionary duty to make sure that Chemours provides sufficient information on the compounds being
discharged into the river before allowing these substances to be put into the river. This information was
provided by Mr. House as a follow up on previous communication sent to NCDEQ and in support of the
Governor and NCDEQ’s commitment to not permit the discharge of GenX into the Cape Fear River. It
was and is CFPUA’s position that the prohibition within the permit should be expanded to include other
related perflorinated compounds, not just GenX. Mr. House agreed to provide a letter to NCDEQ
Secretary Regan further outlining the basis for CFPUA’s position, in the hope that it might prove helpful
in NCDEQ’s permitting efforts.
2. In yesterday’s news conference, NC DHHS Secretary Dr. Mandy Cohen stated that “she would
recommend people continue to drink the water.” However, for customers who prefer water from an
alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water from a ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s
nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which
serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX and it was not detected. This water is supplied by
aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’ discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
3. CFPUA installed a meter for the Ogden Park free water station on Tuesday, July 18 to give us an idea
of how much water is being withdrawn from the station. By Friday, July 21 732.5 gallons had been
withdrawn. As of yesterday (Monday, July 24), 1229.4 gallons had been withdrawn. This averages at
about 205 gallons per day. To put that number into perspective, the average household of four uses
about 266 gallons per day.
4. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

CFPUA Environmental Counsel Sends New Letter to NCDEQ

View PDF of Full Letter
GenX Information

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Afternoon Update: July 24, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update on Governor Coopers’ Wilmington visit this morning and
the Ogden Park free water station.
1. Governor Cooper was in Wilmington this morning to meet with local officials to talk about the State’s
next steps to address GenX in the Cape Fear River. CFPUA Board Chairman Mike Brown and CFPUA
environmental counsel George House were in attendance at this meeting.
•

•

•

The Governor then held a news conference at 10:00 am. During the news conference, Governor Cooper
announced that NC DEQ is going to deny Chemours permit request to release GenX. CFPUA is
appreciative of this commitment by NC DEQ and the Governor, and hopes that the prohibitions within
the permit will be expanded to not only include GenX but other related perfluorinated compounds.
In addition, NC DHHS Secretary Dr. Mandy Cohen stated that “she would recommend people continue
to drink the water,” according to a WECT article. Secretary Cohen went on to say that information on
the long-term effects of GenX consumptions is limited, and that most of the tests have been on rats.
“We’re not seeing it accumulate,” she said. “But we need more information and we need to do more
work in this area.” NC DHHS has not seen any unusual patterns of cancer in the Cape Fear area, but the
CDC will conduct a deeper analysis.
As reported by the Star News, the Governor outlined steps to clean up the water. To read those, click
here.
2. CFPUA installed a meter for the Ogden Park free water station on Tuesday, July 18 to give us an idea
of how much water is being withdrawn from the station. By Friday, July 21 732.5 gallons had been
withdrawn. As of this morning (Monday, July 24), 1229.4 gallons had been withdrawn. This averages at
about 205 gallons per day. To put that number into perspective, the average household of four uses
about 266 gallons per day.
3. NC Attorney General Josh Stein sent a certified letter to Chemours on Friday to notify the company of
a civil investigative demand and to require them to submit records for inspection.
4. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Morning Update: July 24, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on Governor Coopers’ Wilmington visit today and GenX
water sample test results.
1. Governor Cooper was in Wilmington this morning to meet with local officials to talk about the State’s
next steps to address GenX in the Cape Fear River. CFPUA Board Chairman Mike Brown and CFPUA
environmental counsel George House were in attendance at this meeting.
•

•
•

The Governor then held a news conference at 10:00 am. During the news conference, Governor Cooper
announced that NC DEQ is going to deny Chemours permit request to release GenX. CFPUA is
appreciative of this commitment by NC DEQ and the Governor, and hopes that the prohibitions within
the permit will be expanded to not only include GenX but other related perfluorinated compounds.
In addition, NC DHHS Secretary Dr. Mandy Cohen stated that “she would recommend people continue
to drink the water,” according to a WECT article.
As reported by the Star News, the Governor outlined steps to clean up the water. To read those, click
here.
2. NC Attorney General Josh Stein sent a certified letter to Chemours on Friday to notify the company of
a civil investigative demand and to require them to submit records for inspection. 3. Late Friday
afternoon, CFPUA received additional GenX water sample data collected from the Sweeney Water Plant
on July 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18. Some results are above the NCDHHS recommended health goal of GenX in
parts per trillion (ppt). CFPUA immediately contacted NCDHHS and is seeking guidance on next steps.
The most recent data is highlighted below:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Treated
6/26/17
149
156
6/28/17
87.5
120
6/30/17
68.6
89.5
7/3/17
55.6
55.4
7/5/17
93.9
87.4
7/7/17
136
132
7/10/17
102
145
7/12/17
93.0
122
7/14/17
114
113
7/15/17
194
127
7/16/17
336
250
7/17/17
166
286
7/18/17
128
185
In keeping with NCDHHS guidance – which is the only measure CFPUA is able to operate under at this
time—we are reporting that the most recent sample results include levels above the health goal of 140
ppt. We remain committed to being open and transparent to the public on this important matter. For

that reason, we are reporting this finding. We will continue to share more results with the public on
future sample test data as soon as it is available.
In today’s news conference, NC DHHS Secretary Dr. Mandy Cohen stated that “she would recommend
people continue to drink the water.” However, for customers who prefer water from an alternate
source, CFPUA is offering free water from a ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s
nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which
serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX and it was not detected. This water is supplied by
aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’ discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
CFPUA remains committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. We will
continue to prioritize communication and transparency as we seek additional information.
4. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration
of this process.
Governor Roy Cooper's Water Quality
State Action Items
View PDF of handout

GenX Testing Results for July 14-July 18 are Open to Download
Sweeney Lab Report for GenX- July 14 to July 17
Sweeney Lab Report for GenX- July 18
GenX Report for 137 Groundwater System

GenX Information
Special Update: July 21, 2017
To maintain our commitment to the public on the important matter of GenX in the Cape Fear River,
CFPUA offers the following update:
Wilmington, NC- Late this afternoon, we received additional GenX water sample data collected from the
Sweeney Water Plant on July 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18. Some results are above the NCDHHS recommended
health goal of GenX in parts per trillion (ppt). CFPUA immediately contacted NCDHHS and is seeking
guidance on next steps. The most recent data is highlighted below:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Treated
6/26/17
149
156
6/28/17
87.5
120
6/30/17
68.6
89.5
7/3/17
55.6
55.4
7/5/17
93.9
87.4
7/7/17
136
132
7/10/17
102
145
7/12/17
93.0
122
7/14/17
114
113
7/15/17
194
127
7/16/17
336
250
7/17/17
166
286
7/18/17
128
185

In keeping with NCDHHS guidance – which is the only measure CFPUA is able to operate under at this
time—we are reporting that the most recent sample results include levels above the health goal of 140
ppt. We remain committed to being open and transparent to the public on this important matter. For
that reason, we are reporting this finding. We will continue to share more results with the public on
future sample test data as soon as it is available.
This evening, CFPUA consulted NCDHHS and NCDEQ for a health advisory opinion. NCDEQ and NCDHHS
committed to immediately analyze this new data and provide additional guidance, which we will share
as soon as it is received.
In addition, CFPUA again requested NCDEQ begin sampling the Chemours outfall daily. CFPUA also
reiterated its position that NCDEQ should use its authority to immediately prevent any discharge of
GenX until more is known about its effects.

In the meantime, for customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water
from a ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled
water at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for
GenX and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by
Chemours’ discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
CFPUA remains committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. We will
continue to prioritize communication and transparency as we seek additional information.

GenX Information
Special Update: July 21, 2017
To maintain our commitment to the public on the important matter of GenX in the Cape Fear River,
CFPUA offers the following update:
Wilmington, NC- Late this afternoon, we received additional GenX water sample data collected from the
Sweeney Water Plant on July 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18. Some results are above the NCDHHS recommended
health goal of GenX in parts per trillion (ppt). CFPUA immediately contacted NCDHHS and is seeking
guidance on next steps. The most recent data is highlighted below:
Sweeney WTP GenX Data (ng/L) -MRL 2 ng/L
Date
Raw
Treated
6/26/17
149
156
6/28/17
87.5
120
6/30/17
68.6
89.5
7/3/17
55.6
55.4
7/5/17
93.9
87.4
7/7/17
136
132
7/10/17
102
145
7/12/17
93.0
122
7/14/17
114
113
7/15/17
194
127
7/16/17
336
250
7/17/17
166
286
7/18/17
128
185

In keeping with NCDHHS guidance – which is the only measure CFPUA is able to operate under at this
time—we are reporting that the most recent sample results include levels above the health goal of 140
ppt. We remain committed to being open and transparent to the public on this important matter. For
that reason, we are reporting this finding. We will continue to share more results with the public on
future sample test data as soon as it is available.
This evening, CFPUA consulted NCDHHS and NCDEQ for a health advisory opinion. NCDEQ and NCDHHS
committed to immediately analyze this new data and provide additional guidance, which we will share
as soon as it is received.
In addition, CFPUA again requested NCDEQ begin sampling the Chemours outfall daily. CFPUA also
reiterated its position that NCDEQ should use its authority to immediately prevent any discharge of
GenX until more is known about its effects.
In the meantime, for customers who prefer water from an alternate source, CFPUA is offering free water
from a ground source. This water is treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled
water at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for

GenX and it was not detected. This water is supplied by aquifers that have not been affected by
Chemours’ discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
CFPUA remains committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. We will
continue to prioritize communication and transparency as we seek additional information.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Morning Update: July 21, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on a CFPUA call with NC DHHS yesterday and Governor
Coopers’ Wilmington visit on Monday.
1. CFPUA staff had a call with NC DHHS yesterday to discuss water samples from earlier this month (July
7, July 10, and July 12). DHHS reinforced that, when measuring at levels this small, variation is to be
expected. With the July 10 level being only 5 ppt above the standard, it is within that realm of variation.
DHHS stated that they still believe the water is safe to drink, and provided the following statement:
“NC DHHS does not recommend any additional steps based on these results, including the finished
water result of 145 ppt from July 10. We are discussing very small concentrations, measured in parts
per trillion, so some variability in laboratory results is expected. The results we’ve seen so far have
been trending down and have not been substantially different from the health goal, which is set at
the most conservative level.”
2. NC DEQ Assistant Secretary Sheila Holman confirmed that Chemours stopped the additional source of
GenX discharge the week of July 9. With the time it takes the river to reach us, the July 10 CFPUA
sampling would have included that additional discharge.
3. Governor Cooper will be in Wilmington on Monday to meet with local officials to talk about the
State’s next steps to address GenX in the Cape Fear River. We will share additional information as it is
available.
4. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman’s Afternoon Update: July 20, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update on a CFPUA call with NC DHHS today, GenX test results
from the Sweeney plant and the Richardson plant, and Governor Coopers’ Wilmington visit on Monday.
1. CFPUA staff had a call with NC DHHS this afternoon to discuss water samples from earlier this month
(July 7, July 10, and July 12). DHHS reinforced that, when measuring at levels this small, variation is to be
expected. With the July 10th level being only 5 ppt above the standard, it is within that realm of
variation. DHHS stated that they still believe the water is safe to drink, and provided the following
statement:
•

“NC DHHS does not recommend any additional steps based on these results, including the finished
water result of 145 ppt from July 10. We are discussing very small concentrations, measured in parts per
trillion, so some variability in laboratory results is expected. The results we’ve seen so far have been
trending down and have not been substantially different from the health goal, which is set at the most
conservative level.”
NC DEQ Assistant Secretary Sheila Holman confirmed that Chemours stopped the additional source of
GenX discharge the week of July 9. With the time it takes the river to reach us, the July 10 CFPUA
sampling would have included that additional discharge.

•
•
•
•

The test results discussed with DHHS today were received yesterday afternoon and released last night.
The water samples results are as follows:
July 7: 132 ppt
July 10: 145 ppt
July 12: 122 ppt
In keeping with NC DHHS’ advisory – which is the only measure CFPUA is able to operate under at this
time—we reported that the July 10th sample is above the acceptable ppt level.
It is important to make clear, however, the July 10th sample was taken during a time period, as indicated
above, when it is now known that GenX was being discharged by Chemours into the Cape Fear River.
We remain committed to being open and transparent to the public on this important matter. For that
reason, we are reporting this finding.
Within two days, GenX concentrations were back below the recommended 140 ppt. As an added
measure of caution, CFPUA has ordered that independent testing by Eurofins be increased from three
random samples per week to daily sample testing. We will share more results with the public on future
sample tests as soon as they are available.
CFPUA remains committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. We will
continue to prioritize communication and transparency as we seek additional information.

2. These Sweeney plant test results have been posted to the website.
3. See the full testing timeline and read CFPUA’s statement on these test results.
4. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water at the Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water
station at Ogden Park—for GenX. GenX was not detected. This water is supplied by underground
aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’ discharge of GenX. Residential CFPUA customers
may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden Park near the tennis courts at
615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8 am to 8 pm.
5. A Governor Cooper spokesperson confirmed late yesterday that he will be in Wilmington on Monday
to meet with local officials to talk about the State’s next steps to address GenX in the Cape Fear River.
We will share additional information as it is available.
6. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
GenX Testing Results for July 7-July 12 are Open for Download
Below are links to the PDF versions of the laboratory reports for GenX testing conducted at the two
CFPUA water treatment plants.
GenX Results for Richardson Nanofiltration Plant- July 13, 2017
GenX Results for Sweeney Water Treatment Plant-July 7 to July 12, 2017

GenX Information
CFPUA Chairman's Morning Update: July 20, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on GenX test results from the Sweeney plant and the
Richardson plant and Governors Coopers’ Wilmington visit on Monday.
1. As released last night, CFPUA received tests yesterday for samples taken last week. The water
samples results are as follows:
•
•
•

July 7: 132 ppt
July 10: 145 ppt
July 12: 122 ppt
In keeping with NC DHHS’ advisory – which is the only measure CFPUA is able to operate under at this
time—we reported that the July 10th sample is above the acceptable ppt level.
It is important to make clear, however, the July 10th sample was taken during a time period, as indicated
above, when it is now known that GenX was being discharged by Chemours into the Cape Fear River.
We remain committed to being open and transparent to the public on this important matter. For that
reason, we are reporting this finding.
Within two days, GenX concentrations were back below the recommended 140 ppt. As an added
measure of caution, CFPUA has ordered that independent testing by Eurofins be increased from three
random samples per week to daily sample testing. We will share more results with the public on future
sample tests as soon as they are available.
CFPUA remains committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. We will
continue to prioritize communication and transparency as we seek additional information.
2. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water at the Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves the free water
station at Ogden Park—for GenX. GenX was not detected. This water is supplied by underground
aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’ discharge of GenX. Residential CFPUA customers
may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden Park near the tennis courts at
615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8 am to 8 pm.
The Richardson plant test results will be posted to the website today. We will share a link in the PM
update.
3. A Governor Cooper spokesperson confirmed late yesterday that he will be in Wilmington on Monday
to meet with local officials to talk about the State’s next steps to address GenX in the Cape Fear River.
We will share additional information as it is available.

4. CFPUA has launched the first part of our new Drinking Water Quality webpage. This new page gives
viewers step-by-step instructions on how to access all of the results of the tests CFPUA is required to run
by the State of North Carolina. CFPUA is also in the process of building a web page that will house the
results for tests we run that are not required by the state, such as the GenX results. Until that page is
built, we will continue to post GenX results on the GenX info page.
To visit our new Drinking Water Quality page, click here.
5. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 19, 2017
CFPUA Issues Update on GenX Testing Results
To maintain our commitment to the public on the important matter of GenX in our water system,
CFPUA offers the following update:
• On June 21, Chemours stated that they would voluntarily stop discharging the manufacturing
effluent that contains GenX into the Cape Fear River.
• On June 26, Eurofins—an independent laboratory contracted to conduct tests on CFPUA water
samples—began testing samples from the Sweeney water plant. The testing has remained in
effect, and is in addition to independent testing efforts that have been underway at the direction
of NC DEQ and other regional utilities.
• On June 27, NC DEQ verified that Chemours had stopped discharging GenX wastewater.
• On July 11, CFPUA reported the first water sample results from Eurofins independent testing. They
are as follows:
June 26: 156 ppt
June 28: 120 ppt
July 30: 90 ppt
July 3: 55 ppt
July 5: 87 ppt
•
•
•

•

•

On July 12, NC DEQ confirmed additional sources of GenX were still being discharged into the Cape
Fear River after June 27 from the Chemours industrial complex.
On July 13, NC DEQ confirmed that the discharging of GenX from the Chemours complex had
ended.
On July 14, NC DHHS released a health goal advising that GenX concentrations in drinking water at
or below 140 parts per trillion (ppt) is a level based on conservative metrics that represent the
concentration of GenX at which no adverse health effects would be anticipated over an entire
lifetime of exposure to the most vulnerable members of the population.
On July 14, NC DEQ released results from samples collected from the Sweeney plant on June 22,
June 29, and July 6. The data reveals concentrations of GenX trending downward, with July 6’s
results at 87 ppt.
On July 19, CFPUA received tests for samples taken last week. The water samples results are as
follows:
July 7: 132 ppt
July 10: 145 ppt
July 12: 122 ppt

•

On July 19, as standard practice, CFPUA shared updated test data with the proper officials with the
City of Wilmington, New Hanover County, NC DEQ, and NC DHHS of the independent study results.
In keeping with NC DHHS’ advisory – which is the only measure CFPUA is able to operate under at this
time—we are reporting that the July 10th sample is above the acceptable ppt level.
It is important to make clear, however, the July 10th sample was taken during a time period, as indicated
above, when it is now known that GenX was being discharged by Chemours into the Cape Fear River.

We remain committed to being open and transparent to the public on this important matter. For that
reason, we are reporting this finding.
Within two days, GenX concentrations were back below the recommended 140 ppt. As an added
measure of caution, CFPUA has ordered that independent testing by Eurofins be increased from three
random samples per week to daily sample testing. We will share more results with the public on future
sample tests as soon as they are available.
CFPUA remains committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. We will
continue to prioritize communication and transparency as we seek additional information.
In the meantime, for members of our community who prefer to receive water from an alternate source,
CFPUA started offering free water from a ground source on Saturday. This water is treated at CFPUA’s
nanofiltration plant. On July 13, CFPUA sampled water at this Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which
serves the free water station at Ogden Park—for GenX. GenX was not detected. This water is supplied by
aquifers that have not been affected by Chemours’ discharge of GenX.
Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden
Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This is available daily from 8 am to 8 pm.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 19, 2017
[ARCHIVED] Transcript for June 22, 2017 Special Board Meeting

View Entire Transcript in PDF

GenX Information
Posted on: July 19, 2017
CFPUA Chairman’s Morning Update: July 19, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on yesterday’s GenX forum hosted by the New Hanover
Chapter of the National Black Leadership Caucus, a new CFPUA Drinking Water Quality page on our
website, and GenX testing results available on our website.
1. CFPUA Executive Director Jim Flechtner participated in a GenX forum yesterday hosted by the New
Hanover Chapter of the National Black Leadership Caucus. CFPUA Chairman Mike Brown also attended.
Star News, WECT, WWAY, and Spectrum News covered the forum.
2. CFPUA has launched the first part of our new Drinking Water Quality webpage. This new page gives
viewers step-by-step instructions on how to access all of the results of the tests CFPUA is required to run
by the State of North Carolina. CFPUA is also in the process of building a web page that will house the
results for tests we run that are not required by the state, such as the GenX results. Until that page is
built, we will continue to post GenX results on the GenX info page.
To visit our new Drinking Water Quality page, click here.
3. As CFPUA awaits the next round of results from our GenX testing, we will be posting the PDF versions
of the previous round of GenX testing results for the public to download and view. As we have more
results, we will continue to make them available to the public.
View and download these testing results
5. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.
***
For email and text notifications on CFPUA developments, please sign up for GenX Information
notifications at the bottom of our Notify Me page

GenX Information
Posted on: July 19, 2017
GenX Laboratory Reports Open for Public Download
The GenX testing laboratory reports for the period of June 26-July 5 may be found below. CFPUA will
continue to post the reports as we receive them.
GenX Results for June 26
GenX Results for June 28 and June 30
GenX Results for July 3 and July 5

GenX Information
Posted on: July 18, 2017
CFPUA Chairman’s Afternoon Update: July 18, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update on today’s GenX forum hosted by the New Hanover
Chapter of the National Black Leadership Caucus and new GenX FAQs.
1. CFPUA Executive Director Jim Flechtner will participate a GenX forum hosted by the New Hanover
Chapter of the National Black Leadership Caucus this evening. CFPUA Chairman Mike Brown is also
attending. The forum will be held at the New Hanover County Main Library in the New Hanover Room at
5:30pm on Tuesday, July 18.
•

For more information, visit the event page.

2. CFPUA Chairman Mike Brown gave an update on GenX to the Home Builders Association Board of
Directors this afternoon.
3. NC DHHS issued additional FAQs in response to GenX health risks yesterday. The questions and
answers can be found here.
4. New Hanover County hosted a press conference yesterday on the State’s GenX data and health
assessment.
• WWAY, WECT, Star News, and WHQR covered the press conference.
5. The CFPUA team met with Black & Veatch last Friday to discuss treatment options. The draft
recommendations can be found here.

6. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.
***
For email and text notifications on CFPUA developments, please sign up for GenX Information
notifications at the bottom of our Notify Me page.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 18, 2017
CFPUA Chairman’s Morning Update: July 18, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on today’s GenX forum hosted by the New Hanover
Chapter of the National Black Leadership Caucus, new GenX FAQs, and Governor Cooper’s letter to the
EPA.
1. CFPUA Executive Director Jim Flechtner will participate in a GenX forum hosted by the New Hanover
Chapter of the National Black Leadership Caucus this evening. CFPUA Chairman Mike Brown is also
attending. The forum will be held at the New Hanover County Main Library in the New Hanover Room at
5:30pm on Tuesday, July 18.
For more information, visit the event page.
2. NC DHHS issued additional FAQs in response to GenX health risks yesterday. The questions and
answers can be found here.
3. New Hanover County hosted a press conference yesterday on the State’s GenX data and health
assessment.
• WWAY, WECT, and Star News covered the press conference.
4. North Carolina Governor Cooper issued a news release yesterday urging the EPA to set limits for
GenX. Governor Cooper wrote a letter to EPA Administrator E. Scott Pruitt to ask the EPA to move more
quickly to finalize its health assessment and set a maximum contaminant level for the unregulated
chemical GenX.

5. On Friday afternoon, the North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services (NCDHHS)
lowered the health assessment level for GenX to 140 parts per trillion (ppt). Sampling conducted by both
CFPUA and NCDEQ indicates that the finished water from Sweeney Water Treatment Plant contains
levels of GenX below 140 ppt. The NCDHHS assessment was not a recommendation to avoid using the
water.
CFPUA does understand, however, that members of our community would prefer to receive water from
an alternate source. For that reason, we have set up a free water station for residential customers at
615 Ogden Park Dr. The water for the station originates from a groundwater source and is treated at the
Michael Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves much of the northern part of New Hanover
County.
Due to the physical infrastructure of the distribution system, we are unable to construct a water station
downtown that can pull water from groundwater sources directly, but we do understand concerns
about the distance from population centers to Ogden Park. We are pursuing options for partnerships to
help transport water from Ogden Park to downtown Wilmington. CFPUA is open to working with local
stakeholder groups who have an interest in getting water to other areas of the city.

6. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 17, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Afternoon Update: July 17, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update on tomorrow’s GenX forum hosted by the New Hanover
Chapter of the National Black Leadership Caucus, today’s New Hanover County press conference, a new
GenX news reel on the CFPUA website, and Governor Cooper’s letter to the EPA.
1. CFPUA Executive Director Jim Flechtner will participate in a GenX forum hosted by the New Hanover
Chapter of the National Black Leadership Caucus tomorrow evening. CFPUA Chairman Mike Brown is
also attending. The forum will be held at the New Hanover County Main Library in the New Hanover
Room at 5:30pm on Tuesday, July 18.
For more information, visit the event page.
2. New Hanover County hosted a press conference this afternoon at the New Hanover County Historic
Courthouse on the State’s GenX data and health assessment.
• For more information about the press conference and what was shared, click here.
3. On Friday afternoon, the North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services (NCDHHS)
lowered the health assessment level for GenX to 140 parts per trillion (ppt). Sampling conducted by both
CFPUA and NCDEQ indicates that the finished water from Sweeney Water Treatment Plant contains
levels of GenX below 140 ppt. The NCDHHS assessment was not a recommendation to avoid using the
water.

CFPUA does understand, however, that members of our community would prefer to receive water from
an alternate source. For that reason, we have set up a free water station for residential customers at
615 Ogden Park Dr. The water for the station originates from a groundwater source and is treated at the
Michael Richardson Nanofiltration Plant—which serves much of the northern part of New Hanover
County.
Due to the physical infrastructure of the distribution system, we are unable to construct a water station
downtown that can pull water from groundwater sources directly, but we do understand concerns
about the distance from population centers to Ogden Park. We are pursuing options for partnerships to
help transport water from Ogden Park to downtown Wilmington. CFPUA is open to working with local
stakeholder groups who have an interest in getting water to other areas of the city.
4. North Carolina Governor Cooper issued a news release today urging the EPA to set limits for GenX.
Governor Cooper wrote a letter to EPA Administrator E. Scott Pruitt to ask the EPA to move more quickly
to finalize its health assessment and set a maximum contaminant level for the unregulated chemical
GenX.
5. In order to better inform our customers, CFPUA has created a separate news reel specifically for GenX
information. It appears to the right of the “News You Can Use” on the home page of our
site http://www.cfpua.org/. Current subscribers to the News Flash will be added as subscribers to the

GenX information notification system and will receive an email or text that includes a link to confirm the
subscription.
6. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

NewsFlash
Posted on: July 17, 2017
CFPUA adds GenX news reel to website
Wilmington, NC - July 17, 2017
In order to better inform our customers, CFPUA has created a separate news reel specifically for GenX
Information. It appears to the right of "News You Can Use" on the home page of our
site, www.cfpua.org. Current subscribers to the News Flash will be added as subscribers to the GenX
Information notification system and will receive an email or text that includes a link to confirm the
subscription. If you do not wish to receive the GenX info notifications, simply do nothing. To modify or
add notifications, see our Notify Me page.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 17, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Morning Update: July 17, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on DHHS’ updated risk assessment for GenX, tomorrow’s
GenX forum hosted by the New Hanover Chapter of the National Black Leadership Caucus, today’s New
Hanover County press conference, and CFPUA letters to DEQ and Chemours.
1. As released on Saturday, CFPUA learned late Friday of a new North Carolina DHHS Updated Risk
Assessment for GenX. Based on that announcement, CFPUA will:
•

Intensify the Authority’s sampling for GenX in finished water, with sampling to be conducted daily
to validate GenX concentrations in our finished water are consistently below 140 ppt. All results
will be made available to the public via update and on our website.
• Suggest our customers evaluate the NCDHHS advisory recommendations regarding GenX levels
above 140 ppt. Our most recent finished water sampling results are:
o June 26: 156 ppt
o June 28: 120 ppt
o June 30: 90 ppt
o July 3: 55 ppt
o July 5: 87 ppt
• Seek the advice of NCDHHS concerning whether vulnerable populations should consider alternate
sources of water for drinking and food preparation.
• As a service to our customers, while our sampling program is underway and we are confirming
GenX trends below 140 ppt, CFPUA is offering free water from a groundwater source. This water is
treated at CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal
containers at New Hanover County’s Ogden Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive.
This will be available daily from 8 am to 8 pm.
• Continue to update our website to promptly publish the results of our finished water.
2. We will continue to update the public on progress on the above items here on our website.
•

•

CFPUA Executive Director Jim Flechtner will participate a GenX forum hosted by the New Hanover
Chapter of the National Black Leadership Caucus tomorrow evening. CFPUA Chairman Mike Brown
is also attending. The forum will be held at the New Hanover County Main Library in the New
Hanover Room at 5:30pm on Tuesday, July 18.
Event page.

3. New Hanover County will host a press conference today at 2:45pm at the New Hanover County
Historic Courthouse (24 North Third Street) on the State’s GenX data and health assessment.
• NHC's news release
4. CFPUA environmental counsel sent a letter to DEQ Secretary Michael Regan Friday to follow up on our
June 19 letter and June 16 resolution. The additional GenX pollutants found being discharged by
Chemours this week would have been found and halted weeks ago had DEQ promptly implemented the

sampling program requested by CFPUA in our June 19 letter. We renewed all of the requests slated in
that letter in today’s letter.
• To read Friday’s full letter to DEQ, as well as the June 19 letter and June 16 resolution, click here.
5. CFPUA mailed a letter to Chemours Friday in response to a July 7 letter from Chemours to CFPUA.
CFPUA is concerned that Chemours’ July 7 letter does not provide responses to the information CFPUA
requested in a June letter to Chemours related to GenX and GenX Chemicals.

In addition, the revelation last week that Chemours continued to discharge GenX Chemicals into the
Cape Fear River three weeks after Chemours stated they would “capture, remove, and safely dispose of
wastewater that contains the byproduct GenX…” undermines any trust that CFPUA and the public might
have for Chemours’ commitment to operate safely and responsibly on the Cape Fear River.
Full letter
6. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.
***
For email and text notifications on CFPUA developments, please sign up for News Flash notifications at
the bottom of our Notify Me page.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 15, 2017
CFPUA Update on New GenX Risk Assessment
Wilmington, NC - July 15, 2017
The Cape Fear Public Utility Authority learned late Friday of a new North Carolina Department of Health
and Human Services Updated Risk Assessment for GenX (Perfluoro-2-propoxypropanoic acid).
We understand the new NCDHHS information statement means that if GenX concentrations in drinking
water are kept below 140 parts per trillion (ppt) no adverse health effects would be expected over a
lifetime of exposure to the most vulnerable population. The new 140 ppt value is a dramatic reduction
from the prior value of more than 70,000 ppt.
Based on today’s announcement of the new value, the Authority will:
•

Intensify the Authority’s sampling for GenX in finished water, with sampling to be conducted daily
to validate GenX concentrations in our finished water are consistently below 140 ppt. All results
will be made available to the public.
• Suggest our customers evaluate the NCDHHS advisory recommendations regarding GenX levels
above 140 ppt. Our most recent finished water sampling results are:
o June 26: 156 ppt
o June 28: 120 ppt
o July 30: 90 ppt
o July 3: 55 ppt
o July 5: 87 ppt
• Seek the advice of NCDHHS concerning whether vulnerable populations should consider alternate
sources of water for drinking and food preparation.
• As a service to our customers, while our sampling program is underway and we are confirming
GenX trends below 140 ppt, offer free water from a groundwater source. This water is treated at
CFPUA’s nanofiltration plant. Residential CFPUA customers may fill their clean personal containers
at New Hanover County’s Ogden Park near the tennis courts at 615 Ogden Park Drive. This will be
available daily from 8 am to 8 pm.
• Continue to update our website to promptly publish the results of our finished water.
We are pleased that the cessation of Chemours discharges (or at least the reduction) of GenX has
apparently lowered the GenX concentration in our finished water to levels below the new health
advisory based on our most recent rounds of finished water sampling. We will continue to study what
actions should be taken regarding Chemours’ prior discharges.
We are committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. We will continue
to prioritize communication and transparency as we seek additional information.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 14, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Afternoon Update: July 14, 2017
Wilmington, NC - July 14, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update on letters to DEQ and Chemours and updated DEQ FAQs
about GenX.
1. Late this afternoon, CFPUA received DEQ’s results from their GenX water sampling as well as the
revised health assessment from DHHS. Below is a partial statement from New Hanover County’s Health
Director Phillip Tarte:
“The revised health assessment changes the level of GenX that is considered safe in our drinking water,
lowering it from the state’s preliminary health assessment in June. In consultation with the EPA, state
regulators lowered this amount to 140 parts per trillion based on additional research and data that the
state was able to evaluate.”
New Hanover County Health Director Phillip Tarte statement
CFPUA is studying the updated FAQs from DHHS, and will communicate further as we review in more
detail.
2. NCDEQ announced yesterday that additional sources of GenX at the Chemours industrial complex
have been stopped. According to DEQ’s news release, “The state deployed an inspection team to the
Fayetteville Works facility in response to a report from Chemours that recent water testing showed the
presence of GenX at the plant’s point of discharge to the Cape Fear River.”
CFPUA is committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. For that reason,
we are extremely disappointed that Chemours has continued to discharge GenX over the past weeks.
Additionally, in June CFPUA requested that DEQ monitor Chemours discharges daily and to monitor the
internal waste streams into the Chemours wastewater treatment facility. We are very discouraged that
this additional GenX discharge was not identified sooner.
We would like to see the results of the tests that were taken by Chemours and DEQ at their point of
discharge into the Cape Fear River. We consider nothing less than full transparency to be acceptable.
CFPUA would again ask DEQ and EPA to be proactive in exercising their regulatory and oversight
responsibilities with respect to Chemours and other sources of discharges into the Cape Fear River.
We still have valid questions that have gone unanswered about the Chemours NPDES permitting
process. This, coupled with today’s DHHS release, only raises additional questions and concerns. We will

continue to actively seek pertinent information from Chemours and DEQ on this matter, and will
continue to share information with the public as we have it.
DEQ’s full release
3. CFPUA environmental counsel sent a letter to DEQ Secretary Michael Regan today to follow up on our
June 19 letter and June 16 resolution. The additional GenX pollutants found being discharged by
Chemours this week would have been found and halted weeks ago had DEQ promptly implemented the
sampling program requested by CFPUA in our June 19 letter. We renewed all of the requests stated in
that letter in today’s letter.
Today’s full letter to DEQ with June 19 letter and June 16 resolution
4. CFPUA mailed a letter to Chemours today in response to a July 7 letter from Chemours to CFPUA.
CFPUA is concerned that Chemours’ July 7 letter does not provide responses to the information CFPUA
requested in a June letter to Chemours related to GenX and GenX Chemicals.
In addition, the revelation yesterday that Chemours continued to discharge GenX Chemicals into the
Cape Fear River three weeks after Chemours stated they would “capture, remove, and safely dispose of
wastewater that contains the byproduct GenX…” undermines any trust that CFPUA and the public might
have for Chemours’ commitment to operate safely and responsibly on the Cape Fear River.
Full Letter
5. The CFPUA team had a meeting this morning with Black & Veatch to discuss possible treatment
options. We have posted the draft recommendations to our website.
6. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 14, 2017
Black and Veatch Releases Technical Memorandum on Treatment Options

View Full Memorandum in PDF

GenX Information
Posted on: July 14, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Morning Update: July 14, 2017
Wilmington, NC - July 14, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on Chemours and CFPUA letter to DEQ.
1. NCDEQ announced yesterday that additional sources of GenX at the Chemours industrial complex
have been stopped. According to DEQ’s news release, “The state deployed an inspection team to the
Fayetteville Works facility in response to a report from Chemours that recent water testing showed the
presence of GenX at the plant’s point of discharge to the Cape Fear River.”
CFPUA is committed to providing the highest quality drinking water for our customers. For that reason,
we are extremely disappointed that Chemours has continued to discharge GenX over the past weeks.
Additionally, in June CFPUA requested that DEQ monitor Chemours discharges daily and to monitor the
internal waste streams into the Chemours wastewater treatment facility. We are very discouraged that
this additional GenX discharge was not identified sooner.
We would like to see the results of the tests that were taken by Chemours and DEQ at their point of
discharge into the Cape Fear River. We consider nothing less than full transparency to be acceptable.
CFPUA would again ask DEQ and EPA to be proactive in exercising their regulatory and oversight
responsibilities with respect to Chemours and other sources of discharges into the Cape Fear River.
We still have valid questions that have gone unanswered about the Chemours NPDES permitting
process. This revelation only raises additional questions and concerns. We will continue to actively seek
pertinent information from Chemours and DEQ on this matter, and will continue to share information
with the public as we have it.
DEQ’s full release
2. CFPUA environmental counsel sent a letter to DEQ Secretary Michael Regan on July 3 (the letter is
misdated) to make certain that DEQ and DHHS had already considered four additional toxicological
studies regarding the GenX compounds released by Chemours in the Cape Fear River. The letter also
requests the DEQ advise CFPUA of the studies DHHS is relying on to establish the level of acceptable risk
in the Cape Fear River complex.
3. The CFPUA team has a meeting this morning with Black & Veatch to discuss possible treatment
options. We will release that report in today’s PM update.
4. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 14, 2017
CFPUA Seeks More Information from DEQ on Toxicological Studies
Letter in PDF
Gomis study
Wang study
Gomis and Wang study
Beekman study

GenX Information
Posted on: July 13, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Afternoon Update: July 13, 2017
Wilmington, NC - July 13, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update on sampling results and studying additional substances.
1. CFPUA is still awaiting DEQ’s testing results. Once CFPUA receives these results, CFPUA will
compare those results with its own independent test data, and other data sources currently being
collected and analyzed by other parties. CFPUA will report to the public as soon this data is
received.
2. In addition to testing for GenX, CFPUA is proactively seeking information and guidance on
additional PFECAs, PFOAs and other substances identified in the Cape Fear River. There are
currently no standards from regulatory bodies to test for these other identified substances. As
such, CFPUA called upon DHHS and DEQ for guidance on these other substances. These additional
substances are the subject of our letter to DEQ, dated June 19, and ongoing discussions with
DHHS, the latest of which as recent as this week. CFPUA is also in discussions with UNCW to form a
collaboration to study these additional substances and determine appropriate testing standards.
DHHS committed to provide additional guidance on the additional substances identified in
Knappe’s November report, as well as any additional updates to their existing advisory on GenX.
3. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 13, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Morning Update: July 13, 2017
Wilmington, NC - July 13, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on sampling results, studying additional substances, and
updates on the Black & Veatch and ASR projects.
1. CFPUA is still awaiting DEQ’s testing results. Once CFPUA receives these results, CFPUA will compare
those results with its own independent test data, and other data sources currently being collected and
analyzed by other parties. CFPUA will report to the public as soon this data is received.
2. In addition to testing for GenX, CFPUA is proactively seeking information and guidance on additional
PFASs identified in the Cape Fear River. There are currently no analytical standards readily available to
test for these other identified substances. As such, CFPUA called upon DHHS and DEQ for guidance on
these other substances. These additional substances are the subject of our letter to DEQ, dated June 19,
and ongoing discussions with DHHS, the latest of which as recent as this week. CFPUA is also in
discussions with UNCW to form a collaboration to study these additional substances and determine
appropriate testing standards. DHHS committed to provide additional guidance on the additional
substances identified in Knappe’s November report, as well as any additional updates to their existing
advisory on GenX.
3. Meetings with Catlin Engineering will begin this week to analyze forthcoming testing data from the
ASR well, and discuss the next steps for the ASR project. CFPUA is not currently putting water in or
taking water out of the ASR well. Once we determine next steps based on the results of the ongoing
testing, we will share those with the public.
4. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 12, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Afternoon Update: July 12, 2017
Wilmington, NC - July 12, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update on the Board of Directors meeting today and initial
sampling results.
1. CFPUA Board of Directors met this morning. During the meeting, Executive Director Jim Flechtner
presented a summary of CFPUA’s ongoing actions related to GenX.
2. CFPUA received first results of our independent sampling for GenX. As indicated in our news release
yesterday, Dr. Knappe’s study found GenX at levels of 631 parts per trillion (ppt) in the raw river water
and at approximately 470 ppt in the finished water at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. On June 26,
2017, five days after Chemours Co. stopped discharging the compound into the Cape Fear River, those
numbers dropped to 149 ppt and 156 ppt, respectively. Just one week later, on July 3, 2017, numbers in
the finished water had dropped to 55.4 ppt.
CFPUA will continue three-day-a-week testing until levels of GenX remain consistently low, and will
continue to update the public as new results come in.
3. The Star News posted an OpEd written by Natalie English, president and CEO of the Wilmington
Chamber of Commerce, and Tyler Newman, president and CEO of the Business Alliance for a Sound
Economy today. The OpEd encourages the discussion regarding the Cape Fear River to be based on facts,
answering the questions at hand, and ensuring that our community’s future is not negatively impacted
by potential contaminants or toxic headlines. Read the full OpEd.
4. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 12, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Morning Update: July 12, 2017
Wilmington, NC - July 12, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on the Board of Directors meeting today and initial
sampling results.
1. CFPUA Board of Directors met this morning. During the meeting, Executive Director Jim Flechtner
presented a summary of CFPUA’s ongoing actions related to GenX.
2. CFPUA received first results of our independent sampling for GenX. As indicated in our news release
yesterday, Dr. Knappe’s study found GenX at levels of 631 parts per trillion (ppt) in the raw river water
and at approximately 470 ppt in the finished water at Sweeney Water Treatment Plant. On June 26,
2017, five days after Chemours Co. stopped discharging the compound into the Cape Fear River, those
numbers dropped to 149 ppt and 156 ppt, respectively. Just one week later, on July 3, 2017, numbers in
the finished water had dropped to 55.4 ppt.
CFPUA will continue three-day-a-week testing until levels of GenX remain consistently low, and will
continue to update the public as new results come in.
3. NC DEQ issued a news release yesterday regarding their first GenX water sample data and subsequent
analysis. Read the full release.
We will share additional NC DEQ updates as we have them.
4. The Star News posted an OpEd written by Natalie English, president and CEO of the Wilmington
Chamber of Commerce, and Tyler Newman, president and CEO of the Business Alliance for a Sound
Economy today. The OpEd encourages the discussion regarding the Cape Fear River to be based on facts,
answering the questions at hand, and ensuring that our community’s future is not negatively impacted
by potential contaminants or toxic headlines. Read the full OpEd.
5. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 11, 2017
CFPUA Receives First Results from Independent Sampling on GenX
Wilmington, NC—July 11, 2017
On June 26, 2017, Cape Fear Public Utility Authority began sampling raw and finished water at Sweeney
Water Treatment Plant three days per week to test for current levels of the compound GenX.
CFPUA received the first set of results this afternoon from Eurofins, a laboratory the utility has used for
various testing services in the past. The samples, taken June 26 - July 5, indicate levels of GenX are
below the current NCDHHS Derived No Effect Level of 70,909 ppt. Based upon discussions with DEQ and
DHHS on Monday, DEQ anticipates having its first two weeks of sampling available for release to the
public later this week and DHHS anticipates providing an updated health advisory for release to the
public later this week or possibly early next week.
As referenced in the chart below, Dr. Knappe’s study found GenX at levels of 631 parts per trillion (ppt)
in the raw river water and at approximately 470 ppt in the finished water at Sweeney Water Treatment
Plant. On June 26, 2017, five days after Chemours Co. stopped discharging the compound into the Cape
Fear River, those numbers dropped to 149 ppt and 156 ppt, respectively. Just one week later, on July 3,
2017, numbers in the finished water had dropped to 55.4 ppt.
It is important to note that water takes around 15 hours to go through the treatment process at the
plant—which means finished water samples can often be older than the raw water samples. This is why
levels of GenX can be higher in finished water samples than in raw water samples.
The initial data show that current levels of GenX in the Cape Fear River are below what has been found
in the past. CFPUA will continue three-day-a-week testing until levels of GenX remain consistently low,
and will continue to update the public as new results come in. It is important these initial results be
reviewed in the proper context with future test results collected by CFPUA, as well as results by NCDEQ
so well-informed conclusions can be reached. We will continue to release testing data as it becomes
available.
View PDF

GenX Information
Posted on: July 11, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Afternoon Update: July 11, 2017
Wilmington, NC - July 11, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update on the Board of Directors meeting tomorrow and initial
sampling results.
1. CFPUA Board of Directors will meet Wednesday, July 12 at 9 am. The meeting will be held in the Lucie
Harrell Conference Room at the New Hanover County Administration Building (230 Government Center
Drive). During the meeting, Executive Director Jim Flechtner will present a summary of CFPUA’s ongoing
actions related to GenX.
2. CFPUA received initial data from our water sample testing this afternoon. We are currently analyzing
the results, and will share that information with the public as soon as our analysis is complete.
In addition, as previously reported, we are sharing data and samples with DHHS, DEQ and other regional
partners. DHHS’ testing efforts are ongoing, and they are working on developing ongoing guidance for
the public for distribution later this week or early next week.
It is one of CFPUA’s main priorities to communicate accurately and as quickly as possible. We look
forward to sharing this information as soon as it is available.
3. As noted in previous updates, CFPUA is working with Black & Veatch to identify potential filtering
solutions. Kevin Maurer with Star News published an update today on that work.
4. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 11, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Morning Update: July 11, 2017
Wilmington, NC - July 11, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on the Board of Directors meeting tomorrow and last
night’s DBA information session.
1. CFPUA Board of Directors will meet Wednesday, July 12 at 9 am. The meeting will be held in the Lucie
Harrell Conference Room at the New Hanover County Administration Building (230 Government Center
Drive). During the meeting, Executive Director Jim Flechtner will present a summary of CFPUA’s ongoing
actions related to GenX.
2. CFPUA Executive Director Jim Flechtner attended an information session last night hosted by Clean
Cape Fear and Wilmington’s Downtown Business Alliance. The session focused on GenX and
businesses. WECT and WWAY covered the session.
3. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 10, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Morning Update: July 10, 2017
Wilmington, NC - July 10, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on sampling and Board of Directors meeting date.
1. CFPUA Board of Directors will meet Wednesday, July 12 at 9 am. The meeting will be held in the Lucie
Harrell Conference Room at the New Hanover County Administration Building (230 Government Center
Drive). During the meeting, Executive Director Jim Flechtner will present a summary of CFPUA’s ongoing
actions related to GenX.
2. CFPUA is waiting on sampling results as labs continue to make progress on method development for
GenX testing. CFPUA expects to have the first results of this sampling soon, from both the DEQ
investigation and from our own sampling. DEQ’s sampling locations map
3. CFPUA is working on a water sampling timeline, which will be available on the website. It will clearly
show when samples are being taken. When the results come in, we will input those to give an idea of
how GenX numbers change over time. CFPUA will share that link when it is available.
4. CFPUA representatives attended a regional call this morning with NC DHHS, NC DEQ, and other state
agencies, along with a variety of regional representatives of local water providers and health
departments, and stakeholders. The call was very constructive. DHHS has been working in consultation
with the EPA to further review all available research on GenX and related perfluorinated compounds
with the goal of updating the public with the most up to date information and guidance as it becomes
available. They will also take into consideration the results of testing data as it comes in and is analyzed.
The end goal is to offer an update to the public as early as the end of this week or first of next week. As
soon as this information is made available to us, we will share it with the public.
5. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 7, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Morning Update: July 7, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on sampling, meeting dates and more information on
UCMR 3.
1. CFPUA Board of Directors will meet Wednesday, July 12 at 9 am. The meeting will be held in the Lucie
Harrell Conference Room at the New Hanover County Administration Building (230 Government Center
Drive). During the meeting, Executive Director Jim Flechtner will present a summary of CFPUA’s ongoing
actions related to GenX.
2. CFPUA is waiting on sampling results as labs continue to make progress on method development for
GenX testing. CFPUA will provide data to the public as soon as it is available.
3. CFPUA Director of Environmental Management Beth Eckert gave a presentation at the Long-Range
Planning Committee yesterday on UCMR 3, and how the EPA monitoring works for that rule. See UCMR
3for more information.
4. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 6, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Afternoon Update: July 6, 2017
Wilmington, NC - July 6, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update on last night’s Water Wednesday discussion and more
information on UCMR 3.
1. CFPUA Executive Director Jim Flechtner participated in Clean Cape Fear’s Water Wednesday
discussion last night. WWAY, WECT and Star News covered the event.
• Based on suggestions from last night’s event, CFPUA will draft a letter to send to customers in the
coming weeks in both English and Spanish.
2. CFPUA Director of Environmental Management Beth Eckert gave a presentation at the Long-Range
Planning Committee today on UCMR 3, and how the EPA monitoring works for that rule. Seer UCMR
3 for more information.
3. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 6, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Afternoon Update: July 5, 2017
Wilmington, NC - July 6, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update on tonight’s Water Wednesday discussion and GenX
FAQs.
1. CFPUA Executive Director Jim Flechtner will participate in Clean Cape Fear’s Water Wednesday
discussion tonight. It will take place at the Coastline Convention Center in Room A from 6:00-8:00pm.
Click here for more information on the event.
2. CFPUA has frequently asked questions (FAQs) about GenX on our website.
3. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 5, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Morning Update: July 5, 2017
Wilmington, NC - July 5, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on tonight’s Water Wednesday discussion.
1. CFPUA Executive Director Jim Flechtner will participate in Clean Cape Fear’s Water Wednesday
discussion tonight. It will take place at the Coastline Convention Center in Room A from 6:00-8:00pm.
2. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: July 3, 2017
CFPUA Chairman’s Morning Update: July 3, 2017
Wilmington, NC - July 3, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on this week’s updates due to the Fourth of July holiday.
1. Due to the Fourth of July holiday this week, CFPUA will not provide updates on July 4th. Additional
updates will be provided if necessary. We will resume twice daily updates on July 5th.
2. CFPUA created an infographic explaining how your drinking water is monitored and protected.
3. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 30, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Afternoon Update: June 30, 2017
Wilmington, NC - June 30, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update on the new website and next week’s updates due to the
Fourth of July holiday.
1. CFPUA staff from both water treatment plants will meet with IT staff this afternoon to design the
unregulated contaminant reporting section of the new portion of the website.
2. Due to the Fourth of July holiday next week, CFPUA will provide a morning update on July 3rd and no
updates on July 4th. Additional updates will be provided if necessary. We will resume twice daily updates
on July 5th.
3. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 30, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Morning Update: June 30, 2017
Wilmington, NC - June 30, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update on CFPUA participation in a WHQR interview, CFPUA
sampling updates and additional CFPUA next steps.
1. CFPUA Executive Director Jim Flechtner participated in a radio interview with WHQR — “Coastline:
GenX – Continuing the Conversation” on Thursday. Mayor Bill Saffo, UNCW Professor Susanne Brander
and Commissioner Woody White also participated.
2. CFPUA is sampling—both raw and finished water—three days a week at the Sweeney plant. Eurofins,
the lab CFPUA is working with, is currently working on method development. As soon as a GenX method
is verified, Eurofins will run the samples. CFPUA will continue to sample three days a week until the
numbers consistently drop. Then, CFPUA will consider altering the sampling schedule.
3. CFPUA is compiling a list of studies in which we are currently participating. This list will be sent to the
Board, and will then be put on our website for public reference.
4. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 29, 2017
New CFPUA Infographic Depicts Water Protection Processes

GenX Information
Posted on: June 29, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Afternoon Update: June 29, 2017
Wilmington, NC June 29, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update CFPUA participation in the public forum and CFPUA’s next
steps.
1. CFPUA Executive Director Jim Flechtner and CFPUA Board Chair Mike Brown participated as panelists
in last night’s public forum hosted by the Star-News, WWAY and WHQR.
WWAY has included a link to the full recording on their website. It can be found here.
2. CFPUA has added frequently asked questions about GenX to our website.
3. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 28, 2017
CFPUA Chairman’s Afternoon Update: June 28, 2017
Wilmington, NC June 28, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update CFPUA participation in the public forum, outreach to
Chemours, GenX FAQs and CFPUA’s next steps.
1. CFPUA Executive Director Jim Flechtner and CFPUA Board Chair Mike Brown will participate as
panelists in tonight’s public forum hosted by the Star-News, WWAY and WHQR.
WWAY will stream the meeting on its website. WHQR will broadcast the forum live on WHQR News 91.3
FM. Event Information
2. CFPUA continues work on the design and content production for a new water quality website.
3. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 28, 2017
CFPUA Chairman’s Morning Update: June 28, 2017
Wilmington, NC June 28, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update CFPUA participation in the public forum, outreach to
Chemours, GenX FAQs and CFPUA’s next steps.
1. CFPUA Executive Director Jim Flechtner and CFPUA Board Chair Mike Brown will participate as
panelists in tonight’s public forum hosted by the Star-News, WWAY and WHQR.
WWAY will stream the meeting on its website. WHQR will broadcast the forum live on WHQR News 91.3
FM. Event Information
2. George House, environmental counsel for CFPUA, sent a letter to Chemours yesterday afternoon
requesting that the company provide the following information:
a) Identify the chemical compounds for all GenX Chemicals, as well as all synonyms and acronyms
used by Chemours or DuPont for GenX Chemicals.
b) Identify all testing methods known to Chemours or DuPont for identifying the presence of GenX
Chemicals.
c) Identify all products (e.g., Teflon, Nafion, etc.) that are or have been manufactured with the
assistance of GenX Chemicals at the Fayetteville Facility, and that have resulted in a discharge of
GenX Chemicals into the Cape Fear River.
d) Chemours has represented that it has stopped discharging GenX Chemicals into the Cape Fear
River. Please share with CFPUA and the public the methods Chemours currently employs to prevent
the discharge of GenX Chemicals and any sampling and/or studies that demonstrate the
effectiveness of such treatment methods. CFPUA has employed a consulting firm to evaluate
methods to remove GenX Chemicals from its finished water and your information can expedite their
efforts.
e) As reported by multiple news sources, CFPUA and other state and local officials met with Mike
Johnson, Chemours’ environmental manager, in a closed-door meeting on June 15, 2017. During that
meeting, Mr. Johnson represented that, contrary to prior information from Chemours regarding
GenX, the compound (or compounds) has been discharged into the Cape Fear River since 1980. In
light of the conflicting information, please provide a comprehensive history of the manufacture, use,
processing, treatment, and discharge of GenX Chemicals by Chemours, DuPont, and/or any tenant or
affiliated entities discharging through the Fayetteville Facility, including: (i) historical amounts of
GenX Chemicals manufactured and used, (ii) historical amounts of discharges of GenX Chemicals, (iii)
the waste streams involved in historical discharges, and (iv) water treatment methods utilized for
such waste streams.

f) Identify whether GenX Chemicals have been emitted to the air at the Fayetteville Facility. Our
concern is the introduction of GenX Chemicals into the water supply via this route, and we ask you to
provide comparable historical air emissions data for GenX Chemicals.
g) Provide all reports, studies, and data conducted by, funded by, or in the possession of Chemours
and/or DuPont that relate to the effects of GenX Chemicals on human or environmental health.
h) Provide all groundwater and surface water monitoring data that relate in any way to GenX
Chemicals.
We look forward to receiving this information from Chemours as we continue to address concerns. A full
copy of the letter can be found here.
3. CFPUA has added frequently asked questions about GenX to our website.
4. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 27, 2017
CFPUA Legal Counsel Sends Information Request to Chemours
Wilmington, NC June 27, 2017
View Letter to Chemours Here

GenX Information
Posted on: June 27, 2017
CFPUA FAQs on GenX and Drinking Water Regulations
Wilmington, NC June 27, 2017
Who is responsible for establishing drinking water standards?
The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) charges the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
to regulate contaminants. That guidance is then passed to state-level agencies (e.g., N.C. Department of
Environmental Quality (DEQ)), which regulate drinking water providers such as CFPUA.
How does EPA decide which contaminants to regulate?
The SDWA includes a process that EPA must follow to identify and list unregulated contaminants. This
process may lead to a change in national drinking water standards. EPA periodically publishes this list of
contaminants called the Contaminant Candidate List (CCL), and decides whether to regulate at least five
or more contaminants on the list. EPA also uses the CCL to prioritize research and data collection efforts
to help the agency determine whether it should regulate a specific contaminant. When EPA regulates a
contaminant, public water systems follow that guidance and comply.
Is EPA looking for other unregulated contaminants in the river?
The 1996 SDWA amendments require that once every five years EPA issue a new list of no more than 30
unregulated contaminants to be monitored by public water systems. CFPUA participates in these studies
and provides sampling data to EPA. EPA information states that the mere presence of contaminants
does not necessarily indicate the water poses a health risk.
There are many chemicals, pesticides, pharmaceuticals, hormones and other compounds in water
sources. For this reason, it is not uncommon for contaminants such as GenX to be detected in the river.
Ultimately, EPA decides which should be monitored and which should be regulated.
Who regulates drinking water providers in North Carolina?
The N.C. Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) Public Water Supply Section regulates public water
systems within the state and implements mandates of the SDWA.
Who conducted the study that found these contaminants in the Cape Fear River?
Researchers from EPA, N.C. State University and UNC Charlotte collaborated on the study. CFPUA’s
involvement was generally limited to providing samples from the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant.
When was this study complete and who saw it?
The study was complete in November 2016. EPA participated in the study and presumably was aware of
the findings. On November 23, 2016, the report was sent to multiple people at DEQ.
What did CFPUA do next?
Since the report does not state there is an immediate health concern, EPA commissioned the study and
DEQ also had the report, CFPUA staff continued discussion with the researcher to understand whether
there are techniques to treat for the compound. They also continued discussion with DEQ to determine

whether the compound should be regulated. The experts at EPA and DEQ make determinations as to
risks associated with compounds, and then regulate public water systems accordingly.
To help understand the findings, CFPUA invited Dr. Knappe, the N.C. State researcher who led the study,
to meet with staff on April 19, 2017. He discussed his methodologies, and the collaboration with peers
and EPA. He also outlined that he would like to further investigate GenX and look for potential
treatment technologies. DEQ attended this meeting.
On June 7, 2016, CFPUA sent a letter to DEQ that outlines the study and requests assistance in
evaluating implications for the area’s source water. On June 9, DEQ responded that EPA is the sole
agency responsible for establishing drinking water standards nationwide, and that EPA has extensive
resources necessary to determine the nature, extent and potential impacts of chemicals such as GenX.
They also stated DEQ is awaiting guidance from EPA that will provide them with the information needed
to begin developing regulatory limits for GenX.
Why didn’t CFPUA notify the public sooner of GenX?
When staff first became aware of the results, no information indicated there was an immediate health
concern. The study concludes the detection of the contaminant and its persistence suggest the need for
broader discharge control and contaminant monitoring. CFPUA invited Dr. Knappe to review his findings
and help them understand next steps from a water treatment perspective. At that time in April, staff
didn’t know much about GenX as an unregulated contaminant.
The proper people to evaluate and act on potential health effects had the same information as CFPUA.
The agencies charged with establishing drinking water standards (EPA), permitting discharges to the
river (DEQ) and regulating CFPUA (DEQ) were aware of the same results. With many contaminants in
source waters, EPA decides which are a risk and should be regulated. EPA and DEQ have scientists and
toxicologists who make these decisions and then regulate public water systems, and we rely on them for
guidance.
CFPUA is not qualified to independently assess health risks or determine which contaminants may be a
concern. As a public water system, CFPUA’s focus is on operating its plants and systems in accordance
with EPA and DEQ regulations and does not have epidemiologists or toxicologists on staff. Since there
was no indication of an associated health concern, and EPA and DEQ were involved, its mere presence
was not unexpected from a public water provider perspective.
No Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) or similar guidance has been provided by EPA or DEQ. Drinking
water standards include an array of substances that have MCLs we must meet in our finished water. We
have a great track record of meeting or exceeding these MCLs. Neither EPA nor DEQ has provided
CFPUA definitive guidance regarding GenX.
Why did CFPUA participate in the study?
CFPUA is proud to participate in studies that advance the water industry. Associated findings will help
EPA and DEQ regulate contaminants and ensure source waters are protected.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 27, 2017
CFPUA Chairman’s Afternoon Update: June 27, 2017
Wilmington, NC June 27, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update on CFPUA participation in the public forum, water
sampling/testing and CFPUA’s next steps.
1. CFPUA Executive Director Jim Flechtner and CFPUA Board Chair Mike Brown will participate as
panelists in tomorrow night’s public forum hosted by the Star-News, WWAY and WHQR.
•

WWAY will stream the meeting on its website. WHQR will broadcast the forum live on WHQR
News 91.3 FM.
• Click here for more information on the event.
2. CFPUA’s lab took its first water samples at the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant on Monday
afternoon. Those samples are being sent to Eurofins today, where they are developing a method to test
them for GenX.
3. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 27, 2017
CFPUA Chairman’s Morning Update: June 27, 2017
Wilmington, NC June 27, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update regarding action steps following the CFPUA Board internal
review, an important letter to DEQ, and the CFPUA’s next steps.
1. The CFPUA Board of Directors held a special meeting yesterday to discuss action items for CFPUA
process enhancements following CFPUA’s involvement in the NCSU study.
A full list of these recommendations can be found here in yesterday’s afternoon update.
CFPUA began to implement the recommendations this morning. The following two enhancements are
already underway:
•

CFPUA staff worked with IT to develop a page on the CFPUA website titled “The Quality of Your
Drinking Water.” This webpage will include the following:
o A link to any detects of an unregulated contaminant, regardless of whether it is included on
the EPA’s UCMR (Unregulated Contaminate Monitoring Rule) list.
o Advertise new data so customers are aware.
o A link to a rolling 12-month list of water quality test results for compliance.
o Information about disinfection byproducts, UCMR, source water, FAQs, treatment processes,
etc.
o Links to EPA, CDC and other sources of health information.
• Executive Director Jim Flechtner is beginning to gather a group of health officials and water quality
experts that will meet quarterly to review water testing results.
A copy of the CFPUA process review, the presentation from Thursday’s Board meeting, and a full
timeline of actions taken by CFPUA are available here. The Board continues its commitment to
transparency through this process.
2. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process

GenX Information
Posted on: June 26, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Afternoon Update: June 26, 2017
Wilmington, NC June 26, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update regarding action steps following the CFPUA Board
internal review, an important letter to DEQ, and the CFPUA’s next steps.
1. The CFPUA Board of Directors held a special meeting today to discuss action items for CFPUA process
enhancements following CFPUA’s involvement in the NCSU study. These recommendations are a follow
up to the review discussed at last Thursday’s Board meeting.
Following are CFPUA staff recommendations for immediate process enhancements to ensure customers
can easily reach information about the water supply, and to ensure water quality information is properly
managed:
•

Establish a page on the CFPUA web site titled “Drinking Water Quality.”
• Create a link to any detects of an unregulated contaminant, regardless of whether it is included on
the EPA’s UCMR (Unregulated Contaminate Monitoring Rule) list.
• Advertise new data so customers are aware.
• Create a link to a rolling 12-month list of water quality test results for compliance.
• Include information about disinfection byproducts, UCMR, source water, FAQs, treatment
processes, etc.
• Include links to EPA, CDC and other sources of health information.
• Report UCMR data at a Board meeting, not just through the annual CFPUA Water Quality Report.
• Issue a press release when new UCMR or other unregulated contaminant test results are available.
• Secure Board approval for water study partnerships. After they are complete, bring study results
to the next meeting for Board review.
• Quickly escalate test data that appears unusual or concerning.
• Conduct quarterly or special reviews with the New Hanover County Health Department
Department to discuss water quality trends and engage with NCDEQ and EPA who play a vital regulatory
roll in making sure contaminates don’t enter the Cape Fear River in the first place.
The Board also discussed the following objectives for process enhancement, for which the Board will
create policies and protocols:
•
•
•
•

Create a communications protocol for dealing with unregulated contaminants.
Create a mechanism for working with EPA and DEQ to ensure CFPUA is up to date on known
information.
When participating in studies or when made aware of unregulated substances in the Cape Fear
River, create a classification system to classify risk level.
Develop a clear protocol for escalating issues with EPA, DEQ, and public health officials. This might
include a quarterly call to conference on different emerging contaminants with all regulatory
stakeholders included.

•

Set a clear process for escalating any matters of public interest within the organization, to the
Board, and to the public.
• Develop processes that allow CFPUA and the Board to urgently pursue appropriate avenues to
reach resolutions to any issue that may arise—from customer service issues to water quality
issues—in a timely manner.
2. On Friday, CFPUA environmental counsel sent a letter to DEQ Secretary Michael Regan highlighting
two documents of concern discovered during a review of documents from a public records request.
These documents raise questions regarding the accuracy of data used in the issuance of Chemours’
permit. CFPUA has asked DEQ for clarification on this matter. The letter to Sec. Regan asked for further
clarification and explanation on these two documents.
3. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 26, 2017
CFPUA Chairman’s Morning Update: June 26, 2017
Wilmington, NC June 26, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update regarding water testing, the CFPUA Board internal review,
and the CFPUA’s next steps.
1. The CFPUA Board of Directors will hold a special meeting today, June 26th at 11:00 a.m. to discuss
action items for CFPUA process enhancements. These recommendations are a follow up to the
review discussed at last Thursday’s Board meeting.
2. CFPUA worked with DEQ to pull samples from the Sweeney Water Plant last week, but CFPUA has
also started working with Eurofins, a sampling laboratory, to conduct additional sampling for
GenX. Water samples will be pulled today directly from the Cape Fear River as well as treated
water from the Sweeney Plant.
3. On Friday, CFPUA environmental counsel sent a letter to DEQ Secretary Michael Regan
highlighting two documents of concern discovered during a review of documents from a public
records request. The letter to Sec. Regan asked for further clarification and explanation on these
two documents. A copy of the letter is available here.
4. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 23, 2017
CFPUA Chairman Mike Brown's Afternoon Update: June 23, 2017
Wilmington, NC June 23, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update regarding water testing, the CFPUA Board internal
review, and the CFPUA’s next steps.
1. CFPUA environmental counsel sent a letter to DEQ Secretary Michael Regan highlighting two
documents of concern discovered during a review of documents from a public records request.
The letter to Sec. Regan asked for further clarification and explanation on these two documents. A
copy of the letter is available here.
2. Black & Veatch has started their work to evaluate treatment options for removing perfluorinated
compounds (PFCs). Part of their work includes pilot testing of various filter media types to
evaluate the effectiveness of PFC removal, which will include installing test apparatus at the plant
to simulate full scale filter performance.
3. The CFPUA Board of Directors will hold a special meeting on Monday, June 26th at 11:00 a.m. to
discuss action items for CFPUA process enhancements. These recommendations are a follow up to
the review discussed at Thursday’s Board meeting.
CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 23, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Afternoon Update: June 23, 2017
Wilmington, NC June 23, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update regarding water testing, the CFPUA Board internal
review, and the CFPUA’s next steps.
1. CFPUA environmental counsel sent a letter to DEQ Secretary Michael Regan highlighting two
documents of concern discovered during a review of documents from a public records request.
The letter to Sec. Regan asked for further clarification and explanation on these two documents. A
copy of the letter is available here.
2. Black & Veatch has started their work to evaluate treatment options for removing perfluorinated
compounds (PFCs). Part of their work includes pilot testing of various filter media types to
evaluate the effectiveness of PFC removal, which will include installing test apparatus at the plant
to simulate full scale filter performance.
3. The CFPUA Board of Directors will hold a special meeting on Monday, June 26th at 11:00 a.m. to
discuss action items for CFPUA process enhancements. These recommendations are a follow up to
the review discussed at Thursday’s Board meeting.
CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 23, 2017CFPUA Chairman's Morning Update: June 23, 2017
Wilmington, NC June 23, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update regarding water testing, the CFPUA Board internal review,
and the CFPUA’s next steps.
1. In addition to current DEQ sampling and testing, CFPUA will begin conducting its own water
sampling and testing, beginning early next week to provide CFPUA with ongoing information about
raw water quality. Testing will occur three times per week (Monday, Wednesday, Friday) until
levels of GenX decline significantly. At that point, CFPUA will test once per week to ensure levels
continue to taper off.
2. CFPUA is reaching out to DEQ today to ask for assistance in modeling the river in order to estimate
how long it might take for GenX to clear the Cape Fear River.
3. During a Special Meeting of the CFPUA Board yesterday, Robin Smith, an environmental attorney
and former assistant secretary for the environment for the N.C. Department of Environment and
Natural Resources (now NCDEQ), and Jennifer Adams, a chemical engineer and CFPUA Board cochair, presented the results of their internal review. The scope of the review included an
assessment of CFPUA’s involvement in the NCSU study, CFPUA staff communication about the
study, and an evaluation of the appropriateness of CFPUA’s response. A full copy of the report,
timeline and presentation of the report are posted below.
4. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 20, 2017
CFPUA Board Calls Special Meeting to Discuss Independent Review, GenX Updates and FY'18 Budget
Wilmington, NC--June 20, 2017
Please take notice that the Cape Fear Public Utility Authority will hold a Special Meeting on Thursday
June 22, 2017. The Board will convene at 1:00 PM and will meet in the CFPUA offices, 235 Government
Center Dr, Second Floor Conference Room.
The Purpose of the meeting is for the following:
1) Receive Independent review of GenX timeline.
2) Receive update on GenX water issues.
3) Budget discussion

GenX Information
Posted on: June 19, 2017
CFPUA Calls on Surrounding Utilities to Pass Resolutions Re: Chemours, DEQ & EPA
Wilmington, NC June 19, 2017
Mr. Frank Williams, Brunswick County Commissioner Chairman
Mr. Bill Blair, Wrightsville Beach Mayor
Mr. George Brown, Pender County Commissioner Chairman
Mr. Norwood Blanchard, Lower Cape Fear Water & Sewer Authority
Dear Sirs:
As you are probably aware, on June 16, our Board passed the attached Resolutions requesting
Chemours, NCDEQ, and the EPA to take certain steps to address the GenX compound found in our
source water and in some treated water
We have requested that DEQ do the following:
(a) Immediately modify the Chemours permit to require daily sampling and testing of Chemours waste
streams,
(b) DEQ and DHHS determine whether the concentrations of GenX are protective of human health,
taking into account all relevant factors, including toxicity, persistence, and bioaccumulation, and
(c) DEQ immediately modify the permit to prevent any discharge of GenX until (a) and (b) are complete.
We have requested that EPA determine the following:
(d) If Chemours has continuously captured and destroyed 99 percent of GenX from its wastewater
streams;
(e) If Chemours has established the necessary processes and procedures at the Fayetteville Works to
ensure that 99 percent of GenX is being and will be captured and destroyed from the wastewater
streams.
We have further requested that EPA immediately review Chemours studies it has received and review
sampling of which the EPA is aware to determine whether the discharges are protective of human
health and to immediately modify directives regarding Chemours to prevent florochemical compound
discharge into the Cape Fear River until the determination is made by EPA.
We have requested that Chemours act responsible and cease all discharges containing fluorochemical
compounds until NC DHHS and EPA determine the appropriate safe levels of each compound. Finally, we
have requested that these actions be taken in a timely fashion, and we authorized our independent
environmental counsel to take whatever actions deemed necessary to accomplish the objectives set
forth in our resolutions. I encourage you to read the resolutions in their entirety for a full understanding
of the specifics which support these requests. We believe these details may be helpful to your boards
and legal counsel.
I know that each of you share our Board's wishes to address the GenX issue or other compounds that
may affect the quality of the water our utilities provide to our region's customers. I hope that your

governing boards will join us in considering and passing similar resolutions expressing our concerns and
requesting immediate action from Chemours, DEQ, and EPA.
Very truly yours,
Michael C. Brown, Ill
Chairman
CAPE FEAR PUBLIC UTILITY AUTHORITY
View in PDF here

GenX Information
Posted on: June 22, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Afternoon Update: June 22, 2017
Wilmington, NC June 22, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update regarding the CFPUA Board internal review, and the
CFPUA’s next steps.
During a Special Meeting today, the CFPUA Board received an update on the internal review conducted
by Robin Smith, an environmental attorney and former assistant secretary for the environment for the
N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources (now NCDEQ), and Jennifer Adams, a chemical
engineer and CFPUA Board co-chair.
The scope of the review included an assessment of CFPUA’s involvement in the NCSU study, CFPUA staff
communication about the study, and an evaluation of the appropriateness of CFPUA’s response.
Reviewers sifted through reams of reports, emails and data, and also conducted interviews.
As context for the actions taken by staff, reviewers defined the responsibilities of regulatory authorities
that are tasked with establishing standards for drinking water and further defined the permitting
process.
The EPA, the agency tasked with establishing drinking water standards, began studying effects of
perfluorinated chemicals like PFOA and PFOS more than fifteen years ago. These chemicals posed a
health risk, and they were phased out. However, companies started using replacement compounds for
these chemicals over the last five to 10 years.
While the EPA has adopted water standards for nearly 90 contaminants, standards do not exist for many
compounds used in manufacturing or produced as a by-product of industrial activities. PFAS, like GenX,
are not on the EPA’s list of priority toxic pollutants.In the absence of an existing EPA limit, the state
permit writer can set a limit based upon professional judgement.
Water treatment standards are regulated and set by DEQ and EPA, with CFPUA’s core responsibility to
ensure those standards are met. Our water meets or exceeds these standards. EPA and DEQ regulate
water quality impacts on the river including standards and wastewater discharge limit. EPA and DEQ
regulate drinking water systems, research health risks, and develop drinking water rules.
Water systems, like CFPUA, operate under those drinking water rules by regularly monitoring the water,
treating the water, and issuing public notices when water doesn’t comply with EPA standards. Given this
context, the role of CFPUA is to implement the standards set by the regulatory authorities.

While it is not the role of CFPUA to set forth water quality standards, CFPUA often participates in studies
to gain additional understanding of the water CFPUA provides to customers. When CFPUA was
approached to be part of a study pertaining to water at the Sweeney Plant, staff was more than willing
to take part.
The goal of the NCSU study was to begin to fill the knowledge gap about the occurrence of fluorinated
alternatives and their behavior during water treatment. The study was conducted and published, with a
period of due diligence to follow to better understand the findings. A full timeline is available on our
website.
Throughout this process, CFPUA staff communicated with regulatory authorities and others about the
findings, all with the goal of better understanding the results of the study. At the conclusion of the
review, reviewers determined that:
“Given all of the available information, it is our opinion that CFPUA staff acted in an appropriate,
professional, timely, and scientific manner. Data was gathered, studied, and reviewed at appropriate
levels. Based upon information and facts available to CFPUA at the time, staff moved the issue
appropriately through the CFPUA chain of command.”
Though the conclusion of the reviewers was that there was no inappropriate action taken by CFPUA
staff, we know there is still room for improvement to release non-routine findings to the public. We are
committed to taking action to improve the process for dealing with these unregulated chemicals, and
will be meeting in the coming days to discuss next steps and action plans.
A full copy of the report, timeline and presentation of the report are posted below.
CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 22, 2017
CFPUA Independent Review Presentation
Wilmington, NC June 22, 2017
• Presentation
• Final Report
• Timeline

GenX Information
Posted on: June 22, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Morning Update: June 22, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update regarding the CFPUA Board internal review, DEQ water
sampling, and the CFPUA’s next steps.
During a Special Meeting today (details below), the CFPUA Board will receive an update on the internal
review currently being conducted by Robin Smith, an environmental attorney and former assistant
secretary for the environment for the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources (now
NCDEQ), and Jennifer Adams, a chemical engineer and CFPUA Board co-chair.
The review included an analysis of CFPUA’s involvement in and communication about the North Carolina
State University’s study.
Board members will also discuss any updates that may be available related to GenX water issues, as well
as the recently passed budget.
Special Meeting of the CFPUA Board
Thursday, June 22
1:00 PM
235 Government Center Drive
Second Floor Conference Room
* The CFPUA Board will hold a Special Meeting on Monday (6/26), instead of Friday (6/23) due to Board
availability, to discuss next steps and action items related to the review.
2. DEQ will begin collecting water samples at the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant today (6/22).
3. In a story posted yesterday, Robert Bowcock, founder of Integrated Resource Management, discussed
a filter treatment option for CFPUA water. CFPUA is working to determine the best treatment options
with an engineering firm. If Mr. Bowcock does come to the area, we look forward to working with him.
4. CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 22, 2017
CFPUA Creates Tool for Customers to Find Their Home's Water Source
Wilmington, NC June 22, 2017
Below is a link to an on-line tool created by Cape Fear Public Utility Authority. To find your address,
simply enter it into the search box in the upper-left corner and the results will appear momentarily.
If the address is shown in green, the home is serviced by the Michael Richardson Nanofiltration Plant,
which takes water from various groundwater sources. If the address is shown in blue, the home is
serviced by the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant, which takes water from the Cape Fear River. If the
home is shown in beige, the address is not in CFPUA’s service area and we recommend contacting the
number listed on your water bill to find out the source of your water.
Home Water Source Finder Tool

GenX Information
Posted on: June 21, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Afternoon Update: June 21, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s afternoon update regarding Chemours’ NPDES Permit, DEQ water
sampling, and the CFPUA’s next steps.
1. We appreciate Chemours’ voluntary action to eliminate discharge of GenX into the Cape Fear River.
As regulatory bodies work toward a long-term solution, environmental counsel to CFPUA, Brooks
Pierce,submitted a formal letter to DEQ today (see below), requesting the agency enforce the North
Carolina Drinking Water Act (15A NCAC 18C .1209), and prohibit the discharge of any and all GenX
Pollutants into the Cape Fear River. This rule prohibits the discharge of industrial byproducts into any
public water supply stream classified as WS-IV, including the Cape Fear River.
The letter includes an additional request to DEQ, that in issuing the Permit, the agency take into
consideration the broader prohibition against discharge of industrial waste or byproducts into public
water supply streams in accordance with the North Carolina Drinking Water Act.
2. DEQ will begin collecting water samples at the Sweeney Water Treatment Plant tomorrow (6/22).
3 During a Special Meeting tomorrow (details below), the CFPUA Board will receive an update on the
internal review currently being conducted by Robin Smith, an environmental attorney and former
assistant secretary for the environment for the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources
(now NCDEQ), and Jennifer Adams, a chemical engineer and CFPUA Board co-chair.
The review included an analysis of CFPUA’s involvement in and communication about the North Carolina
State University’s study.
Board members will also discuss any updates that may be available related to GenX water issues, as well
as the recently passed budget.
Special Meeting of the CFPUA Board
Thursday, June 22
1:00 PM
235 Government Center Drive
Second Floor Conference Room
* The CFPUA Board will hold a Special Meeting on Monday (6/26), instead of Friday (6/23) due to Board
availability, to discuss next steps and action items related to the review.

CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 21, 2017
CFPUA Requests DEQ to Prohibit Discharge of GenX in Chemours' NPDES Permit
By email to: michael.regan@nedenr.gov
By FedEx to:
Secretary Michael S. Regan
Department of Environmental Quality
217 West Jones Street
Raleigh, North Carolina 27603
Re: GenX in the Cape Fear River
Addendum to First Set of Requests for DEQ Action
Dear Secretary Regan:
We are environmental counsel for the Cape Fear Public Utility Authority ("CFPUA"). This letter is an
addendum to our first set of requests on behalf of CFPUA for DEQ monitoring, permitting, and
regulatory actions, sent on June 19, 2017 and incorporated herein by reference. We request on behalf of
CFPUA that DEQ include conditions in the Chemours NPDES Permit prohibiting the discharge of the
GenX Pollutants into the Cape Fear River, as required by 15A NCAC 2B .0104 and 15A NCAC 18C .1209.
15A NCAC 2B .0104 establishes certain standards for assigning water supply classifications, which are
designed "to maintain, protect, and enhance water quality in North Carolina," and to "protect human
health," in accordance with the public policy of the State. N.C. Gen. Stat. § 143-211(b), (c); see also N.C.
Gen. Stat. § 143-214.1 (requiring adoption of water classifications and standards). Among
other requirements, 15A NCAC 2B .0104 incorporates certain administrative rules promulgated under
the North Carolina Drinking Water Act: "Activities within water supply watersheds are also governed by
the North Carolina Rules Governing Public Water Supplies, 15A NCAC 18C .1100, .1200, and .1500." 2B
.0104(n).
The North Carolina Drinking Water Act rules, in turn, prohibit certain discharges to waters of the State
protected as water supplies, including the Cape Fear River, which has a classification of WS-IV:
No treated or untreated domestic sewage, treated or untreated industrial waste or by products shall be
stored on the watershed of or discharged into any public water supply reservoir or stream tributary to
that reservoir whose waters are classified as WS I. No untreated domestic sewage or industrial waste by
products shall be discharged into any public water supply reservoir or stream classified as WS II, WS
III, WS-IV, or WS-V. . . . No hazardous waste or industrial by products shall be stored in the watershed of
a WS II, WS III, WS-IV, or WS-V stream unless precautions are taken to prevent its being spilled into or
otherwise entering the raw water supply.

15A NCAC 18C .1209. This rule prohibits the discharge of industrial byproducts into any public water
supply stream classified as WS-IV, including the Cape Fear River.
Chemours’ NPDES Permit Renewal Application seeks authorization to discharge into the Cape Fear River,
a Class C, WS-IV water in the Cape Fear River Basin. Chemours has represented to State and local
officials—including to CFPUA—that the GenX Pollutants are "unregulated byproducts" not subject to the
2009 TSCA Consent Order entered between EPA and Chemours, which authorizes the manufacture of
Gera. I Chemours’ own statements amount to an admission that it is prohibited from discharging the
GenX Pollutants into the Cape Fear River pursuant to 15A NCAC 18C .1209.
Accordingly, we request that DEQ fulfill its nondiscretionary duties to implement and enforce 15A NCAC
18C .1209 and immediately prohibit Chemours from discharging any and all GenX Pollutants into the
Cape Fear River, and also include this prohibition as a condition in Chemours’ NPDES Permit. We further
request that in issuing the Permit, DEQ take into consideration the broader prohibition against discharge
of industrial waste or byproducts into public water supply streams in accordance with 15A NCAC 18C
.1209.
On behalf of CFPUA, we look forward to working with you and your department on this important
matter. Thank you for your prompt attention and consideration.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 21, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Morning Update: June 21, 2017
Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—one morning and one afternoon—
with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will be provided each weekday. Below please
find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update regarding Chemours’ decision to voluntary stop discharging
GenX into the Cape Fear River, and the CFPUA’s next steps.
1. Chemours will voluntarily stop discharging the manufacturing effluent that contains GenX into the
river this morning (June 21, 2017). Chemours has confirmed that they are committed to the temporary
removal of GenX until a permanent solution is reached with regulatory authorities, EPA and DEQ.
It has been a true community-wide effort to reach this point. We know there is still a road ahead to
reach a long-term solution, but we are glad to see progress made on many fronts.
2. In light of this news from Chemours, CFPUA is working to track the final discharge of GenX. In
addition, we will be working with DEQ and an engineering firm to model the flow of the river and test
that water daily to determine GenX’s longevity within the water. CFPUA will provide regular updates to
the public regarding findings and testing.
3. During a Special Meeting tomorrow (details below), the CFPUA Board will receive an update on the
internal review currently being conducted by Robin Smith, an environmental attorney and former
assistant secretary for the environment for the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources
(now NCDEQ), and Jennifer Adams, a chemical engineer and CFPUA Board co-chair.
The review included an analysis of CFPUA’s involvement in and communication about the North Carolina
State University’s study.
Board members will also discuss any updates that may be available related to GenX water issues, as well
as the recently passed budget.
Special Meeting of the CFPUA Board
Thursday, June 22
1:00 PM
235 Government Center Drive
Second Floor Conference Room
*The CFPUA Board will hold a Special Meeting on Monday (6/26), instead of Friday (6/23) due to Board
availability, to discuss next steps and action items related to the review.
CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 20, 2017
CFPUA Chairman's Morning Update- June 20, 2017
Wilmington, NC--June 20, 2017: Mike Brown, CFPUA Board chairman, will provide two daily updates—
one morning and one afternoon—with information on activity surrounding GenX. Updates will
be provided each weekday. Below please find Chairman Mike Brown’s morning update regarding
CFPUA’s involvement in water sampling, public records requests to DEQ and EPA, and request to area
utilities to join CFPUA in action.
CFPUA is working with DEQ and the EPA to pull additional water samples from the Cape Fear River and
several other water sources to ensure the most accurate and thorough testing possible. We have
confirmation that testing began yesterday evening, and will provide updates as we have them.
Yesterday, the CFPUA Board submitted two public records requests—one to EPA and one to DEQ—
asking for all records related to GenX, including the items listed below (please refer to each individual
request for a full list of items requested):
Requests of DEQ:
a) Immediately modify the Chemours permit to require daily sampling and testing of Chemours waste
streams;
b) DEQ and DHHS determine whether the concentrations of GenX are protective of human health,
taking into account all relevant factors, including toxicity, persistence, and bioaccumulation; and
c) DEQ immediately modify the permit to prevent any discharge of GenX until (a) and (b) are complete.
Requests of EPA:
d) If Chemours has continuously captured and destroyed 99 percent of GenX from its wastewater
streams;
e) If Chemours has established the necessary processes and procedures at the Fayetteville Works to
ensure that 99 percent of GenX is being and will be captured and destroyed from the wastewater
streams.
Additional EPA requests:
•

Immediately review Chemours studies it has received and review sampling of which the EPA is
aware to determine whether the discharges are protective of human health and to immediately
modify directives regarding Chemours to prevent florochemical compound discharge into the
Cape Fear River until the determination is made by EPA.
In a separate letter, also sent yesterday, CFPUA environmental counsel sent a set of requests for DEQ
Secretary Michael Regan for immediate DEQ action, including:
•

An extensive sampling and analysis program to detect and determine concentrations of GenX in
the Cape Fear River;

•

Stricter conditions or denial of the Chemours permit; and
• A public health determination from DHHS regarding whether or not the Chemours discharge into
the Cape Fear River poses an “adverse effect on the public health.”
CFPUA Board Chairman Mike Brown presented an update on all current CFPUA actions related to GenX
to the New Hanover County Commission. Brown encouraged the commission to support the CFPUA
Board resolutions passed on Friday, June 16.
CFPUA Board Chairman Mike Brown also called upon surrounding utilities to support the CFPUA Board
resolutions (resolution 1, resolution 2), or pass similar resolutions, requesting immediate action from
Chemours, DEQ and EPA. Recipients of the letter include Brunswick County Commission Chair Frank
Williams, Wrightsville Beach Mayor Bill Blair, Pender County Commission Chair George Brown, and
Lower Cape Fear Water and Sewer Authority Public Citizen Representative Norwood Blanchard.
CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold. We are committed to transparency, and we look forward to continuing our
partnership with you through the duration of this process.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 20, 2017
CFPUA Board Calls Special Meeting to Discuss Independent Review, GenX Updates and FY'18 Budget
Wilmington, NC--June 20, 2017:
Please take notice that the Cape Fear Public Utility Authority will hold a Special Meeting on Thursday
June 22, 2017. The Board will convene at 1:00 PM and will meet in the CFPUA offices, 235 Government
Center Dr, Second Floor Conference Room.
The Purpose of the meeting is for the following:
1) Receive Independent review of GenX timeline.
2) Receive update on GenX water issues.
3) Budget discussion

GenX Information
Posted on: June 19, 2017
CFPUA Calls on Surrounding Utilities to Pass Resolutions Re: Chemours, DEQ & EPA
Wilmington, NC June 19, 2017
Mr. Frank Williams, Brunswick County Commissioner Chairman
Mr. Bill Blair, Wrightsville Beach Mayor
Mr. George Brown, Pender County Commissioner Chairman
Mr. Norwood Blanchard, Lower Cape Fear Water & Sewer Authority
Dear Sirs:
As you are probably aware, on June 16, our Board passed the attached Resolutions requesting
Chemours, NCDEQ, and the EPA to take certain steps to address the GenX compound found in our
source water and in some treated water.
We have requested that DEQ do the following:
(a) Immediately modify the Chemours permit to require daily sampling
(b) DEQ and DHHS determine whether the concentrations of GenX are protective of human health,
taking into account all relevant factors, including toxicity, persistence, and bioaccumulation, and
(c) DEQ immediately modify the permit to prevent any discharge of GenX until (a) and (b) are complete.
We have requested that EPA determine the following:
(d) If Chemours has continuously captured and destroyed 99 percent of GenX from its wastewater
streams;
(e) If Chemours has established the necessary processes and procedures at the Fayetteville Works to
ensure that 99 percent of GenX is being and will be captured and destroyed from the wastewater
streams.
We have further requested that EPA immediately review Chemours studies it has received and review
sampling of which the EPA is aware to determine whether the discharges are protective of human
health and to immediately modify directives regarding Chemours to prevent florochemical compound
discharge into the Cape Fear River until the determination is made by EPA.
We have requested that Chemours act responsible and cease all discharges containing fluorochemical
compounds until NC DHHS and EPA determine the appropriate safe levels of each compound. Finally, we
have requested that these actions be taken in a timely fashion, and we authorized our independent

environmental counsel to take whatever actions deemed necessary to accomplish the objectives set
forth in our resolutions. I encourage you to read the resolutions in their entirety for a full understanding
of the specifics which support these requests. We believe these details may be helpful to your boards
and legal counsel.
I know that each of you share our Board's wishes to address the GenX issue or other compounds that
may affect the quality of the water our utilities provide to our region's customers. I hope that your
governing boards will join us in considering and passing similar resolutions expressing our concerns and
requesting immediate action from Chemours, DEQ, and EPA.
Very truly yours,
Michael C. Brown, Ill
Chairman
CAPE FEAR PUBLIC UTILITY AUTHORITY
View in PDF here
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Posted on: June 19, 2017
CFPUA Issues Public Information Request to DEQ, EPA for GenX Information
Wilmington, NC June 19, 2017:
FOIA Request for Information Related to GenX, Post-GenX Chemicals, PFECAs, and Post-PFECA
Chemicals
•
•
•

EPA
DEQ-Public Information Officer
DEQ - Secretary Michael S. Regan

GenX Information
Posted on: June 16, 2017
PUBLIC ALERT: Unconfirmed Reports of Persons Posing as CFPUA to Gain Home Entry for GenX Testing
Wilmington, NC June 16, 2017:
Cape Fear Public Utility Authority has heard unconfirmed reports that persons supposedly representing
CFPUA may be going door to door and asking to enter homes. CFPUA employees do not request
entry into households to test water unless it is scheduled in advance with the customer. Further, all
CFPUA employees carry company-issued photo identification, uniforms and clearly marked company
vehicles. If you have questions about whether a person represents CFPUA, call 332-6625 during business
hours to verify their status and whether CFPUA is working in your area and alert the appropriate
authorities if necessary.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 16, 2017
CFPUA Board Takes Action on GenX, Calls on Chemours to Remove Compound Entirely
WILMINGTON, NC—June 16, 2017: This morning, the Cape Fear Public Utility Authority (CFPUA) Board
of Directors held a meeting to discuss next steps and take action on the presence of GenX in the Cape
Fear River.
During the meeting, the Board unanimously passed two resolutions (see below): the first calling on
Chemours to remove the compound entirely from the Cape Fear River, and the second allowing CFPUA
to take legal action should this request not be honored.
The CFPUA believes it is notable that the N.C. Department of Health and Human Services (NCDHHS) and
the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality (NCDEQ) agree that the levels of GenX in the Cape Fear
River pose a low risk to human health. Their estimates are based on available published research on the
levels of GenX detected in 2013-2014. GenX, however, is still an unregulated, emerging compound
about little is known.
“We believe that the EPA and NCDEQ have tools in their toolbox and the authority required to compel
Chemours to stop discharging into the Cape Fear River, and we are respectfully asking them to do
so immediately for the litany of valid reasons listed within the resolution,” said CFPUA board chairman
Mike Brown. “We also call on state and federal regulatory agencies to close any loopholes that may
allow them to release the chemical into the water.”
The Board also agreed to Brown’s request for a third-party, independent review of CFPUA’s involvement
in, timeline and communication about the North Carolina State University’s study confirming the
presence of GenX in the Cape Fear River.
Robin Smith, an environmental attorney and former assistant secretary for the environment for the N.C.
Department of Environment and Natural Resources (now NCDEQ), will lead the independent, third-party
internal review, with assistance from Jennifer Adams, a chemical engineer and CFPUA Board co-chair.
The review officially began at the conclusion of the meeting.
“On behalf of the CFPUA, I assure you that we as a Board are taking proactive steps to get to the bottom
of this issue, and are committed to 100-percent transparency. Following a swift and thorough review,
the Board will report all findings directly to the public,” said Brown.
CFPUA encourages the public to check our website and social media channels for updates as this
continues to unfold.
###
CONTACT:
Lindsey Hallock
(910) 332-6625
Lindsey.hallock@cfpua.org
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Posted on: June 16, 2017
CFPUA Adopts Chemours Resolutions
Wilmington, NC June 16, 2017
• CFPUA Chemours Resolution
• CFPUA Chemours-DEQ Resolution

GenX Information
Posted on: June 15, 2017
Statement from Mike Brown, Chairman Of the Board, Cape Fear Public Utility Authority Regarding
Genx
Wilmington, NC June 15, 2017
“The role of the CFPUA is to provide drinking water that meets or exceeds all state and federal standards
so that our drinking water is safe. As a result, we regularly participate in scientific studies of this kind.
From the moment we agreed to participate in the NCSU study up until today we have not received any
guidance from any regulatory body that we should test for GenX, nor have we received any guidance on
effective ways to remove GenX from the water supply. That said, I stand with our colleagues at the state
and local levels, and call on Chemours to stop releasing GenX into the Cape Fear River at any level.
As a member of the Wilmington community, I wholeheartedly agree that we, as the CFPUA Board, are
obligated to provide transparency in all aspects of this organization, and that the Board of Directors is
obligated to fulfill its duty to provide oversight and communicate openly with the public. Therefore, I am
going to ask the Board to conduct a review regarding CFPUA’s involvement in and communication about
the North Carolina State University’s study.
We are well aware of the public concern regarding the study and the steps CFPUA followed regarding
the discovery of GenX in the Cape Fear River. I will recommend that the review will be led by Jennifer
Adams, a chemical engineer and member of the Board. At the conclusion of this review, the Board of
Directors will share its findings with the public.
In the interim, the following is an account of events known to me at this time.
CFPUA staff received the initial findings from the NC State research team leading the original study on
May 3, 2016. The study progressed, and a final draft was shared with CFPUA staff on September 25,
2016, shortly before the study was published in Environmental Science and Technology Letters on
November 10, 2016. The study revealed traces of GenX in the Cape Fear River.
The EPA—also an active participant in the NCSU study—through their approvals, allows 1% of the
manufacturing waste stream of GenX to be discharged into the river. Because of this, it was not
surprising that the study confirmed traces in the water.
Upon confirmation of GenX in the Cape Fear River at the conclusion of this study, CFPUA staff
implemented the same due diligence process it uses to study and review all scientific reports and
emerging compounds. GenX is one of thousands of unregulated, permitted compounds, and CFPUA
willingly participates in studies of these types of compounds on a regular basis.
CFPUA staff worked with the researchers to understand this unregulated, permitted compound, the
results of the study, and what they might mean. Based on the information they gathered during this due
diligence process, staff determined that additional research was needed to understand the real effects
of GenX and potential water treatment options. Staff took their initial learnings and request for
additional research to Executive Director Flechtner on March 20, 2017. Staff members continued in their
due diligence process from there.
As part of this due diligence process, Dr. Knappe’s team came to present to the CFPUA water quality
team meeting to present on the study on April 19, 2017, which NCDEQ representatives attended.

Following this initial due diligence phase, staff notified the full board via email on June 5, 2017, and Mr.
Flechtner secured permission from the Executive Committee of the Board on June 7, 2017 to send a
formal request to NC Department of Environmental Quality (NCDEQ) requesting additional research and
regulations for this unregulated, permitted compound. Following Executive Committee approval, Mr.
Flechtner submitted the letter via email on June 7, 2017. NCDEQ had been involved in this matter
beginning as early as April 19, 2017 and at no time during the discussion with NCDEQ or EPA did they
indicate that this confirmed presence of GenX posed a health risk or a public advisory was necessary.
CFPUA received a response from NCDEQ on June 9 (see below). As noted in their correspondence, the
NCDEQ formally requested guidance from the EPA, “the sole agency responsible for establishing drinking
water standards nationwide. The federal agency has extensive resources necessary to determine the
nature, extent and potential impacts of chemicals such as GenX. As such, the North Carolina Department
of Environmental Quality is awaiting guidance from the EPA that will provide [NCDEQ] with the
information needed to begin developing regulatory limits for GenX.
The Board of Directors can guarantee to the public that CFPUA strictly adheres to all regulations, and
can assure its drinking water meets or exceeds all federal and state regulations for safety.
The CFPUA Board of Directors has a responsibility to protect our customers to include full and complete
transparency on all aspects of our organization. That’s why we are taking proactive steps to review this
process. We have a lot of questions, as do our customers. We continue to seek answers, and will deliver
updates as quickly as possible.
The board of directors of CFPUA understands that this is a time sensitive matter given public interest.
We are committed to being complete, thorough and are committed to releasing results of the review on
a timely basis. CFPUA will post updates on its website and social channels. At the conclusion of the
Board of Director’s independent review of this process, the Board will update the public on its findings.”
View in PDF format
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Posted on: June 14, 2017
CFPUA Special Board Meeting for GenX Update
Friday June 16, 9:00am - 10:30am
235 Government Center Drive
2nd Floor Conference Room
Wilmington, NC 28403
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Posted on: June 14, 2017
DEQ, DHHS Investigating Reports of Unregulated Chemical in Cape Fear River

Release: IMMEDIATE

Contact: Jamie Kritzer; Chris Mackey

Date: June 14, 2017

Phone: 919-707-8602; 919-855-4840

DEQ, DHHS investigating reports of unregulated chemical in Cape Fear River
RALEIGH – The N.C. Department of Environmental Quality is leading a state investigation regarding reports of an
unregulated chemical in the Cape Fear River.
DEQ staff, in consultation with state Department of Health and Human Services, are investigating the presence of
a compound known as GenX. DEQ is strongly encouraging Chemours, the company that produces the chemical for
industrial processes at its facility in Fayetteville, to identify any measures that can be taken to reduce or eliminate
the discharges of the chemical to the river until the state completes its investigation. DEQ is also pushing the
Environmental Protection Agency to provide regulatory guidance on GenX.
State environmental regulators will collect water samples from the Cape Fear River and will send those to a
laboratory capable of detecting GenX in water at low concentrations. The laboratory has indicated that the
materials the state is required to use for the water collection and testing should arrive next week. DEQ staff are
prepared to mobilize as soon as the sampling materials arrive from the lab. After meeting with DEQ staff this
week, Chemours agreed to bear all costs for the water collection and testing. The laboratory, which is in Colorado,
has indicated that the first test results will likely be available four weeks from when the samples are received, but
multiple rounds of testing and analysis will be necessary for a meaningful evaluation of the water quality.
“We are seeking answers and solutions to a problem that has prompted understandable concern among citizens
who live and work in Wilmington and the lower Cape Fear region,” said Michael Regan, secretary of the state
Department of Environmental Quality. “We are taking a hard look at the quality of the region’s source of drinking
water and all options we have to limit or eliminate how much of this chemical makes its way to the river.”
Mandy Cohen, the secretary of the N.C. Department of Health and Human Services, said: “The department has a
history of close collaboration with DEQ to protect the health of North Carolinians. We are working closely with
DEQ to understand more about GenX and we will keep people informed as we get more information.”
Staff at DHHS also have initiated daily conference calls with local health departments in the lower Cape Fear
region to share the latest information on this issue.
There are no U.S. regulatory guideline levels for GenX. However, based on available published research, the levels
of GenX that were detected in the Cape Fear River in 2013-14 would have posed a minimal health risk. This is a
relatively new chemical, and the health effects are not fully understood at the current time.
“A sampling event from 2014 is the most recent data that shows GenX present in the Cape Fear, which makes
obtaining new data critical,” Regan said.
More recent data will be available for analysis following the water sampling expected to get underway in the
coming days.

Leadership in DEQ have reached out to staff with the Environmental Protection Agency seeking information about
GenX.
The EPA, which is the lead agency responsible for establishing drinking water standards, is working to establish
guidance on unregulated compounds such as GenX that North Carolina and other states can use to develop
potential regulations for the chemical compound.
DEQ staff are pushing Chemours officials to limit the amount of GenX making its way into the river. A Chemours
official told state environmental regulators this week that the company is working to assess waste streams
containing GenX and determine whether the company can reduce the amount of GenX discharged to the river
under current production levels.
DEQ and DHHS leadership plan to participate in a meeting in New Hanover County convened by local officials on
Thursday to establish the next steps in addressing this issue. Representatives from Chemours are expected to
attend the Thursday meeting.
###
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Posted on: July 14, 2017
NC Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) response to CFPUA regarding GenX
Wilmington, June 12, 2017
The North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality (NC DEQ) responded to a request from
CFPUA for guidance regarding GenX:
Dear Mr. Flechtner,
Thank you for your June 7 letter regarding the presence of poly-flouroalkyl substances present in the
Lower Cape Fear River. We certainly understand the public concerns surrounding this issue and are
working with the EPA and others to better understand the chemical compound and any potential
impacts it may have... Read full letter in PDF format
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Posted on: June 10, 2017
Update on CFPUA Water Quality and Emerging Compounds
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT: Lindsey Hallock
910-332-6625
Lindsey.Hallock@cfpua.org
Wilmington, NC June 10, 2017:
As part of the local community, CFPUA takes its responsibility of providing clean and reliable drinking
water very seriously. Our dedicated staff has been awarded the area-wide optimization award by
the State of North Carolina for going beyond the minimum requirements for the last eight years, and
CFPUA staff performs hundreds of tests every day at various locations from the source to the tap to
ensure state and federal drinking water standards are being met.
In addition to these efforts, staff routinely participates in gathering data on unregulated compounds
identified by EPA as potential contaminants of concern. This EPA process is conducted every five
years, and the results provide the basis for future regulatory actions to protect public health.
Although EPA has the above-mentioned process, it does not identify all potential compounds that may
be a concern to public water supplies. For this reason, CFPUA actively works with trade associations such
as the Urban Water Consortium, the American Water Works Association, and the Water Research
Foundation to keep abreast of the latest advances and developments in water quality and water
treatment.
In addition to participating in national and state-wide studies, CFPUA understands the value of studies
performed right here in the Cape Fear River Watershed such as the one conducted by Dr. Knappe and
his team. Studies such as this help detect emerging compounds that directly impact the Cape Fear
region and our water sources.
Research, whether local or national, is often the first step in identifying potential emerging
contaminants that may require further study and regulation. Through our partnership with Dr. Knappe
and N.C. State University researchers, the compound GenX has been identified in very small
concentrations (parts per trillion) in our water source. As a result of our combined efforts, the State of
North Carolina and EPA have been made aware of its presence and the health concerns shared
by residents of our community and the greater Cape Fear region.
CFPUA expects the findings of this study will accelerate necessary actions by the EPA to evaluate and
establish enforceable standards for the discharge of GenX. The establishment of appropriate standards
is the next step in ensuring the protection of the Cape Fear River, the source of drinking water for much
of the region.

“Cape Fear Public Utility Authority will continue to advocate for its customers” said Jim Flechtner,
Executive Director of CFPUA. “We look forward to continuing our partnership with the North Carolina
Department of Environmental Quality and EPA to resolve this matter in the best interests of our
community.”

GenX Information
Posted on: June 8, 2017
FAQ Regarding Emerging Compounds & GenX
Wilmington, NC June 8, 2017:
Is our drinking water safe?
We take water quality very seriously, and with our advanced treatment processes we continue to meet
all state and federal drinking water standards for safety. Since the State of North Carolina and
EPA establish the drinking water standards we comply with, we will be looking to them to determine
whether this currently unregulated contaminant should be regulated at the point of discharge to the
Cape Fear River.
What do we know about GenX?
We know that it is unregulated and measured in the parts per trillion. At this time, data is not readily
available on whether this is a compound of concern. Ultimately, EPA will determine potential
impacts and safety standards.
What can be done at the treatment plant to remove GenX from the water?
GenX is an emerging contaminant, and we are unaware of technologies capable of removing this
compound from the water. Thus, the more important issue is for the State of North Carolina and EPA to
keep this compound from being discharged into the river.
With GenX in the Cape Fear River, what can/will CFPUA do to ensure the water is safe?
CFPUA treats its source water above and beyond current state and federal standards, and maintains a
robust sampling and monitoring schedule. Additionally, we believe in the importance of participating in
studies such as this one to ensure that emerging compounds are discovered and appropriately regulated
to protect drinking water utilities and their customers. CFPUA believes the best next step is to
determine if this compound needs to be regulated and, if so, ensure that enforcement methods keep it
from entering the Cape Fear River.
Does CFPUA monitor for GenX? If not, why?
Due to GenX’s status as an emerging and unregulated contaminant, there are no EPA-certified methods
to monitor and test for the substance. For more information on permitting and compliance
enforcement, please contact the State of North Carolina Division of Environmental Quality—the agency
responsible for monitoring and regulating dischargers on the River.
If CFPUA participated in the study and knew the results, why did you not release them earlier?
After becoming aware of the study’s findings, CFPUA staff initiated, and maintained, conversations with
the researchers associated with the study to learn more about the compound and the available
testing options. Additionally, CFPUA contacted the State of North Carolina, the agency responsible for
regulating Chemours’ discharge into the Cape Fear River, to inform them of the findings.
Can customers put a filter on their tap to remove GenX?

GenX is a new, unregulated compound and we are unaware of technologies capable of removing it from
the water.

GenX Information
Posted on: June 7, 2017
CFPUA Response to Star News Article on GenX Component in Water Systems South of Fayetteville
Wilmington, NC June 7, 2017:
CFPUA is aware of the N.C. State study concerning unregulated contaminants in the Cape Fear River. We
take our responsibility to provide clean drinking water very seriously, and we reasonably expect private
dischargers to behave responsibly and regulatory agencies to provide proper guidance and oversight.
Since the State of North Carolina and EPA establish the drinking water standards we follow, we will be
looking to them to determine whether this currently unregulated contaminant should be regulated in
our source water. As a local water utility, we look forward to supporting the state and EPA in ensuring
our customers continue to enjoy safe and reliable drinking water. In the meantime, CFPUA continues to
meet all state and federal drinking water standards for safety.
Star News on GenX in Water south of Fayettville

